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"Thanks to you America is free"

THE DUG D'ENGHIEN.



PREFACE

THIS is a work of love; it is also an act of historical

justice.
Thanks to a young French historian who has

devoted several years to the study of family and local

archives and has thoroughly investigated the official

records, Rochambeau has ceased to be a mere name.

Posterity has been forgetful and ungrateful to the old

marshal who is partly responsible for the comparative

oblivion in which he has been left by students of

Franco-American relations. After playing one of the

very first roles in the extraordinary drama called the

War of Independence, he took no pains to carve his

own statue. During the remainder of his life he was

silent. His memoirs written with military brevity and

soberness are nothing but a lucid exposition of facts

and the writer severely suppressed his emotions,

opinions, and even his own personality. In the book

of Mr. Weelen, he lives again, and the old aristocrat,

the descendant of a long line of warriors, appears un-

expectedly more of a true republican in
spirit

and in

conduct than Lafayette himself. He was every inch

a soldier and had no ambition except to serve his

country; he was also not only a nobleman but a gentle-

man and, in the fullest sense of the word, an honest

man.

Born in the old province of Vend6mois close to

vn
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Touraine, he had the sense of measure and proportion,

the equilibrium and poise, the "common sense" so

highly esteemed by Rene Descartes and by him con-

sidered as an essential quality of the human mind, when

perhaps it is only the most precious heritage of the

fortunate inhabitants of that part of France. Brought

up by his father and the regents of the famous College

of Vendome, he entered the army at the age of sixteen

and served as standard bearer under Maurice de Saxe.

For more than twenty years he was in all the wars

and always in the most dangerous positions, at Namur,

at Lawfeldt, at the siege of Mahon with the Marechal

de Richelieu, then at Crefeld, Corbach and Closter-

camp, gaining promotions, distinctions and rewards not

at the court of Versailles but on the battlefield. He
was no enemy of the r6gime, but felt no inclination for

the frivolous and dissipated life of the capital and he

wanted to serve, not to please. A strict disciplinarian,

yet loved by his soldiers, clear-sighted, deliberate, he

could not be considered as a brilliant military genius,

but by all those who had approached him he was

already recognized as a leader and a real chief. When

peace was finally signed at Paris, in 1763, he could have

retired with honor, but he had not yet accomplished

his self-imposed task and he preferred to remain in

active service. As one of the four inspectors in charge
of the reorganization of the army, for more than seven-

teen years, he persistently attached himself to this slow

and thankless undertaking made successful against the
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inertia of the bureaux, the indifference of the Versailles

court and sometimes, until the reforms of Comte de

Saint Germain, against the ill-will of the ministers. He
seems to have been one of the first French soldiers, if

not the very first, to understand that the age of spec-

tacular battles and military displays was passed. From

his experience gained on the battlefields of Europe,

from his studies and observations had come gradually

to him the realization that war was no longer the sport

of kings, an occasion for exploits and heroic deeds, but

that even military genius of the highest order would be

of no avail if the commander had not at his disposal

well-trained and well-disciplined troops, and that vic-

tory was the reward of long efforts and careful prep-

arations.

During all these years, patiently and modestly Ro-

chambeau gave himself entirely to such work. When
the call came he was ready. The pages in which Mr.

Weelen has retraced the steps taken to send an expedi-

tionary force to America, his analysis of the instruc-

tions of the King, the determination of the court to

accept the unity of command and to place the French

forces under Washington thus recognized as generalis-

simo, the firm intent of the French to keep at the same

time the French regiments as independent units under

French officers, in a word, the whole story of the

French expeditionary forces in America a century and

a half ago will forcibly remind the reader of similar sit-

uations, problems, and difficulties which developed
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during the Great War. They constitute a most

precious contribution to the study of international psy-

chology, and the remote past helps singularly to under-

stand the more recent past. To control and subdue the

restlessness and amour-propre of the French officers, to

win the confidence of the American officers and the

American population, none too eager at first to welcome

an army of foreigners even if such help was badly

needed, required more than ordinary qualities of reserve

and tact backed with an iron will. Through his sterling

honesty, his sincerity and directness, Rochambeau did

more than win the confidence of the Americans, he

won their hearts in presenting himself modestly to Con-

gress as "the first soldier in the army of General Wash-

ington" and in begging the people to count on him and

the force under his command "in life and death as their

brothers and best friends." This was more than an idle

assurance, and during the whole campaign Rochambeau

was scrupulously true to his word.

The story of the French participation in the War of

Independence has been told very often, but never per-

haps so vividly and so completely from the point of

view of the French commander. In war as he had been

in peace, Rochambeau was a tower of strength,

patiently, persistently working to win his point, to con-

vince Washington that the war would be decided in

the South and yet never antagonizing the Commander-

in-chief of the allied forces. Then came the last act
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of the tragedy, Yorktown, the day when in the words

of the Quaker poet Whittier:

From Yorktown's ruins, ranked and still,

Two lines stretch far o'er vale and hill:

Who curbs his steed at the head of one?

Hark! the low murmur: WASHINGTON!
Who bends his keen approving glance
Where down the gorgeous line of France

Shine knightly star and plume of snow?

Thou too art victor, ROCHAMBEAU!

The French general had done his work and done it

welL Handsomely received and rewarded by the King,

but practically ignored by the populace who reserved

their acclamations for Lafayette, Rochambeau could

have enjoyed a not inglorious rest in his beloved

Vendomois, he could have followed the advice of the

sixteenth century poet he knew so well, and enjoyed

among his children his remaining days. He could still

serve, however, and during these fateful years when the

impending Revolution was brewing he kept up his self-

imposed task of organizing the army. He was one of

those who trained and developed this body of officers

and non-commissioned officers among whom were to

be recruited the leaders and the chiefs of the volunteer

armies of the Republic. The last of the King's marshals

was to be the first general of the Revolution, serving the

changing government, whatever may have been his

personal opinions, with the same abnegation and the

same honesty he had evidenced in serving his Kong.
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Demoted from his command, later imprisoned by the

Jacobins, he miraculously escaped the guillotine and the

end of his life has an extraordinary grandeur in its sim-

plicity. He was a true patriot, the old man who, pack-

ing his trunk shortly after his liberation, could exclaim

on his way to his castle: "Oh, France; oh, my country,

what power is there in the world that could resist, by
the strength of its organization alone, all the shocks

you have withstood during this year . . . Oh, match-

less nation. You have shown the whole universe what

you are capable of achieving when wiser minds shall

guide your assemblies and command your armies." An

extraordinary profession of patriotism, of clear-sighted

patriotism, and at the same time an extraordinary

prophecy!

More fortunate than Washington, he could live in

peace his remaining days, and even more truly than

Washington he was the Cincinnatus of the War of In-

dependence. Retired in his ancestral castle, in his park

which he remodeled, keeping in mind the noble ar-

rangement he had admired at Mount Vernon, sur-

rounded by members of his family, proud of his sons

who were in their turn serving in the army, visited and

respected by his neighbors and loved by his tenants, the

old marshal spent his last years writing his memoirs,

.reading his favorite authors, working in his garden and

in the study where he kept in a conspicuous place a

portrait of Washington, the decoration of the order of

the Cincinnati of which he had been the first French
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commander, and his sword. Once, however, he went

to Paris, in 1801, and Bonaparte, who was an expert in

the matter, paid him the most glorious tribute. The

First Consul received him in presence of his staff officers

among whom Rochambeau could recognize Berthier, his

former aide-de-camp, "General," exclaimed Bonaparte,

making a sweeping gesture with his arm, "here are your

pupils!" "General Consul," answered Rochambeau

modestly, "the pupils have far surpassed the master."

Like father like son. The rare virtues of the Marquis
de Rochambeau appear again in the Vicomte de Ro-

chambeau whose journal, hitherto unpublished, is given

by Mr. Weelen to the American public. Born in 1755,

he entered the army at the age of fourteen, accompanied

his father in the American war, faithfully served the

Republic and Napoleon as he had served the King, for

he was serving his country, and died at the battle of

Leipzig in 1813. He had the same dispassionate style

as his father, but keen, observing eyes, stating facts

without any comment, but missing very little of im-

portance* Not writing for posterity but for himself,

he has left us a document of the first importance which

deserves the attention of all American historians. In

the father as in the son appear in a marked manner an

aspect of the French character too often neglected and

ignored. It has recently been splendidly defined by
M, Gabriel Hanotaux, the great French historian and

the honored dean of the French Academy, in a message

sent to the Daughters of the American Revolution:
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"To our American friends two national glories
must

particularly appear as the embodiment of the French

spirit: Lafayette and Rochambeau. Lafayette is the

brilliant nobleman who follows the generous inspira-

tions of his heart. He is the very type of the knight

who rushes out to the assistance of those who are in

need, of all those who look for a helping hand on which

to lean when they are deserted.

"Rochambeau is the man of duty and reflexion,

matured by experience and the vicissitudes of life,

passing the greater part of his existence in a voluntary

retirement and manifesting himself only when circum-

stances place upon him heavy responsibilities* Our age,

the age of Joffre, Foch, Pershing and Haig, is already

represented and portrayed in this man who through his

abnegation and modesty deserves immortality/*

Because of his very qualities and virtues the French

Cinchmatus has too long been ignored. The castle in

which he was bora and in which he died, the village

cemetery of Thor6 in which he is buried, are not hal-

lowed as national shrines. If he could have foreseen

this neglect the great silent soldier would not have com-

plained, but thanks are due to the historian who piously

placed on his tomb a wreath in which the heroic laurel

is entwined with familiar flowers from the garden of

France.

GILBERT CHINARD.

Johns Hopkins University.
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CHAPTER I

MONSIEUR DE SAINT-GEORGES

ON THE sixth of December, 1718, in the chapel of the

Chateau des Effets, in Selommes parish of the Vendome

region, Gabriel-Rene de Vimeur de Rochambeau, priest

of the Oratoire and cure of Saint-Georges du Rosay-

au-Maine, blessed the marriage of his nephew Joseph-

Charles de Vimeur to Marie-Claire-Therese Begon. In

the pretty manor house of the Begons, the Marquis
de Rochambeau, former aide-de-camp of the Marechal

de Cr6qui, Seigneur de Rochambeau, d'Ambloy, de la

Fosse, du Plessis, de Villarceau, de la Tour de Varennes,

his wife, niece of Dom Brachet, Father Superior of the

Benedictines of Saint-Maur, and the nobles of the sur-

rounding country seemed a bit crowded.

Joseph-Charles de Vimeur was, it is true, the heir

of a family whose nobility was illustrious and ancient.

A Mac6 de Vimeur, in 1481, proved to the tax col-

lectors that "he was noble, of noble extraction, living

nobly, and as a result was not subject to taxation/' His

coat of arms was blue with a golden chevron and three

mullets of the same color. A motto, Vivre en preux,

y mourir (To live bravely, to die thus), completed it.

The Duke of Anjou had given this to the descendants

of Nicolas de Vimeur, bravely fallen during the expe-

dition against Naples.
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His most distant ancestor, of Touraine origin, had

taken part in the first Crusade; a Jean de Vimeur had

been killed beside Alphonse of Anjou, brother of Saint

Louis, in the battle of Mansourah. Rene de Vimeur,

captain of a company of mounted arquebusiers, was at

Saint-Cloud with the King of Navarre and Henri III

when the latter was assassinated. At once he started to

shut himself up in Paris, then decided against this and

asked the new king for a passport that would permit

him "to retire to his home, Rochambeau, with six re-

tainers and to reside there, but without going to war in

any manner whatsoever*" Ren6 de Vimeur, hot-na-

tured, was not able to stay inactive at Rochambeau,

with his father who was very old and nearly blind.

In June, 1594, he is discovered at the defense of Laon

where the Duke of Guise, Charles de Lorraine, granted

him three payments to "recompense him for the losses

he had suffered in his profession, likewise for three

horses that had been killed under him while going into

battle against the enemy." In addition he made his

peace with the court, became gentilhomine ordinaire
*

of the king's chamber, but remained faithful till his

death to the house of Lorraine.

The grandson of the Leaguer, who had his grand-

father's Christian name, at an early date entered the

second company of musketeers which Francois Colbert,

brother of the Comptroller of Finances, commanded.

1 Small noble who acted as a special minister of the king, in present-

ing his orders and messages to parliaments and foreign courts. This
rank later lost function and significance.
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In a letter to his family, in January, 1668, Rene de

Vimeur wrote; "We held inspection last Tuesday in

the courtyard of the Louvre where I was promoted to

sergeant by the king; and when I thanked him, he did

me the honor of saying to me that he knew that I was

of a good house and that besides I served with excel-

lence. This is due to the generosity of Monsieur de

Colbert to whom I am deeply indebted." Rene de

Vimeur doubtlessly did not consider himself indebted

for too long a time, for he left his company to wander

about the world.

In the spring of 1670, he enlisted with the naval

forces of Monsieur de la Haye, whose mission was to

visit the colonies of the French Indies. The ships

touched at Fort-Dauphin, at the island of Anjouan
where Ren6 de Vimeur and another Vendome man,

Louis-Auguste Bellanger de Lespinay, were "sent ashore

to speak to the governor who showed and had shown

to us," wrote Lespinay in his journal of the voyage,

"the worth-while sights on the island." The governor

of San-Thom6, on the Coromandel coast, was less oblig-

ing. The admiral having asked if he might come ashore

to take on fresh supplies, "he replied very disagreeably

that if we needed gravel he would permit us to take

some." Monsieur de la Haye retaliated by bombard-

ing the town, which surrendered. The capture was

difficult to hold.
'

In spite of incessant fights, during the

course of which Ren6 de Vimeur was wounded "in the

cheek from the blow of a pike," they had to come to
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terms. The survivors of that escapade were invalided

home on an unseaworthy Dutch ship which took water

at every seam and which was soon nothing but a huge

hospital. When, on the second of May, 1675, they
came in sight of Lorient "there were no more than

nineteen men well," wrote Lespinay. "Delight was so

great amongst us that I would not know how to ex-

press it. All of our poor sick came dragging themselves

on deck, saying that they were happy to have seen

France once again before dying/'

Such men, venturesome in war, took the trouble to

make valuable alliances and to build up a domain. In

marrying Jacquette de Juston, about 1477, Mac6 de

Vimeur left Touraine and established himself in the

Vend6me territory, on the land at Ambloy. In 15x2*

Christine de Belon brought to Mathurin de Vimeur the

castle of Rochambeau whose name he took and, as an

inheritance from her brother, the feudal estate of

Aupuy. Their son, Ren6 de Vimeur, in his first mar-

riage wed Rene de Maill6, of a famous Touraine fam-

ily, and, in a second wedding, Marie Salviati, sister of

Cassandre whom Ronsard celebrated in his verses*

Lastly, Elisabeth de Menon de TurbilK, wife of the

veteran of San-Thorn^, who claimed to be able to trace

her family tree in one branch back to the house of

Cond6, in another all the way to the king,

On the other hand, the nobleness of the Bgons was

of the rank of the judiciary and plainly new. The

father of the bride, Jean~Bapriste B6gon> squire, coun-
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selor, and secretary of the king, was the receiver of

election figures at Vendome; her grandfather, Jean

Begon, a magistrate. Colbert who, by his marriage to

Marie Charron, was related to the Begons, interested

himself in one of them, Michel, had him made treasurer

of the naval administration at Toulon, then commis-

sioner of the French islands in America. In 1683,

Begon landed at Santo Domingo and restored order in

that island, then went on to Martinique where a flower,

the begonia, was given his name. On his return to

France he built up a collection of engravings and of

rare plants in their natural states, had the one hundred

and two portraits of the Hommes illustres of Perrault

engraved, and created a display of Egyptian relics.

Something of the glory of this enlightened commis-

sioner reflected upon his family from Blois,
2

Through her mother, Claire-Therese Begon was per-

haps of a still more modest origin. In the month of

February, 1700, Jean-Baptiste Begon had married the

daughter of a Vendome king's councilor, Jeanne-

Claire Jabre. Henri IV had made the future of the

Jabres in placing Pierre Jabre in the position of secre-

tary in the personal suite of his natural son, C6sar,

Duke of Vendome. A hard-working and crafty

Auvergne man, Pierre Jabre quickly won the confi-

* The country of the Begons is Gerzat in Limagne. Maurice Barres

who came there in 1908 to see the home of Antoinette B6gon, mother
of Pascal, has marked the characteristic trait of the tribe: They were
hard workers who had bought little positions as recorders, as notaries/

1

he wrote. "In Pascal's time they had managed to become very rich.'*

Mc$ Cdbferr, Paris, Hon, 1933, VII, p. 4*.
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dence of the young duke. He gained the hand of

Ambroise Cadot, of a good Vendome family, by whom
he had many children. He established them as nobles.

They were, from the names of the estates on which

they lived, Jabre de la Cousiniere, Jabre de Malitourne,

de Bellesort, des Belles, de Villaria, du Plessis, all more

or less needy.

To shelter his old age, Pierre Jabre bought in Ven-

dome, rue de la Poterie, the Courtenvaux mansion,

which had a deep entrance and a broad roof whose

supports were decorated with savoy cabbages and

fleurons. This dwelling fell into possession of the

B6gons by inheritance. They invited the young
Rochambeau family there.

The little bride of fourteen in that way remained

under the supervision of her family, among her sisters,

Jeanne, Claire, Olive, Marie-Josphe, and her brothers

who were still children in arms.* The unexpected

death of Jean-Baptiste B6gon, only fifty-two years old,

made the Marquis de Rochambeau the head of this

afflicted household*

The marquis, in 1722, the year of his brother-in-

law's death, was only twenty-two. Crippled at birth,

he was unable to do military service and had to content

himself with honorary titles. In 1723, he was given

a There were three of them: Jean-Baptiste Begon, who was collector

general of finances in the administrative district of Montauban; Louts

B6gon, captain in the regiment of Saint-Simon, and Alexandrc-C&ar

Bgon de Lory, comptroller general of the king's Iarms at Chalon-*ur~

Sa6nc, and later, lord of Saint-Lye'.
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the position of chief bailiff of the duchy, of Vendomois

and was named governor of the castle then, in 1728, of

the township of Vendome. Knight of the order of

Saint-Lazare and of the Saint-Sepulcre de Jerusalem, he

was chosen, thanks to Marshal Villeroy, to represent

the tribunal of marshals throughout the province and

in Perche-Gouet.

From this union three boys were soon born: Jean-

Baptiste, who died a few months after his birth; Gabriel-

Cesaire-Joseph, who was baptized in the presence of a

large group of relatives and friends on the thirteenth

of April, 1724; finally, on the second of July, 1725,

Louis Bgon, the parish priest of Menars, administered

the sacrament of baptism in the church of Sainte-

Madeleine de Vendome, to his nephew, Jean-Baptiste-

Donatien, born the day before. The infant had as god-

father the high and powerful lord Donatien de Maill6,

Marquis de Carman and, for godmother, his aunt,

Jeanne Bgon. This wretched boy was none other than

the future Marshal de Rochanibeau.

As soon as they were old enough to leave their nurse,

the sons of the marquis were given quarters of their

own, looking on the garden. The apartment was sim-

ply furnished, with a four-poster bed with an em-

broidered satin covering and curtains of white linen,

a few chairs, a little daybed and a screen of four panels,
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hung with green cloth. Through the open window

the young boys could see, beyond the low wall which

enclosed the family flower beds, the grounds of the

college of the Oratoire whose orchard and arbors, be-

tween the arms of the Loir, overspread the Isle Paradis,

a veritable Cartesian park, well combed and well

pruned. Farther on, to the right, the towers of Saint-

Martin and of the main abbey of the Sainte-Trinite

rose up from the somber greenness of the hilL On the

left the stone and brick buildings of the college stood,

somewhat obliquely, half hiding the old chapel and its

open-work bell tower. Duke Csar de Venddme,
founder of the college, had entrusted to Pierre Jabre

the supervision of the work-yard. The maternal grand-

father of Rochambeau performed this duty with his

usual earnestness. It was decided, in recognition of his

services, that one of his descendants would be taken as

a student in perpetuity and without cost. It therefore

seemed natural to the Rochambeau brothers to come

one day to take seats in this building.

Besides, the superior of the college, Father Houbi-

gant, found in the Marquis de Rochambeau a confidant

and a friend who liked to discuss Descartes and Mon-

taigne, without neglecting the Ancients* The two men

outlined a new plan of study, inspired by the beliefs

of Fathers Thomassin, Lamy and Poisson, who had

been, the century before, regents of the college of

Vend6me. The Oratorian gave history and French

a preponderant place. "History/
1

he said, "is the foun-
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dation of learning; it is a theater where all men are

spectators." He wished the explanation of the Latin

texts to be done in French with the help of a good

grammar filled with plates in color. In the powerful
terms of Malebranche, he wished to use what is known

to discover the unknown. He added to this program
a study of the mathematical and physical sciences which

check the imagination of the young and are a natural

complement to logic. So began, in the course of inti-

mate conversations, the Traite des J-ttudes that Father

Houbigant would later write. At the beginning of the

term in the year 1730, the Marquis de Rochambeau en-

trusted his two sons to him.

The infrequent vacations were spent in making visits:

Jean-Baptiste-Donatien was in this way taken once a

year to the home of his cousin, Jabre du Plessis, who

had two sons, also students at the college; to Villero-

main, near his godfather, the Marquis de Kerman; to

the castle of Villetrun where his old cousin, Gabrielle

de Fleings, received him parsimoniously. In the long

holidays the whole family crowded into the carriage,

with its three windows quilted in crimson velvet, roll-

ing to the gait of its single horse toward the banks of

the Cher. The marquis would go to greet, in the castle

of Veretz, his distant relative, Madame la Princesse de

ContL This great-granddaughter of the Grand Cond6

had taken the Due d'Aiguillon at his word when he

had said to her, between gallantries, that she was to feel

at home at Veretz* Each year since her widowhood
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she had appreciated more deeply the charm of this

"marvelous house/
7

as Madame de Sevigne used to call

it, situated at the entrance of the convent of Beaumont-

les-Tours where her sister, Madame de Vermandois,

was abbess. Under the frescoed ceiling of the drawing-

room one would find the princess seated at her occupa-

tion of embroidering, surrounded by her little court.

Beside the Archbishop of Tours and the Bishop of

Blois who, like the Duchesse d'AiguUIon, belonged to

the Crussol household, Abbot Grecourt could be recog-

nized by his "pleasant prattle." "Belle Elise," as her

intimates called her, would leave her embroidering to

talk with the Marquise de Rochambeau a cousin of

whom, son of Jean-Augustin Laboureau, "fabricant of

silks" at Tours, was music master to her daughter,

Mademoiselle de Conti, with the Benedictines of Beau-

mont-les-Tours. One could hear "her sometimes lively

and cheerful, sometimes weighty and grave, conversa-

tion." With evening the group would scatter upon the

terrace, four hundred yards long, to express opinions

about some new parceling out of the woods* While

the children went down to the poultry yard to tease

the peacocks, Elise led the ladies toward the forest

where the duke, giving in to her whim, had built for

her a small study decorated with inlaid faience and with

a bed of sweet-smelling jasmine in front of it*

It was undoubtedly on this terrace that the future

of Jean-Baptiste-Donatien was decided* He was a

younger brother and he had just won the second prize
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in Latin Discourse for the third form. Nothing more

was needed to consign him to an ecclesiastical career.

Monsieur de Blois persuaded the Marquis de Rocham-

beau that his son could not finish his studies in an estab-

lishment suspected of Jansenism without endangering
his elevation. He took him into his bishopric at Blois,

from which he was led each day with the class to the

Jesuits. "The bishop," Rochambeau tells in his

Memoires, "called me his little deputy; he was seconded

in this by his real deputy, the Abbe of Beaumont, who
was later the Archbishop of Paris. This determined

my calling, and I was going to be tonsured at Pentecost

when my brother died. I was keenly affected by this;

but the good bishop came, with all of his Languedoc

frankness, to assure me that I must forget all that he

had said to me up to this time, that I had become the

oldest son of my family and that I must serve my coun-

try with the same zeal that I might have served God in

a religious career: he took me into his carriage and

carried me at once to my parents."
*

After six months of absence, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien

returned to his family with the first good weather. He
took the title of chevalier and added to 'his name that

of the estate of Saint-Georges which his father owned.

* M&moires imlitatres, historiques et folitiques de Rochambeau, former

marshal of France and Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, in Paris,

Fain, printer, 25 rue Saint-Hyacimhe, 1809, two volumes, 8vo.T 1, 2.
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He found again at the Rochambeau mansion, along with

a diet that was more suited to his delicate health, the

setting of his childhood: in the dining-room, hung with

a foliage tapestry, were the portraits of Louis XIV, of

Louis XV, of Admiral Coligny in their gilded frames;

about the table the twelve chairs covered with flowered

slips and, against the wall, the copper jug; in the com-

pany drawing-room, under the fifty ells of celebrated

figures in tapestry, the armchairs and the easy chairs of

red-striped plush, and the silk screens which in winter

kept off draughts.

Monsieur de Saint-Georges took up again, in his

father's library, his favorite reading: Sully's Memoires,

those of Commines or of Brantome. Seated at his table,

simply clothed in a dressing gown of gray watered silk

lined with taffeta, the marquis wrote with a sharp pen
the Eloge de fOie which he maliciously dedicated to

the inhabitants of the Vend6me region* Now and then

his "gothic muse" dictated to him, to the tune of the

Air de Joconde, a lesson for his son and for the young
academicians in the college, one of whose patrons he

became. Be, he said, indulgent toward each other,

learn to think; avoid the false of spirit who lead

away from truth* With great delicacy he put the

young collegians on guard against that pedantry which

is stupid.

In leaving the holy vale

To walk the world of men

Spirit must never fail
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To be coined new again,

Taunting and half concealed

Beneath the dies impressed;
It cannot stand revealed

But must be only guessed.

Monsieur de Saint-Georges once more knew the way
to the Oratoire where the masters, who had infrequently

used the ruler, received him in a kindly manner. On
market days he purposely delayed in the rue Saint-

Jacques on the steps of the little castle where Ronsard

stayed when he came to Vendomois. He watched the

countrymen going into the public playing courts at the

"Sign of the Rose and the young calves, untended,

trampling through the parvis of the church of Sainte-

Madeleine. This sanctuary, in which his brother lay

under the Rochambeau arms newly painted on the walls

of the nave, reminded him of his religious life. On
TPalm Sunday Monsieur de Saint-Georges would carry

his branch to the altar. In the observance of Corpus
Christi he followed the canopy of the Holy Sacrament,

taper in hand. The fafades of the castles of Bellay, of

Gennes, of Rochambeau, of Livre, built by the apothe-

cary of Henri IV, and of Bonmars, lived in by the

king's historian, Antoine Fousteau, stood before him

in tapestry or in Rouen carpets. The old bridge of La

Chevrie and the watering trough were half hidden

junder foliage. When the procession reached the gate-

way of Saint-Georges, all riddled with Huguenot bul-

lets, the Marquis de Rochambeau's artillery, from the
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ramparts of La Capitainerie, would mix its great voice

with that of the ringing bells.

Monsieur de Saint-Georges would sometimes go
with his father to the chateau. While the older man

concerned himself with some business in hand, the

young knight would visit the encircling walls, which

were buttressed with round-towers, through which the

troops of Henri IV had forced an opening in the siege

of 1589. He would wander through the unfinished

and empty wings that Cesar de Vendome had built on

the farmyard. At the hour of complines he entered

the college chapel which pointed its slate spire above

the walls. Organ music was a prelude to psalms, A
last ray shone on the large Christ in the rood-loft. From

the periphery of the choir and in the chapels the recum-

bent figures of so many noble ladies and high-souled

lords of the house of the Bourbons seemed to come to

life. He had read, in a manuscript which the Marquis

de Rochambeau piously preserved, how Jeanne d'Albert

plundered the treasury of the collegiate church, stole

the silver candlesticks and threw the saints* relics in

the Loir. He deciphered on a slab this quatrain which

the poet had put in the mouth of Madame Catherine de

Bourbon, sister of Henri IV:

In Paris I was born, in Pau was regent,
The king's only sister, in Lorraine content;

With child, I lay in Nancy on my bier,

My heart still lingers there, my body here*
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Monsieur de Saint-Georges did not yet know that

epitaphs are masks on the faces of the dead: In Lorraine

content. . . . Poor Catherine, who died from having

loved too well her fearless cousin, the Comte de Sois-

sons, in the shadows at Pau!

At that time one was not careful to hide from chil-

dren certain quite painful aspects of life. When he was

twelve, Pierre de Ronsard watched the autopsy of the

Dauphin of France. At about the same age, the Chev-

alier de Saint-Georges followed the funeral procession

of his old cousin of Villetrun through a Beauce coun-

tryside and signed the parish register. In January, 1 740,

he saw interred Sire Charles-Jacques Ferrand, lord of

Les Minieres, whom his aunt, Olive Begon, had married

ten years before. As a contrast he was present at the

conditional baptism of a young sister and of a young
brother who were not rebaptized till much later.

5

In the meanwhile Monsieur de Saint-Georges had

come to Paris to follow the courses at the Academy.
While his friends went to Auteuil by noisy carriagefuls

he worked at horsemanship and fencing and went to

the Tuileries to hear the king's musicians.

The War of the Austrian Succession scattered that

happy youth. Monsieur de Saint-Georges did as his

comrades and changed his student gear for that of a

* On the twenty-second of August, 1745, in the chapel of the chateau

of Saint-Cloud, The boy died "at the age of
f
about four" and the

girl, given the Christian name of Phillippine-Elisabeth, married, on
the seventh of August, 2754, the Comte des Salles, captain in the Har-
court cavalry and later colonel of the Saintonge regiment.
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soldier. He obtained the rank of standard bearer in

the Saint-Simon regiment of which his uncle, Louis

Begon, was captain and came to Vendome to make

preparations for leaving. After the Christmas of 1741

he said good-by to his family. And under a stubborn

rain which was ruining the roads and swelling the rivers,

this boy of seventeen moved, almost piously, to the

baptism of fire.

Rochambeau had from childhood the virtues to use

eighteenth century language which make great mili-

tary men. Some will say that he owed to his twofold

ancestry that bundle of qualities which are rarely bound

together in one individual* The large gallery of por-

traits in the chateau at Rochambeau would have in-

spired Taine, with so many Vimeurs, swelling out their

chests under the breastplates, neighbors to the Bgons,
a bit stilted in their watered silks and brocades. He
would have seen the great soldier governed at the same

time by these nobles and these bourgeois, getting from

the former his valor and the love of his profession, from

the latter a sense of moderation and thrift, that regard

for the public good, the liberalism which made Dufort

de Cheverny say in his Mmoire$ that the taker of

Yorktown was Completely the democrat/*

Let us find rather, with perhaps more truth, the ex-

planation for his character in the Cartesian education

which was given to him by his father and the masters
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of the college at Vendome. Taine, who thought that

the Revolution sprang entirely from Cartesianism,

would not have disputed this. And Rochambeau him-

self, by the attitude of his whole life, guides us toward

this solution*

It is true that for nearly forty years he would return

to his "native air
7 '

only with the attitude of a man on

leave who wishes rest above all. Yet, during the most

active periods of his long life, he never forgot Ven-

dome, where in 1779 he was to make an official appear-

ance as governor.

Remember this date, because it begins a period of

more intimate contacts between Rochambeau and his

province. It was, in fact, the period of the French

intervention in America, from which he would return

covered with enough glory, weighted down with

enough honors, to allow him to give the place to his

rural tastes which he had denied them up to that point.

Commandant of Picardie, of Artois, of Alsace, then

Marshal of France, hereafter he would be seen dividing

his time between the official residences and the Chateau

de Rochambeau, embellished and enlarged through his

care.

He would come back of his own choice to preside

over the literary exercises of the little academy whose

patron he in turn became and whose more advanced

students played at being the Academe jrangalse. He

took his guests to visit it. In fact, we learn from a

letter of Fouch6, then regent of the College of Ven-
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dome, that the famous Montgolfier, who was at Ro-

chambeau in 1786, distinguished the final oral examina-

tions of that year with his presence. The Chateau de

Rochambeau, like many seigniorial mansions, welcomed

literary and learned men. One of them, Jean-Philibert

Dessaignes, who, after the dispersion of the Oratorians,

became the head of the college, always found there

the truest welcome with his co-director, Frangois

Mareschal.

This Frangois Mareschal wrote, in the Notice which

he devoted to Rochambeau after his death: "He loved

learning, which he had cultivated in his youth. He
welcomed always cordially the students of the military

school at Vend6me, favoring particularly those who

were going into the service, inspiring in all of them a

respect for himself and a veneration for a career which

he had so honorably followed/
7 We also know,

through an indiscretion on the part of another Ven-

dornois, Duchemin de la Chesnaye, that he would en-

tertain himself by composing poetry which, through

modesty, he would burn almost immediately. Very

fortunately we still have, as an example of the marshal's

talents, his correspondence, written in a style that is

consciously severe and his MSmoires about which Henri

Doniol, historian of the American War of Independ-

ence, has said: "They are from a learned soldier and

from a strong and concise mind." So, even in his old

age, the Marechal de Rochambeau remained under the

strict discipline of the Oratoire.



CHAPTER II

THE ARMOR OF MARS
IN SPITE of the courage which she exhibited in trying

to save her heritage that end of December, 1741, Maria

Theresa of Hapsburg, daughter of the dead emperor,
was giving way under the pressure from her aggressors.

The King of Prussia, following the battle of Molwitz,

held Silesia; the Elector of Bavaria had entered Austria

and was threatening Vienna; France, remaining faith-

ful to a tradition that went back to the sixteenth century
and which made the crushing of the House of Austria

a fundamental principle in its politics, upheld the

Elector. Louis XV, in the month of April, 1741, had

appointed him lieutenant general of an army of 40,000

men which he was sending into Bohemia under the

orders of the Due de Belle-Isle. This army had cap-

tured Prague by surprise. The Elector, who was fol-

lowing in a French carriage, gathered in the crowns.

At Lintz he had himself declared Archduke of Austria;

at Prague, King of Bohemia; at Frankfort, on the fourth

of January, 1742, in the most solemn manner, Emperor.

On the road from Strasbourg to Nuremberg, where

he was to rejoin the regiment of Saint-Simon, the Comte .

de Rochambeau learned of all this. In spite of the rain

and bad food, these things lightened up the day's march.

However, nothing is more shifting than the fortunes

19
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of war. Because the inactivity of the winter had been

advantageous to the troops of Maria Theresa, the first

battle at which the young man was present, in the be-

ginning of the campaign of 1742, was a defeat. Fortu-

nately the exactions of service willed that Rochambeau

be only a spectator, for it is bad to be initiated into war

with defeat. The blood of his people spoke louder than

regulations. He was about to join a group of volun-

teers when the colonel recognized him and placed him

under arrest. This was the one punishment of that

fine career. He had time, in spite of everything, to see

Marechal Toering, "as eager as a musketeer/* charge at

the head of his Bavarians, fall back under a heavy fire

and draw into his rout the French cavalry.

As a result of this unsuccessful attempt the French

position in the valley of the Danube was untenable.

The retreat took place under the shelter of night and

fog* Officers deserted and, at the end of the campaign,

Rochambeau was the only standard bearer in his regi-

ment who was still at his post.

The cold and exhaustion overcame his determination.

Hardly had the army gone into winter quarters between

Ingolstadt and Ratisbon before a malignant fever

showed itself. "The order for the regiment to move

to a new position came," he writes, "at the moment

when I was sickest: they placed me in the rear on a

cart where I stayed during eight days of the greatest

cold; the Danube was frozen enough to support wagons;

but nature, youth, the intensity of the fever made me
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sweat on my bed of pain, as if I had been in the hottest

stove." Monsieur de Saint-Simon, his colonel, sent

him to Ratisbon. "I found a guard on the bridge, who

stopped my wagon and who had the magistrate's order

to keep out of the city any sick of the French army,
where there was said to be a deadly epidemic. After

having been held up at this entry for six hours I ob-

tained, through the influence of Monsieur de Lanoue,

the French minister, permission to move in. The length

of the disease, relapses, a long convalescence held me

there until the first of May."
*

A month later the brother-in-law of Maria Theresa,

Prince Charles de Lorraine, after having terrified

Bavaria by plunder and fire, forced his way across the

Danube. The remainder of the campaign for the

French forces was nothing more than a long retreat

broken by halts at Ratisbon, Ingolstadt and Danauwerth.

The equipment was stolen and, as for Rochambeau, he

found himself reduced to the shirt which he had on his

back. "As soon as we came to Ratisbon," he writes,

"I went to see my friend Monsieur de Lanoue, who

gave me twenty-five louis with which I bought a miser-

able pack horse, a bearskin and four shirts; I felt that

this equipment would be sufficient for me in the duties

to which the grenadiers and the riflemen were put, since

they were assigned every day to act as a rear guard."
*

The Saint-Simon regiment crossed the Rhine at

iRochambemi, I, n.
* Rochambeau, I, 18.
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Speyer. The Comte de Rochambeau was given a com-

pany of cavalry in the same regiment a few days later,

July 23, 1743. He writes: "We were cantoned on the

edge of the Rhine. We stationed the foot guard in

some redoubts on the bank of this river; we had under

our orders some armed peasants of Haute-AIsace, num-

bering four thousand, who did service there with great

zeal" So ended on French soil that unfortunate cam-

paign about which Michelet has said that "it was the

miniature of the return from Moscow."

When the Grand Duke of Tuscany, husband of

Maria Theresa, had been proclaimed Emperor at Frank-

fort, a kind of neutrality was established on the Rhine,

which was respected by both sides during the course of

the succeeding campaigns. The struggle was to be

pursued elsewhere. Louis XV, who had declared war

on his own count against England and against Holland,

allies of Maria Theresa, moved against them in the

Netherlands. The conquest was pushed forward by
three stages after three great battles, the first of which

brought home Victory to the French camp.

The calm which reigned in the Army of the Rhine

allowed Rochambeau to ask a half year's leave which

he went to spend in the Chkeau of Saint-Cloud where

his mother, the Marquise de Rochainbeau, had filled for
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several months the role of governess to Mademoiselle,

daughter of the Due de Chartres.

The Marquise de Rochambeau had encountered her

friend, the Princesse de Conti, during a trip which she

made to Paris in 1745 to ease the exile of an uncle of

her husband, the Chevalier de Rochambeau, the com-

modore who had inadvertently allowed an English fleet

to resupply Gibraltar. The princess took her to the

home of her daughter. The year before, Mademoiselle

de Conti had married the Due de Chartres, grandson of

the Regent and son of the Due d'Orleans, who lived

a life of seclusion and prayer at the monastery of Sainte-

Genevieve. The young duchess was pregnant and was

without great experience. She considered it wise to

secure for the child that was to be born a mature woman
whom her mother had recommended to her and who

might be of great help to her. Under the title of the

future governess of Mademoiselle, the Marquise was

presented to the Queen on Easter after the benediction.

Luynes, who ran across her, remarks in his notebooks:

"She is a woman of about fifty, very large, her face

quite red and very ugly."

Always seeking in behalf of her family, Madame de

Rochambeau was not self-seeking. When she had

gained annuities and rank for her oldest son and the

distinguished sponsorship of their godparents for her

other children, she was content. After the death of

Mademoiselle, at the age of six months, Madame de

Rochambeau remained in the suite of the Duchesse de
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Chartres, who had now become Duchesse d'Orleans.

When she too died in her turn, killed by tuberculosis,

Madame de Rochambeau retired almost completely

from the world.
3 In her small suite in the Palais-Royal,

she would bring together the former dames d'honneur

of the duchess, being only a "pleasant old lady who

grew youthful again in merely smiling and whose mem-

ory was crowded with amusing recollections" (Ed-

mond et Jules de Goncourt). Once in a while, the

good and gentle Penthievre, wife of the future Philippe-

Egalit6, would join them; she would amuse herself for

a while in picking the Marquise de Rochambeau's guitar

or in teasing her gray parrot. In the absence of the

Comte de Rochambeau, detained in America, she shared,

along with her father, the Due de Penthievre, Madame

de Rochambeau's every wish.

In 1746 the Chateau of Saint-Cloud, with its Diana

drawing-room, its great lobby where Mignard had

painted the Triumph of the Sun, its gardens laid out by

Lenotre, the waterfalls in which Lepautxe had intro-

duced rockwork and icicles, invited to a perpetual holi-

day. On the evenings of entertainments a squadron of

handsomely decorated little boats was formed to unload

the guests at the stairway of the chateau, lined with

* She continued as governess to the children of the House of Ori&ns

up to 1777, at which time Madame dc Genlis succeeded her in this posi-
tion. The second Mademoiselle, Bathilde d'Orl&ns, future mother of

the Due d'Enghien, Philippe-Egalite* and the children of the latter gave
their first cries on the knees of the Marquise de Rochambeau. King
Louts-Philippe, who was not unaware of that fact, was always most

gracious toward the family of his first governess*
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racks of lights; violins played in the groves where ring

games drew the stroller; the banquet was served in the

orangery and the patterns of the ball unfolded in the

great lobby which was lighted by five lines of chande-

liers.

In later winters the Comte de Rochambeau would

find this noisy court transported to the Palais-Royal.

Under the eyes of the grandmother, wife of the Regent,

who was derisively called "Her Royal Highness," the

Due and the Duchesse de Chartres felt obliged to be

somewhat more reserved. While the duke, accom-

panied by his officers, stopped in at the shops of antique

dealers, the duchess, dressed in white lawn, leaning on

a console, posed for the painter Nattier. In the eve-

ning, when there was no ball or no play on the stage

where Moliere had died, they listened in the Hall of

Aeneas to a lecture by the physician Tronchin or to the

broad stories of Casanova.

But, for an observant young man who was eager to

learn, the palace was a field of investigation infinitely

more vast than these dull natures. Everything there

was noble and splendid. The faade of the Louvre, the

interior courtyard, the covered passage, had kept the

aspect which Lemercier, Richelieu's architect, wished

to give them. The grounds, with their belt of houses

whose gables could be seen above the foliage, were

among the most frequented in the capital. They are

quite open, without groves or hedges that are too in-

viting for romantic tte4-t6te. On the beds of grass,
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bordered with round elms, the rays of the sun change

each jet from the nozzles into so many rainbows*

The brother of Louis XIV and the Regent had both

brought together in the galleries of the Louvre an un-

rivaled collection of paintings which strangers coming
to Paris would go to see. Le Comte de Rochambeau

delayed often in front of the collection of medals and

in the old hall where Vouet had painted the great

French men from Suger to Turenne.

But he seems not to have taken great pleasure in this

pastime of curio hunter. A note which he wrote in

1747 to second an application of the lieutenant colonel

of the La Marche regiment, and whose last line is not

without irony, allows one to suppose this: "The said

de S6verac being an excellent officer, with little wealth,

who has always liked to remain with the corps, without

leaving it either in summer or winter, I dare ask as a

favor of Monseigneur the Count of Argenson that he be

so good as to use him during the winter in the capacity

of brigadier with which rank the king has seen fit to

honor him. That will take the place for him of other

monetary favors for which he has the right to ask in

view of his good and lengthy services! I dare beg

Monseigneur the Count of Argenson to be so good as

to consider that these reasons give the said de S&verac

the right to wish to be employed, with as just a claim

at least as the greater part of his brother lieutenant

colonels of brigade who are employed during the winter
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at Saint-Cloud." Also, what joy for the count when

the hour finally struck to take up again the rough life

of the camps!

Behind the officers who were rejoining their regi-

ments in the rainy spring of 1746 the carriages of the

French nobles rolled at a furious pace on the highways
of Flanders. From every direction people came to be

present at the ceremonious entry which Louis XV was

to make into the cities captured by the Marechal de

Saxe. The king and his court left Versailles on the

second of May. The Duchesse de Chartres took the

journey. She brought along with her Madame de

Polignac, the little Marquise de Sabran and Madame de

Rochambeau.

Le Comte de Rochambeau left his company of cav-

alry on the Rhine and followed the Due de Chartres in

the position of aide-de-camp. On the third the king

reached Gand where he spent the night. On the morn-

ing of the fifth rain fell on Brussels, which was being

decorated to receive him. The fronts of the houses

were being covered with magnificent hangings and with

an astonishing quantity of scenery which reached at

times to the height of the roofs* Garlands of holly and

of moss were hung on the balconies, A carpet of sand,

bordered with laurel trees in boxes, covered the streets.

The king arrived at about two-thirty and was greeted
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by the burgomaster who gave to him on a silver plate

the golden keys of the city. In the picturesque setting

of the great square the ladies who were at the windows

reserved for the king's household looked at the cere-

mony. The princes marched in front, and Madame de

Rochambeau recognized her son behind the Due de

Chartres; the king, dressed in iron-gray full dress with

gold braid, rode on a dapple-gray horse; he was escorted

by representatives of the guilds, who bore torches. Be-

hind him, the Marechal de Saxe and the Count de

Lowendal pranced on handsome mounts. Forty

Knights of the Saint-Esprit and more than two thousand

cavaliers closed the column. At the Hotel d'Egmont,

where the king was lodged, a wine of honor, which

quenched the thirst of many throats made dry by the

dust and by the smoke of the torches, was drawn from

an enormous vat hooped in gold and sealed with the

arms of France. A month later the same ceremony took

place at Anvers. These displays over, Louis XV, still

followed by the courtiers, returned to Paris to be at

the childbed of the dauphine.

Rochambeau remained with the troops. Before re-

tiring, the Due de Chartres had entrusted the young
man to his uncle, the Due de Clermont, who had just

been sent to carry on the siege of Namur. Rocham-

beau, who was the only aide-de-camp to whom danger-

ous missions could be entrusted, was sent reconnoitering

on a path cut into a cliff. "I crawled on this path on

all fours/* he writes, "up to two sentinels, stationed at
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the ends of two barriers, who were obliging enough to

smoke their pipes without being disturbed during the

whole of my reconnoitering." Following the informa-

tion which he furnished, the attack was launched and

it succeeded perfectly. The city and the fortress sur-

rendered. The Comte de Clermont went to stay at the

bishopric. The bishop told him that the chateau was

in flames and that the powder magazine which was in

the lower vaults was going to explode. "Monsieur le

Comte de Clermont sent me there at once," continues

Rochambeau. "I found our companies of workmen in

the act of clearing it away; they were obliged to take

the nearest casks in the vault, which were already burn-

ing, with the lower parts of their coats. There were

also some cracks in the vault, which the intensity of

the fire had opened, through which sparks were fall-

ing; finally the great barrels fortunately were in twos.

The emptying of this magazine was done with an order

and a calmness on the part of these workers of the

royal artillery corps which compelled my admiration.

At dawn I came to report complete evacuation: the

bishop and the prince had passed a very bad night and

everybody went to bed at sunrise with great gratifica-

tion."
*

Struck by this evidence of loyalty to duty the Comte

de Clermont asked his young aide-de-camp what his

parents' plans for him were.

"I have," he said, "promise of the first position as an

+ Rochambeau, I, 43.
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exempt officer in the bodyguard; this position does not

require money, my parents not being able to settle any-

thing on me."

"Let them know," Clermont answered sharply, "that

they must make an effort. I do not wish you to enter

the king's household. You must be given a regiment."

He finally promised to recommend him to Monsieur

d'Argenson and Madame de Pompadour. The prince's

letters were found a long while afterward in the port-

folio of Paris-Duverney, who had been chosen as inter-

mediary and who had not considered it good to bother

the Marquise on behalf of an unknown.

The Comte de Rochambeau returned to the army in

the spring of 1747 with the rank of colonel. During
the course of the winter Monsieur de Montauban, first

equerry of the Due de Chartres, having resigned from

the Orl6ans cavalry regiment, Monsieur de Melfort re-

placed him. He turned over to Rochambeau the in-

fantry regiment of La Marche of which he himself was

colonel. The king gave his consent to this exchange

on the third of March, 1 747. The young chief, twenty-
two years old, was placed with Monsieur de Clermont's

reserves.

For several days, too heavily opposed to continue his

successes, the Marshal de Saxe hammered at the forces

of the enemy. On the second of July he found them

in battle formation with a base in the town of Lawfeld

in flames- He ordered Monsieur de Clermont to at-

tack immediately. It is this moment which the artist
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Lenfant has chosen for his painting. The king, in a

scarlet uniform embroidered with gold, occupies, with

his staff, the elevation of Heerderen; windmills and

clumps of trees rise from the plain; on the hillsides the

'red and blue lines of the troops are broken by the frag-

ments of bursting shells. La Fere's brigade, of which

the La Marche regiment was a part, struck at the center.

This was the most exposed point on the battlefield.

Rochambeau knew this, but, with the king looking on,

he charged without trembling. Two bullets stopped

his rush. "He was almost dead/' his mother wrote.

"He was hit by two pieces of grapeshot, one of which

entered the corner of his eye, breaking and scraping

the bone of his temple, the other lump of iron as large

as a pigeon egg pierced his thigh through and through

without breaking the bone. He has been bled more

than eighteen times; he is without fever at the moment

and in not the least danger, according to what they try

to make me believe, though he has not been able to

write a line to me."

They brought a letter to his bed from Monsieur

d'Argenson, dated from the camp of the Commanderie

du Vieux-Jonc, which brought a flush to his cheeks. It

read; "The king wishing, Monsieur, to give you some

indication of how pleased he is with the manner in

which he has seen you serve at the battle of Lawfeld

and on account of the wounds that you received there,

His Majesty orders me to inform you that he grants you
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a pension of two thousand livres from the Royal Treas-

ury."

However, the sight of the six thousand dead who lay

close piled on the field of battle had impressed the king

unfavorably, and the people were asking for peace.

Of the Marechal de Saxe, who had replied that "peace
is in Maestricht," they demanded that he strike a de-

cisive blow during the campaign of 1748. The colonels

received orders to rejoin their regiments on the first of

April The enemy was not strongly entrenched any-
where. Through a sham march by the Marechal de

Saxe, Maestricht was invested on both banks of the

Meuse on the tenth day of marching. Rain, snow, and

floods brought the aid which the English could not

bring to the besieged people. The La Marche regiment

camped on the artillery field, but this did not keep it

from doing its turn of trench duty. Rochambeau was

there on the seventh of May, with the Swiss Guards,

when a general attack was decided upon for the follow-

ing day. On returning to camp, he was explaining to

his lieutenant colonel what was expected of them when

a captain approached and told him that peace had been

declared. The count thought that he was a madman

and did not answer. A quarter of an hour later the

news was confirmed and the order came to cease firing*

The armistice went into force the eleventh of May.
Monsieur de Saint-S&verin in the name of the king, who

wished to make peace "not as a tradesman but as a

monarch," signed, in October at Aix*k-Chapellet a
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peace treaty which ratified the release of all of the cap-

tured territory. To the soldiers who marched back to

a foggy and displeased Paris, Voltaire declaimed:

Gladly returning, gather from the hands of Love

The prize your tested virtue claims and all approve.

For once the fancies of the poet became a reality.

The sly god had strung his bow. About a year after

his return the Comte de Rochambeau married Jeanne-

Therese d'Acosta, daughter of Emmanuel Tellez

d'Acosta, wholesale merchant in foodstuffs, and of

Marie-Antoinette Fizenne. D'Acosta was extremely

rich and he claimed to be descended from a noble fam-

ily of the city of Trancoso in Portugal. His father had

been sent to the Netherlands as the resident ambassador

of Queen Christine of Sweden. He had married his
t

older daughter to the tax collector, Etienne Bouret,

"the most open-handed and spendthrift of men," but

one who had the gift of amusing the king. Jeanne-

Therese, nineteen years old, with a smart figure and

a pleasing face, was not insensible to the glorious wound

which marked the count's temple, nor to the fire in his

blue eyes. Promises were exchanged and the two fam-

ilies came together for conferences.

The reading of the marriage contract took place on

the twenty-first of December, 1749. Let us take what
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interests us from the document drawn up during the

preceding days by Maitre Leverrier, a Paris notary:

the future husband and wife undertake the matrimonial

state as authorized by the common law of Paris. The

Comte de Rochambeau enters into marriage "with the

rights and goods which belong to him and which will

belong to him in course of time, those now his consist-

ing in the fee of his command which he has paid with-

out borrowing; further, in the pension of three thousand

livres that the king has granted to him in consideration

of his services, and in his furnishings, clothes, linens,

personal effects, jewels, arms, horses, carriages, pension

arrears, allowance, and cash, the total being of the value

of seventeen thousand livres/' His father, the Marquis
de Rochambeau, in anticipation of heritage, cedes to

him the land of Saint-Georges-du-Rosay and from the

estate of the Chevalier de Rochambeau, recently de-

ceased, twenty-five thousand pounds of silver plate.

Emmanuel d'Acosta gives to his daughter a dowry of

three hundred and sixteen thousand, four hundred and

forty-three livres, of which about two hundred and

twenty thousand shall be paid at once and the remainder

one year after the celebration of the marriage; and, fur-

ther, the bride's diamonds and laces valued at twenty
thousand livres. In the event of the count's death his

wife is to receive a widow's dower of five thousand

livres; it is further stipulated "that in addition to the

dower, the future wife shall live in Rochambeau casde

or in some other which the aforementioned future bus-
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(After a pastel attributed to Maurice Quentin de Latour, Collec-

tion of the Chateau de Rochambeau)
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band will leave
satisfactorily furnished and with the use

of the grounds, flower gardens, kitchen gardens, fruits

and vegetables." The marriage was celebrated in Paris

on the twenty-second of December and the couple
twice had the distinction of notices in the Mercure de

France.

By the very fact of her marriage, the daughter of

Emmanuel d'Acosta was to be presented at court, since

the count "had been riding in the king's carriages" since

1747 and had dined at least once at His Majesty's table.

The presentation of this little bourgeoise, with her

twenty thousand livre income, was a delightful sight.

On the first of March 1750 there was a crowd in the

antechambers watching the approach of the newcomer.

Without awkwardness she came forward between her

mother-in-law and Madame de Sade. After she had

made the three customary curtsies, the Princesse de

Conti presented her to the king, who said a few words

to her in his husky voice. Then she turned to the

queen, to the Ladies, and to the dauphin who received

her also with courtesy.

Astonishment was widespread when she was not seen

at Madame de Pompadour's, patron of the B6gon uncles

and friendly, it was said, toward the young couple.

The Comte de Rochambeau had taken his wife off to

Vendomois where he had decided to spend at his father's

house "a year of easy and regular living."
5

With simple tastes and manners, Rochambeau had no

* Rochambeau, I, 64.
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courtier's disposition and knew only imperfectly the

shifting ground of Versailles. For the originality of

this soldier was to be, in the middle of the eighteenth

century, a Frenchman of the preceding reign and, in the

midst of a society that was brilliant and frivolous to the

extreme, the perfect type of provincial gentleman. He
had at the same time the awkwardnesses and the strong

qualities of the landed man. Furthermore, he truly

loved his young wife and wished to prove it to her

far from a crowd which every evening applauded Le

Prjuge & la mode and made fun of conjugal love. For

all of these reasons, and in spite of knowing very well

that the king quickly forgot those absent, he was re-

signed to playing at court as he himself later said a

very minor part.

Illness spoiled the first months of that intimacy. The

count had suffered, since his wounds, from frequent

fevers and blood vomitings. The young wife caught

smallpox. To speed their recoveries the young couple

settled at the Chateau de Rochambeau and then at the

Chateau de Renay which they had just bought from

Monsieur de Saint-Lienne, a former employee of the

financier Law. It was an excellent acquisition. The

castle and its big tower, with its excellent dormer win-

dows, rose in the middle of an estate of more than

twenty-four hundred acres, the larger part of which

called the Bois-Bretonsczr&e from a sale which Henri

IV had made to settle his debts.

The moor was full of game. Rochambeau invited an
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endless number of huntsmen, among whom were his

Jabre cousins who held the antiquated titles of Chiefs

of the Royal Cupbearers and of the King's Pantry. As

a good lord, he administered justice at the office of

Joachim Lubineau, next to the gallows which the coun-

try people called "The Four Young Ladies." He had

his seigniorial pew in the church at Pezou and did not

let any of his duties be neglected. A son to whom he

gave the Christian names of Donatien-Marie-Joseph,

was born,
6

filling to the brim the happiness of his family

circle.

This life as a country gentleman was broken into by

frequent stays at Verdun, at Metz, and at Besangon

where, in succession, the La Marche regiment was gar-

risoned. The Marechal de Belle-Isle, commanding
officer of the troops in Lorraine and Governor of Trois-

Eveches, noticed this young colonel, who joined his

battalions on the drill grounds at the first moment in

spite of his poor health. He welcomed him to his house

at Metz and at Bisy, where an army of gardeners and

builders were transforming that Norman chateau into

an almost royal mansion. He wished his son, the Comte

de Gisors, colonel of the Champagne regiment sta-

tioned at Metz, to ally himself in friendship with him.

The young men spent some highly delightful hours to-

gether in the old Lorraine city. Together they watched

the improvements which the marshal had ordered on

6
Paris, the seventh of April, 1775, He was the author of the Journal

which follows this life.
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the wharfs of the Moselle. In the evening, in his li-

brary, the marshal talked with the two colonels "mar-

velously of his campaigns and of war, but always with

a bit of charlatanism" which smacked of Fouquet.
7

He gave them advice in a learned tone: "I do not say

to you: Try to deserve the respect of the men whom

you command, but I say to you: Try to deserve their

love. Have the greatest consideration for your lieu-

tenant colonel; give no command without consulting

him. Visit the sick of your regiment once or twice a

week. ... Be familiar with the smallest detail Let

your table be good but never fastidious; I should prefer

that people speak of your beneficence rather than of

your cleverness in the art of ordering banquets. Get

up early to study. Hold to the letter of the law. You

are brave, you have proven it; but guard against being

excessively so; love your country and your king; love

honor."

Intentionally turning toward Rochambeau, he would

add: "This love of honor upheld me in the difficult

career through which I went; it made me forget that I

was born with poor health and a weak body/' And

the words of the old soldier found a natural echo in

these disciplined natures.

7 The Marshal de Belle-Isle was the grandson of the famous Fou-

quet, the superintendent of finances for Louis XIV, who died at Pignerol
after having been imprisoned for twenty years.



CHAPTER III

THE SPLENDID MINORCAN
CAMPAIGN

THE treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in spite of the modera-

tion of its terms, had been signed only unwillingly by

England. The London court, at the very moment when

it was promising its merchants a colonial empire, was

losing Cape Breton and Louisburg in Canada.

It looked about at once for a means of counteracting

this setback and felt that it had been found in an obscure

passage of the Treaty of Utrecht which granted Acadia

to the English within the old boundaries, Hmitibus suis

antiquis comprehensam. Since the plenipotentiaries had

not specified what these boundaries were, commissioners

were named by both sides to establish the definite

limits. The London agents wanted the right bank of

the Saint Lawrence and the Paris agents opposed such

exorbitant claims. The ministry of Saint James then

had recourse to an outrage that was hardly worthy of

Barbary pirates. While peace was in full force Admiral

Boscawen captured two French frigates and, without

declaring war, seized "three hundred merchant ships, as

one might seize smugglers' boats." Feeling in France

ran high. As much to calm this as to throw George II

off the scent, Louis XV let rumor talk of an early in-

vasion of England.
39
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In reality his eyes were turned elsewhere. On the

fifteenth of March, 1756, the Council decided upon the

expedition against Minorca, a little island, ceded by

Spain in the Treaty of Utrecht, which the English had

made their principal base in the Mediterranean. The

directing of this campaign was confided to the Due de

Richelieu.

In war, on diplomatic missions, in bedrooms, this

"old butterfly," as Argenson says in his admirable sketch

of him, never failed to take away plunder: "The expla-

nation of such great success," writes Monsieur Henry
Bordeaux, "lies in his iron will and in his harshness of

heart."
*

Up to that time the duke had failed only in

two attempts to land on English coasts, and now by

royal command he faced the sea once more. A lampoon
went about:

The English winds this pilot scorns;

He, with his men, for Cythera burns.

Minorca was not Cythera, but on the old maps it had

the name of Terre de VAmour, and Richelieu, "a man

with winning ways," could not fail to add this conquest

to so many others. A story which the Comte de

Rochambeau tells in his Mtmoires shows how the great

secrecy with which the project was surrounded handi-

capped its execution. The La Marche regiment was

assigned to Richelieu's army, and Rochambeau joined

it on the evening of the fifteenth of March at Cuers in

* Henry Bordeaux, Vies Intmcs, ed. Hon, 1928, p. 30.
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Provence. "During the day I had reached Toulon

where Monsieur de Massiac, Commandant of the Navy,
asked me seriously what all these rumors about an expe-

dition against Mahon meant; I thought that he was try-

ing to pump me; I answered that he should be better

informed on maritime affairs than a simple colonel of the

land army. Monsieur de Massiac protested to me in

good faith that he had not yet received a single order to

equip the ships."
2

Monsieur de Massiac spoke only too

truly. When Richelieu in his turn reached Toulon he

"raged and stormed for he feared, with good reason,

that the English might outstrip him." But the initiative

of the Marquis de la Galissonniere, who was to convoy
the army, made it possible to begin embarkation of the

troops on the fourth of April. The La Marche regi-

ment went aboard the following day. On Friday, the

ninth, at six in the morning, the squadron and the tar-

tans carrying the troops, the cattle and the foodstuffs,

left the port of Toulon. A storm that was blowing at

sea made the Marquis de la Galissonniere seek shelter in

the roadstead of the Hyeres Islands. Rochambeau, who

had paid a visit to the admiral's ship through curiosity,

was witness to the impatience which this delay aroused

in Richelieu. The marshal was playing whist with the

Marquis du Mesnil in the council hall when he ques-

tioned La Galissonniere who stood by "a window near

the feather that served as a weather-vane."

"How long do you think this unfavorable wind will

2 Rochambeau, I, 69.
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blow," he asked in his cracked voice, "for we are
surely-

giving all of the English fleets time enough to reach the

Mediterranean?"

"Monsieur le Marechal," replied the admiral, stiffen-

ing his deformed figure, "I have managed to return in

three days from the Strait of Gibraltar, to which it had

taken me three months to go; that is how well one can

make calculations at sea!"

Richelieu returned to his partner and young Suffren,

who had undoubtedly overheard the lesson, had to turn

his head away to keep from bursting into laughter.

The next day the wind changed and the admiral gave

the signal for hoisting sail. Seven days later, on Easter

morning and in beautiful weather, the squadron dropped
anchor between Minorca and Majorca, seeming, as

Maurice Barrs has since said, "like a drop of milk

spilled in full sunlight on the sea." A half century

later Rochambeau was still thrilled by the memory of

that day: "It is one of the most beautiful sights that I

have ever seen in my life. Our squadron anchored in

a crescent behind which were all of the transport ships.

The shores of Majorca and Minorca were covered with

people; some there out of curiosity, others with a pur-

pose. With a telescope I made out a great number of

women, which gave me no idea of the resistance that

would be offered to our landing/'
*

Rochambeau's tele-

scope might have searched all of the corners of the

t island and not have found a single English uniform* Sir

8 Rochmibemt) I, 71.
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William Blackney, governor for His Britannic Majesty,

had fled at the sight of the French vessels to Fort St.

Philip, which lifted its powerful bulk at the other end of

the island. Rochambeau adds: "The flagship was as cov-

ered with signals as the staffs of fraternal orders are

covered with ribbons of all colors."
4 These signals

directed the order of landing. This operation began
about evening and continued all during the night, by
the blaze from huge fires lighted on the beach. The

natives, with their brownish complexions, played their

guitars around these bonfires. "The women and the

children," Rochambeau writes, "went ahead of us and

helped us to go around the openings in the rocks; they

were all Catholics and did not like the English; they

kissed the soiled hands of a shabby Reformed Franciscan

friar that I had taken on at Toulon as a chaplain, and

the women kneeled to receive the blessings which he

gave them unsparingly."
5

This shabby friar, who had

been "five times Superior in the leading monasteries of

his province," was named Etienne Dupuy.
In spite of the crushing heat, Richelieu occupied the

island in three days. He was welcomed everywhere as a

liberator. The magistrates of Ciudadela, the chief town,

of Mercadal and of Mahon, whose founding was attrib-

uted to Magon, brother of Hannibal, brought to him

with the keys of their cities their submission to the Very
Christian Kong. It was in the midst of universal joy

* Rochambeau, I, 72.
5 Rochambeau, I, 72.
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that the great-nephew of the famous cardinal opened

trenches before Fort St. Philip.

Rochambeau was not to know either the first hard-

ships of this famous siege nor the pleasures of the camp
where Minorca continuously spilled out its wines, its

grapes and its fowls. Richelieu's chef conceived the

idea of dressing the fowls with a surprising mixture of

yellow of eggs and oil, which the banqueters christened

mahonnaise sauce.

The colonel of the La Marche regiment, who had

been put in charge near by of the transportation of

artillery and of munitions, contented himself with the

detestable garlic-filled cooking of the inn-keeper at

Fornelli. Every day from this second most important

port of the island a convoy of feluccas left, carrying

the gabions, the bombs, and the shells. The cannons

went by land at the slow gait of oxen and mules. "We
worked with such swiftness," Rochambeau writes,

"that, instead of sending two thirds of the cannons,

fifteen mortars and their proportionate equipment,
which they had wanted at Mahon by the fourteenth of

May, I reached there that day with all of the artillery,

without leaving a piece behind us."
e

Two days following, Rochambeau took part in the

procession in celebration of Corpus Christi Day which

wound through the streets of Mahon from the cathedral

to the harbor, a vast estuary sowed with small islands

and "which is the most beautiful known." The French

* Rochambeau, I, 75.
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officers were looking at other beauties: all about them

the women of Mahon, who have "very white skins and

a certain plumpness which is not unbecoming," were

fingering their beads and flirting above their fans with

a charm that was bewildering. They wore very short

pleated skirts which showed stockings of red or blue

net, and in their braids were flame-colored ribbons.

Richelieu had never endured the tedium of a religious

ceremony more patiently.

On the eighteenth of May, for the first time, Ro-

chambeau went into the trenches. The English, who
had offered very little resistance to the progress of the

work up to that point, suddenly doubled their activity.

From the top of their stronghold they had seen the

squadron of Admiral Byng coming to lift the blockade

and free them. But La Galissonnire blocked the way.
He maneuvered to get the advantage of the wind and, on

the twentieth, went into battle off the island. Richelieu

did not disguise his anxiety. "We were with him on the

heights of Ayre Island," Rochambeau tells, "to look

with great concern on this sea fight which could be

made out only with very good telescopes. The marshal

turned to three or four colonels who had accompanied

him, 'Gentlemen/ he cried, 'a very interesting game is

going on down there; if Monsieur de la Galissonni&re

defeats the enemy we shall continue our siege at our

ease; but if he is beaten we shall have to set about scaling

the fortress as our last resort. There is no one in the

army who does not think, as I do, that it would be better
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to become a monk on the top of Mount Toro than to go

back to France without having taken Mahon/ " 7 The

colonels did not have to become monks on this desolate

peak, for a fisherman who came to sell his fish in the

camp brought the news of the victory of the French

fleet.

Everything was not yet over. Voltaire, to whom
Richelieu sent an account of the siege, wrote: "The

English had still the hope of defending the fortress .of

Port Mahon, which was considered to be, next to

Gibraltar, the strongest fortress in all Europe from its

location, by the topography, and by the thirty years of

care that had been given to its fortification: it was

throughout a uniform rock, with ditches twenty feet

deep, and in some places thirty, cut into this rock; there

were eighty mines below fortifications which made it

impossible to dig trenches; all of this was too solid for

common fire to be effective, and the fortress was entirely

surrounded by these exterior fortifications cut in the

living rock/'

The fear of again seeing English sails on the horizon

gave Richelieu the audacity to attack a place from which

the last word had not been heard. The marshal, "al-

ways in a hurry to be making war as to be making

love/' wanted to make a general attack* However, the

battering ram had to be used against the Queen's Re-

doubt and the small forts of Anstruther and Argyle

7 Rochambeau, I, 76,
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which raised their mounds less than a hundred and

thirty yards from the suburb Ravalle.

At nightfall on Sunday, the twenty-seventh of June,

the four attack columns left this suburb which was

devastated by the firing from the fort. Through the

failure of a signal which it awaited the column to which

Rochambeau was attached remained all night lying flat

on their stomachs upon the slope at the foot of the de-

fenses. This isolation was tragic. Rochambeau saw the

sky traced with bombs which opened the main attack;

he felt the ground tremble when the mines exploded be-

neath the feet of his comrades; he heard far into the

night the cries of the combatants and the moans of the

dying* Finally firing ceased. When day broke a

golden dust floated above Fort St. Philip and the sea

washed about the slips. A sound of voices drew

Rochambeau from his contemplation. It was a group

of French and English stretcher bearers who were car-

rying away their wounded. From them Rochambeau

learned that the forts had fallen and that Colonel Jef-

feries, right hand of the old governor, had been cap-

tured. Left to act singly, Blackney, in the afternoon,

had parley sounded and raised the white flag on the

turret. The impregnable fortress, still bristling with

cannon, surrendered unconditionally.

It can be imagined how the news of this spread

through Paris. Richelieu's daughter was at the Com-

edie-Italienne when a young courtier told her that

Mahon had surrendered. The crowd understood and
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applauded. At Compiegne, where the court was at that

moment, there were fireworks and night festivities. In

the gardens the Marquise de Pompadour herself gave

bonnets to the ladies and Mahon sword tassels to the

men. Aboard the Marquis de la Galissonniere's ships

the celebrating was more simple. The sea had been

heavy when they set out. They took advantage of a

calm on the high seas to fire a salute and to say the

ritual. Before the assembled La Marche regiment

Father Dupuy intoned the Te Deum.

On the fifteenth of July, after an absence of three

months, the squadron, in battle line, entered the roads

at Toulon. All of Provence crowded to the harbor

to cheer Richelieu whom Madame de Pompadour, in

her letters, called "Monsieur le Minorquin" When
this great-nephew of Cardinal Richelieu appeared at the

theater in Marseilles women threw flowers and love

notes from the boxes. At the Montpellier Opera a

committee gave him a wreath, whose leaves he stripped

into the hands of his officers. Rochambeau had his

share of laurels. On the twenty-third of July he was

given the Cross of Saint-Louis and the rank of brigadier

general.

The new brigadier general was to know the duties

of his position sooner than he thought. The winter

after the Minorcan expedition, the Due d'Orleans made

a business appointment with Rochambeau, in the course

of which he offered to put him as brigadier general in

charge of "the particulars of his infantry" in the army
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which the king was concentrating on the Rhine.

Rochambeau in this way learned of Louis XV's plan to

intervene on the Continent.

A series of circumstances forced the king into this

intervention. To restore the political balance, which

the secret agreement between England and Prussia en-

dangered, he had met the advances of Austria and signed

somewhat hastily at Versailles a treaty which enlisted

him side by side with the Empress-Queen. Frederick II

pretended to believe that this alliance threatened him.

Without breaking off relations, he invaded Saxony, took

Dresden, and caused the Queen of Poland, mother of the

dauphine, to be grossly insulted in her palace. To calm

his daughter-in-law, who demanded revenge, and to

satisfy Maria-Theresa who called for the aid which he

had promised, as well as to maintain the peace of Ger-

many for which he was responsible since the Treaties of

Westphalia, Louis XV was preparing to thrust his troops

upon the roadways of the Empire.

On Monday, the sixteenth of May, 1757, the Due

d'Orleans left Versailles after supper to join the Army
of Germany. The three hundred and fifty horses of

his train and the wagons which held the boxes of crystal

ware and the silver plate were brought together between

the buildings of the Grande and the Petite~curie.

Then the carriage, in which His Highness had taken

his place among his officers, wheeled about the pave-

ment of the Place Royale and disappeared last along the

Grande Avenue.



CHAPTER IV

ON THE ROADWAYS OF THE
EMPIRE

THE Due d'Orleans, preceded by his voluminous bag-

gage, had hardly reached Kassel before the brigadier of

his infantry was taken from him. Rochambeau was

called by the king's order to Strasbourg to be major

general of a reserve army which was being formed in

Westphalia under the Marechal de Richelieu. Soon,

however, a court intrigue extended Richelieu's com-

mand to the grand army. The general staffs were

formed, and Rochambeau gave up his place of major

general to the Marquis de Cornillon who had been

longer in service than he had been.

He did not hide from the Secretary of War, Paulmy,
his protector and relative, the injury which this step had

caused him. "In all of this, Monsieur, there is only the

unpleasantness of a disappointment which is annoying
and ruinous for me; interest in my profession is all that

concerns me. I have used up twenty-five thousand

francs of my wife's money to equip myself and to fur-

nish a house in a manner suitable to the position with

which you have honored me and which I have not en-

joyed a whole week. I dare to hope that the king will

have the goodness to compensate me for this."

This letter is dated from the camp at Oldendorf the

so
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fifth of August, 1757. The next day, from the depths

of his province, the old marquis raised his voice. "This

mishap, Monseigneur," he wrote, "exceedingly incon-

veniences my son who is not wealthy: he has just bor-

rowed and put fifteen thousand francs into enlarging

his equipment, to say nothing of all of my silver plate

which I immediately sent to him.

"Under these conditions there is nothing but the in-

finite generosity of the king to repair the wrongs of this

setback. The promise of the first inspectorship of in-

fantry would not only recoup my son but would give

him means of remaining in the service. I dare say

further that it is in precisely that job that he would be

the most capable; he is madly in love with his work, he

has the cool-headedness, the accuracy, the judgment
which are so needed and he combines the gentleness and

the firmness necessary to this position.

"I do not doubt, Monseigneur, that there are many

requests and much competition: but, all things being

equal, the title of major general, which my son has

had in the most above-board fashion, is one more reason

for him to be considered before the others.

"I dare even say that there is a kind of dignity in

indemnifying his serious loss and in closing the mouths

of all those who, having seen my son announced as a

major general in all of the gazettes, might think that he

is not one today because he kas deserved demotion, so

that his honor also demands some public attestation that

he has not been so unfortunate as to displease the king."
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The complaints of the son and the insistance of the

father in no way changed the thunderbolt blow that

had struck them. Rochambeau returned to his brigade,

at the head of which he would to use the words of

epitaph, which are hardly exaggerated cover retreats

or decide victories.

He was detached at once by Richelieu and sent with

the light troops of Fischer to take toll of the country
of Halberstadt, the veritable granary of the Empire. He
then took by surprise the fortress of Regenstein in

which, legend had it, not even the devil himself might
enter without the governor's permission*

On the twenty-third of June, 1758, the French army,

after an arduous retreat, camped in front of Krefeld on

the left bank of the Rhine. Rochambeau's left flank
*

shouldered the Touraine brigade at the moment when

Ferdinand of Brunswick, brother-in-law of the Prus-

sian king, suddenly attacked. He had time to go into

battle and, backed up to the wall of a garden, to with-

stand the shock of twenty-four Hanoverian battalions.

Camille Rousset, in his biography of the Comte de

Gisors, mortally wounded that day, has indicated the

important role that Rochambeau played in that battle:

"Intelligent executor of Monsieur de Saint-Germain's

plans, the Comte de Rochambeau had, as a point of

support to the left, a house whose wide garden reached

all the way to the thicket. A dyke of earth enclosed

the park; he had the top of this broken down. Behind

this improvised breastwork five cannons, firing from
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parapets and grazing the edge of the woods from one

end to the other, kept the Hanoverians from coming
out of there for a long while."

The Comte de Clermont, who was the commander-

in-chief, did not consider it necessary to interrupt his

meal to give any orders. When this descendant of the

Grand Conde came on the battlefield it was too late.

The left flank, overrun, without ammunition or re-

enforcements, was retreating. Paris took its revenge

in an epigram:

Partly with
priest's, part soldier's rights

As fit for one as for the other

Clermont fights like a Holy Brother

And serves his God just as he fights.

He at least served Rochambeau by claiming a reward

that would be worthy of such fine courage. On the

thirty-first of March, 1759, the king gave the Auvergne

infantry regiment to Rochambeau. This regiment of

four battalions, with its gray-white uniforms, had a

great reputation. The "little veterans" of Auvergne, as

people called them, knew how to die pluckily. On the

morning of the tenth of July, 1760, the Due de Broglie,

successor to the Comte de Clermont, opened an attack

upon the Crown Prince of Brunswick, nephew of

Prince Ferdinand, on the plains of Korbach. As the

fighting advanced the Marechal de Broglie came and sat

near the Auvergne regiment which he was holding in

reserve behind the munitions dump. The marshal,
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"overcome by thirst and exhaustion," was refreshing

himself with bread and wine when an enemy shell

caused fourteen cases of cartridges to explode. The

Auvergne men, without stirring, received the hail of

shot face on. As soon as the smoke had cleared

Rochambeau saw that the marshal in his turn had not

moved. "I am greatly inspired," he said to him, "to see

you with your glass in your hand, without having been

disturbed in your meal by that infernal accident."

"Monsieur," replied Broglie, "I am much more in-

spired to see a regiment, after such an explosion, come

back to a shelled position with such order and such

coolness."
,

This edification of the Due de Broglie was to move

him with admiration after Klostercamp. The Auvergne

regiment was assigned to a small army which was to

keep the crown prince from carrying the war into the

Lower Rhine region by laying siege to WeseL The

young Marquis de Castries took Rheinberg, sword in

hand, and threw help into Wesel and went into camp on

the evening of the fifteenth of October, at about half a

mile from the Abbey of Klostercamp. The crown

prince thought that the moment had come for taking

a sleeping enemy by surprise. What took place then

has been popularized by Voltaire's pleasant account:

"The French general, who suspected the prince's plan,

made his army sleep fully armed; he sent Monsieur

d'Assas, captain of the Auvergne regiment, scouting.

Hardly had this officer gone a few steps before some
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enemy riflemen, in ambush, surrounded him and seized

him at a little distance from his regiment. They threat-

ened him with their bayonets, saying that if he made any
noise he would be killed. Monsieur d'Assas collected

himself a moment, to make his voice louder, and

shouted: 'Help, Auvergne the enemy!
' He fell at once

pierced with cuts."

Rochambeau had heard the cry of the Chevalier

d'Assas. He gave orders to the light infantry to attack

and "above all to die at their posts rather than to aban-

don it." Then in the exceedingly dark night it was

four in the morning he placed his battalions in such a

position that they served as a pivot for the change in

front that the French army must make to face the

enemy. Castries, riding up at a gallop, could only ap-

prove the orders of his second. It is known that he put

into his report to the king: "Monsieur le Comte de

Rochambeau acquitted himself in that command with a

swiftness and an intelligence to which were due the

first difficulties that the enemy encountered." The

prince, in truth, was annoyed to find his adversary "as

wide awake as himself." In the mist, which the coming

day had not yet scattered, he opened the attack with a

division of English grenadiers. The grenadiers threw

themselves into the ditches and hedges of the camp,

which the Auvergne officers protected "by the most

beautiful tactics in the world." They ran particularly

against the savage will of Colonel Rochambeau.

Wounded in the thigh by a bullet, which had torn his
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trousers into shreds, he nevertheless continued to give

words of encouragement. He could be seen going from

right to left through the regiment, limping and held

under his arms by two soldiers. A splendid sight and

one that gave courage to the most fearful!

The dogged resistance of the Auvergne regiment per-

mitted the Marquis de Castries to throw all of his forces

into the battle and to take the offensive in his turn.

Attacked with side-arms by the brigades of Alsace,

Normandy, and of Tour-du-Pin, the English gave way
on all sides. The regiments, carried too far by their

ardor, threw themselves into the English cavalry regi-

ments which were covering the crown prince's retreat.

Without the aid of the French cavalry the foot soldiers

would have been decimated. That was the supreme
effort of that bloody day. Three thousand French,

among whom were sixty officers and eight hundred sol-

diers of the Auvergne regiment, lay in the ditches and

under the hedges.

Castries and his staff were entertained at Versailles

with a joy equal to the country's lack of victories. On
the twentieth of February, 1761, Rochambeau was made

marechal de camp. On the very day of his appoint-

ment he received the order to join the army with all

haste.

On the evening of Klostercamp the crown prince,

who held Rochambeau responsible for his defeat, begged

him with an admirable impertinence not to cross his

path again because he was "his bird of evil omen." He
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was to find him there again, in circumstances which

show quite well the military conventions of the day.

One spring day in 1761, Rochambeau followed at a dis-

tance the prince's rear guard, when the latter asked to

have a word with him. The interview took place on

the slope of a valley. The crown prince, who had only

asked for this interview to permit his artillery to draw

away, judged, at the end of a quarter of an hour of

conversation, that the moment had come to withdraw.

He went, as though in a challenge, and lined up for

battle on the opposite slope. Rochambeau dislodged

him from there promptly. Out of fourteen people

present at the conversation, thirteen were retaken; the

prince himself owed his freedom only to having thrown

his purse and his watch to two hussars who were crowd-

ing him too closely.

This suspension of fighting and these exchanges of

compliments between opposing commanders were then

frequent. At the end of a fight which took place on

Saint-John's Day, 1762, during which many English

officers were captured, Rochambeau had been so

humane toward the wounded that Lord Granby sent

him a letter, "all in his own hand," to congratulate him

both for his humanity and for his military talents.

"Monsieur, I am infinitely grateful to you for the

goodness which you have shown toward our wounded,"

he wrote on July the third. "I expected no less from

your generosity and your humanity and you can count
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on it that it will be a real pleasure for me to act in a

like manner in dealing with your wounded.

"I dare recommend to your protection Mr. Pierson,

one of our chief medical officers who will have the

honor of presenting this letter to you. I am sending him

to treat our wounded.

"Had it depended only upon me I should have will-

ingly lent wings to your infantry as well as to your cav-

alry, but I should have at the same time despaired to

have them make use of them. And although their

courage has afflicted me, it has not surprised me in the

least, much less since the report that prisoner officers

have given me of the respect which the forces have for

their chief and of the confidence which they so rightly

have in his good command."

Rochambeau sent a copy of this letter to a friend so

that she might gain from it, he said, "some idea of Eng-
lish courtesy."

At general headquarters, to which his new rank gave

him entry, Rochambeau and the Marechal de Broglie

learned to know and to admire one another, each being

made to the other's liking. The count had his place at

the marshal's table as well as at his councils. To judge

by certain witticisms it is easy to suppose that Rocham-

beau was welcomed to his house. That did not keep
him from being everywhere that there was a blow to

be struck. The king learned this and congratulated him

for it. Louis XV did not always intervene with equal

good taste. Trusting in certain partial information, he
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sacrificed the Marechal de Broglie to the grievances of

the cautious Soubise.

Prince Ferdinand, who "saw set aside the only French

general who had put it over him and had beaten him on

many occasions," took the offensive again and held it

during the entire campaign of 1762. Rochambeau,

harassed by "very superior numbers," resisted the Eng-
lish army almost alone and obliged even Lord Granby
to halt his advances. With his judgment of the realities

of a situation, he now thought the moment had come

to defend himself by the offensive and he broached the

plan to Soubise. The latter gave a delayed reply that

they must wait. They waited, in the most complete in-

activity, up to the signing of the preliminaries of peace.

"So ended," sighs Rochambeau, "one of the saddest

campaigns that I have made in my life."
x

If, as Napoleon said, "poverty, privation and suffering

are the school of the good soldier," Rochambeau could

not have been at a better school. While the first

snows sent his colleagues running, he remained at the

most hazardous posts, in the middle of swamps and

frozen rivers. He was not to leave the army but twice

during the six winters that it was cantoned in Germany:
in 1759, to arrange the exchange of the La Marche

regiment, and in 1761, to pin with his own hands the

* Rochambeau, I, zii.
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Cross of Saint-Louis on his father's chest. From the

first winter, at Gifhorn, "the most advanced post of the

army/' he tried to know the enemy's intentions by en-

couraging the confidences of a stage-coachman and of

an old baron who hated the King of Prussia.

That is to say that there was left for Rochambeau

little leisure in which to commit his thoughts to paper.

In the files of the Minister of War, where rest so many

copious reports, his small illegible handwriting is but

rarely encountered. But why be astonished at that?

He was a man of the open air and of action, not of

offices. The taste for writing would develop later, but

it was lacking at this moment. If he happens to do some

he almost apologizes for it: "Here is what I think would

be best, but I submit my ideas to still better ones and do

not think them at all infallible." He takes up his pen

only to correct some abuse. Memoires sur les recrues et

de la desertion puts the finger upon the two sore spots

of the army of that day. The Memoire sur rinfanterie,

which was drawn up in a small room in Hesse, must

have served as the officer's breviary. Rochambeau states

in this two principles, one of which governs the physical

life of the soldier, the other his spiritual life: "The first

sense of duty to develop in the soldier is the respect

which he owes to God and to his religion; it is the best

curb with which to keep him from all unfortunate acts,

chiefly desertion. Nothing is better than the Prussian

and the Austrian regulations upon the question of re-

ligion. All officers, as a rule, are made to lead their men
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to services on Sunday/' The second duty is simplicity

in food and dress. Not that one should be niggardly.

"The king/
5

he said, "must have the best paid troops in

Europe" and the most substantially clothed. "This

clothing should be of a material that can last for two

years, if it is turned the second year. The overcoat

after having served for two years, can be used to make

a smaller coat or jacket. The headgear should be light;

it costs very little more than a hat."

In matters of discipline, as in other things besides,

Rochambeau shows himself to be a fervent adept in the

methods of Frederick the Great. "Obedience can be

established only by prompt rewards and punishments in

a profession which requires the promptest obedience.

The cane, it is said, is contrary to the traditions of a

nation that has not been, as Germany, accustomed to it

from youth; nevertheless, it is the life of all discipline

and no one will achieve it without some equivalent."

This equivalent was blows with the flat side of a saber.

Rochambeau used sparingly a corporal punishment

which, if more dignified than the cane, was no less

brutal Corporal punishment of that day should not,

however, be judged by our present-day mind. If the

Auvergne regiment became the best disciplined in the

army it became so by methods which we would not care

to use today.

Comte de Rochambeau marked his term as head of

this regiment by the most durable reforms. First, he

gave the model of administrative councils that would
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control the regimental funds, an example which must

have been the inspiration of ChoiseuTs reform regulation

of the tenth of December, 1762.

By his almost constant position with the advance

guard, Rochambeau realized the need for light troops

in an army that was difficult to maneuver and which

sometimes took a whole day to go into battle. On the

model of Fischer's light troops he organized a company
of light infantry for each battalion and put it under the

command of able officers. "My object in creating

them," he wrote in his Memoires, "was to offer to that

class of short-statured men who axe so numerous and

so neglected in France, but who are so swift and who

are sometimes more skillful than those with taller figures,

something to emulate."
2

Those picked troops, prototype of "the companies of

light troops in the French infantry," did splendidly

under fire. At Krefeld, where Rochambeau used them

for the first time, they took the spirit out of an enemy

charge; at Frankenberg (September, 1760), they
maneuvered without committing themselves and outdid

the enemy in speed, cutting them off from all retreat;

at Klostercamp it was d'Assas, a captain of the light

infantry of the Auvergne regiment, who gave the alarm

and who, by his heroism, decided the outcome of the

battle; at Filinghausen (July, 1761), after a murderous

bombardment which did not make the Auvergne regi-

ment lose an inch of ground, the light troops retreated

2 Rochambeau, I, 130*
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last and in excellent order; in 1762, finally, on the eve of

peace, in spite of the order to "hold the most inactive

defensive," the light infantry ceaselessly attacked and

finished by gaining some results. For there is the secret

of the leader. If Rochambeau at times undertook the

defensive but with what compxdsioa! he never re-

signed himself to it. "If we content ourselves with par-

rying blows without giving any/' he writes, "we shall

be like the best breastplate, which ends by being

pierced." Foch said, in about the same terms, of the de-

fensive that "it is a duel in which the combatants only

parry. The thought would not occur to anyone that

the enemy could be overcome by such, playing." For

Rochambeau, as for Foch, war was not a game, but a

difficult body to body struggle where the winner is the

one who 'will not admit defeat."

It was also the opinion of Broglie who, wishing to

give a new youth to his army, ordered the formation of

light infantry in each regiment. Napoleon was later to

perfect this institution and to have his name associated

with it. The emperor, however, never forgot that

Comte de Rochambeau had wished to make speed an

instrument of success and that this young trainer of men

had foreseen, long before himself, that battles are won

not only with the brains of the commanders but with

the legs of the soldiers.
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It can be said that Fame, that very changeable god-

dess, began to smile on the Comte de Rochambeau dur-

ing the tragic night of the fifteenth of October. With-

out the battle of Klostercamp, during which he was re-

vealed to himself and to his superiors, Rochambeau

would have probably chafed at his bit at the head of a

regiment until the time of his retirement.

The feat of arms at Klostercamp suddenly brought

him strongly into the spotlight. Broglie and Castries

emphasize in their reports "the important services" ren-

dered to the army and to the country by Colonel

Rochambeau. The king showed that he was impressed.

The young victor saw himself given the rank of mare-

chal de camp and, on the seventeenth of August, in a

letter dated from Versailles, he was promised more im-

portant favors. "I have read to the king, Monsieur, the

letter with which you have honored me and the account

of the battle you have undergone at Grushagen. His

Majesty has observed with satisfaction your conduct on

this occasion. It is in keeping with the zeal, the courage

and the talent which you show on all occasions where

you command and the king has ordered me to let you
know on his behalf that he is very disposed to give you
some mark of his pleasure. I imagine that His Majesty

intends to give you one of the first governorships that

is vacant."

This governorship which was so often made to dazzle

the eyes of the great soldier in the guise of a final re-

ward, was not to be Rochambeau's until fifteen years
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later. On the sixteenth of April, 1776, by a royal de-

cree inscribed on parchment, with silk ribbons and a

great seal of brown wax, Comte de Rochambeau was

appointed governor of Villefranche-en-Roussillon, re-

placing Marechal du Muy, deceased. On the fifth of

May in the same year the governor took the required

oath before Monseigneur de Miromesnil, keeper of the

seals of France.

If most of the army applauded the advancement of

Rochambeau after Klostercamp, there were some rivals

to reproach him with greed and ambition. "Although
the chief glory of that engagement," wrote the Prince

de Montbarey, "was particularly the work of one officer

who sacrificed himself (d'Assas), the colonel knew

how to get credit for part of it and, from that moment,

his reputation was made."

It is certain that Rochambeau struck while the iron

was hot. There is, in his own hand, a memorandum

in which, after having reviewed his service record, he

begs the Secretary of War, Belle-Isle, aged and almost

dying, "to continue toward him his generosity and his

old friendship." But who would reproach him for hav-

ing sought, through risking his life, a bit of glory for

himself and a little comfort for his family?

On the seventh of March, 1761, hardly a month after

his promotion to the rank of marechal de camp, Ro-

chambeau obtained the inspectorship of infantry which

he had awaited for so long a time. While giving him a

greater influence over the army this work at the same
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time brought him into constant contact with the new

Secretary of the War Department, ChoiseuL "He had

succeeded the Marechal de Belle-Isle," he wrote in his

Memoires, "and his character does not in the least re-

semble that of the latter. This minister is good-hearted;

he is very generous, but even more prodigal of his own

good than he is of the State's; his wit is lively; he is

especially good at repartee. Here is an example of it

that can be quoted: The Duke of Richmond, sent a

year after the declaration of peace as ambassador to

France,
4 came through Dunkerque, where a discussion

was going on between the English and French commis-

sioners over the destruction of a lock. The emperor's

ambassador was asked to intervene under the pretense

that the destruction of the lock would cause an inunda-

tion in the castellany of Fumes. They all met before

Monsieur de Choiseul: the French commissioner, an old

engineer, beat the English hands down and the latter

had no more to say*
"

'But, my dear duke/ Richmond replied, 'still more

complaisances on England's part?
7

" What do you mean by complaisances, ambassador?'

demanded Choiseul in rising. 'Understand that the

king, my master, wishes favors from no power in Eu-

rope, and less from England than from any other. Have

you instructions from your court to speak to me in this

way?'
"The minister knew perfectly well that England,

whose finances were as exhausted as ours, would not
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wish to reopen the war over a lock at Dunkerque. The

Duke of Richmond was embarrassed and apologized on

the grounds that, since he did not speak French well, he

might have used an impolite expression. Monsieur de

Choiseul seized his opportunity and answered: 'Very-

well, ambassador, sign the proposed agreement and let's

get it over with/ This was done."
3

In spite of very different characters Rochambeau and

Choiseul were at once sympathetic. The same love of

work and of the State united them. "My son," the

Marquis de Rochambeau wrote from Vendome on the

fifteenth of November, 1764, "came back from six

months of summer service and he went, on All Saints'

Day, to give a report of them and of his tour of inspec-

tion to the minister at Fontainebleau. The Due de

Choiseul gave him a special audience of three long hours

and granted him all of the honors of an officer of his

department, except the Cross of Saint-Louis, which will

not be given for three years; but he has had fifty other

rewards in allowances, extra pay, for ten battalions.

That is not bad in peace time, after all the grants which

have been given."

A short anecdote where Choiseul and Rochambeau

appear to advantage is connected with the beginning of

their relationship: one day, while they were working to-

gether, Rochambeau expressed the desire to visit the

exiled general Broglie, under whom he had served "with

the greatest pleasure"; Choiseul, at these words, lifted

8 Rochambeau, I, 213.
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his eyebrows, but answered: "Your reasons are too fine

not to have every permission. Go, and as often as you
wish." The rough frankness of the count aroused the

enthusiasm of the old diplomat who, according to his

custom, showed his satisfaction by liberality. Shortly

after this conversation Rochambeau received the cordon

rouge* He was then placed in charge of the inspection

of French infantry in Alsace. According to his general

orders, the inspector should busy himself "in visiting the

troops, in giving the officers orders as to what must be

done toward the upkeep and improvement of their com-

panies, in sending to the Secretaries of State and of War

reports of all particulars concerning the said troops, in

sending accounts of the reviewing of them, in verifying

the obligations of the soldiers and in endorsing them; in

causing the guard to be drilled; in allowing nothing

faulty in the arms, in the clothing, and the shoes of the

soldiers." When the number of inspectors was re-

duced to four Rochambeau was one of the four. Finally

to meet the cost of a lengthy tour of reform among the

regiments, Choiseul sent him eight thousand livres of

extra pay, which was drawn against a special war fund.

Rochambeau did not need these links of gold to chain

him to the work which the minister was undertaking.

Choiseul was working toward a uniformity in the com-

position of regiments and toward a stability in the

officers' staffs. But this reform, which cut off "the arms

4
Formerly the ribbon of the Cross of Saint-Louis* His service record

shows: Commander of the Order of Saint-Louis, April i, 1766, and

grand~croix December 9, 1771.
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and legs of our poor regiments," brought about the dis-

missal of a large number of officers who had not come

from the noble or ecclesiastical classes. Rochambeau

made himself their protector. In Provence and in

Dauphine, for which he had orders that would bring

about thirty-three forced retirements, he administered

only six; and Choiseul did not dare to blame him for it.

But Rochambeau had already set out. In the respites

given him by "an accursed fever" which endlessly

plagued him, he put through inspections of new regi-

ments, hurried to Lille to sit in on the court-martial

which was trying the Royal-Comtois regiment for re-

volting, conducted over the field of battle where Tu-

renne had been killed the Crown Prince of Brunswick,

who from then on loaded him with "marks of admira-

tion and friendship." When Rochambeau came back

to Strasbourg, overcome by fatigue, it was to oversee

the work of the battalions that were to appear at the

next maneuvers at Compiegne.
Choiseul had, as a matter of fact, planned to hold,

each summer near that city, regular training camps. In

July, 1769, at Verberie Rochambeau commanded the

third division. Louis XV passed before the whole body
of troops ranged in a single line of battle and was present

at target practice. The presence of the king and of the

ladies led to the greatest display. In the farmhouse in

which he was staying Rochambeau spent more than

twenty-five thousand livres entertaining guests, without

counting the cost of fine linen, china, and the fees for
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the steward whom he had borrowed from the Marechal

de Soubise.

Rochambeau did not follow Choiseul to Chanteloup,

nevertheless he openly declared himself on the side of

the exile, not because it was then the vogue, but because

he feared new upsets for the army. In that time, as in

ours, the first work of a minister was to destroy that of

his predecessor. Monteynard, d'Aiguillon, and du Muy
did not go back on the tradition. In the midst of this

collapse, the committees of infantry and cavalry in-

spectors continued to study questions of ordinance

which would permit the Comte de Saint-Germain to

complete, several years later, the work of Louvois and

of Choiseul. By the clearness of his reports and from

the confidence which he inspired in the minister, Ro-

chambeau was the cfiief worker of this rebuilding of

French military institutions*

He was given the delicate task of putting into effect

the order which, in governing the placement of troops

on the field of battle, set at grips with each other the

advocates of the thin front and the advocates of the deep
front. By the variety and the flexibility of his maneu-

vers, he demonstrated that success does not depend on

such and such a system, but on the quick judgment of

the commander-in-chief who correctly seizes upon the

best means of execution. That day, no matter what it

might cost him, Rochambeau gave a lesson to the desk

tacticians and to the partisans of routine*

He was to have the good luck of following up his
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success on some real battlefields and of living long

enough to see Napoleon adopt some of the principles

which, above all, had some claim to good sense.

The history of a people, as that of an individual, is

not divided into separate units. We have been allowed

to believe that the armies of the French Revolution

sprang up as mushrooms after a downpour. Nothing

could be more false! These armies flowered from royal

decrees. Also, a Rochambeau, as well as a Gribeauval,

deserves to share with a Lazare Carnot the splendid name

of "Organizer of Victory."



CHAPTER V

ABOARD THE DUG DE BOURGOGNE
THE struggle between England and her colonies had

been followed, from its first days, with great interest in

France. The arrival of Benjamin Franklin in Paris and

the clandestine departure of the Marquis de La Fayette

with certain young men aboard the Victoire were suffi-

cient to bring about the embracing of the American

cause, which had at first met with sympathy. "Old

military men saw in it a war; the young men something

new, the women something adventurous." And Talley-

rand, who wrote those lines, added: "Those of the

French whom military expeditions had taken to the col-

onies returned with magnificent descriptions of all the

riches which this new part of the world held. People
talked of nothing but America." They greeted each

other, according to the naval quartermaster Malouet

and Abbe Raynal, by saying: "What would we be

without America?"

The court in its turn became enthusiastic in favor of

the "Insurgents." The thought that the most powerful

monarchy in Europe could help a people to conquer its

independence was exactly the thought to win over a

young king who abolished slavery in his domains and

who was known to be just and good. Without quite

knowing the resources of the United States, Louis XVI
72
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signed, on the sixth of February, 1778, a treaty of alli-

ance and of commerce, a real recognition of their

autonomy. Then he secretly sent them the naval squad-

ron under Vice-Admiral d'Estaing. The cabinet at

Versailles, less gallant, seeing above all in this new war

an opportunity to tear up the disastrous Treaty of Paris,

seemed to attach little importance to this audacious

crossing. It had taken up again the celebrated plan of

invading England, which had been the idle fancy of

the preceding reign, but one which gave an opportunity

of striking at the very heart this "insolent nation." The

obligation to obtain the cooperation of his uncle, the

King of Spain, which Louis XVI held himself to, de-

layed the realization of the enormous scheme until the

spring of 1779.

While the French and Spanish fleets were to cover

the landing of forty thousand men on the English coast

under the Comte de Vaux, the army of His Catholic

Majesty would blockade Gibraltar. Monsieur de Vaux

insisted upon four divisions of equal number, not count-

ing the advance guard. The command of this advance

guard, "the finest that anyone could command in bat-

tle," was given to the Comte de Rochambeau, who had

just shown in the camp at Vaussieux his brilliant quali-

ties as a tactician. After having defeated the English

fleet, they were to attack Portsmouth and the Isle of

Wight. But the Comte d'Orvilliers, commander of the

French fleet, was obliged, with rations for three months,

to join the Spaniards. "This admiral," Rochambeau
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writes, "explained in vain that, familiar as he was with

their ordinary slowness, he knew that a premature

cruise would make him use up all of his rations." He
had to set out. After two months of waiting he entered

the English Channel and appeared before Plymouth.

But a violent hurricane forced him to go back into Brest

"with half of his crew ill."

In this latter city, the general staff was cooling its

heels. The Due de Lauzun has given a lively descrip-

tion of the general staff, in their familiar poses, who had

nothing else to do but to quibble about questions of

precedence. Rochambeau, he said, "spoke only of

matters of war, and mapped out military formations in

the open, in a room, at a table, on your snuffbox if you
drew it from your pocket; exclusively concerned with

his profession, he understood it marvelously well."

Monsieur le Comte de Caraman, "all decked out,"

stopped in the streets all men whose uniforms were but-

toned incorrectly. Monsieur Wall, an old Irish officer,

"drank punch all day long, said that others were right

and interfered in nothing." Everyone grumbled about

the "poisoned food" that Monsieur de Vaux gave them

and kept hoping for the end of this ridiculous escapade.

Rochambeau writes: "They held in Brest, at the end of

September, a council of war, composed of land and sea

commanders, in which it was decided that in view of it

being the time of the equinox and in view of the storms

of that season, it was no longer possible to attempt any
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expedition in the English Channel. So ended that most

expensive and badly organized campaign."
x

Since direct attack upon England had been a failure,

Vergennes planned to combat her indirectly in America

where from then on, he said, "the great blows should

be struck." La Fayette, who had been in France for

several months, swung him in this direction. The

Marquis, as he was familiarly called in the United States,

fed the secret hope of returning to his friends at the

head of four thousand French. And how great was his

annoyance on discovering that the king had designated

Rochambeau in his place!

The latter had received the surprise first. Just over

an attack of rheumatism, he had obtained permission in

January, 1780, to go to Vendome to settle the estate of

his father, who had suddenly died.
2 As he was getting

ready in the middle of the night to step into his carriage

he was approached by a courier who said that they

wished him to come to Versailles where orders from

the king awaited him. A few hours later Rochambeau

knew why Louis XVI had summoned him so early.

The Prince de Montbarey, Secretary of War, takes

credit in his Memoires for this appointment. It must be

believed that he was not the only one to recommend for

preferment a comrade of whom he usually said more of

evil than of good, for Rochambeau's name had been on

everyone's lips
for several days. One felt the need of

1 Rochambeau, I, 235.
2 December 19, 1779.
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sending to America a man who was quite different from

La Fayette, one with a stable nature and with practical

judgment, a trained soldier who had proven himself

on the field of battle. Rochambeau, fifty-five years

old, lieutenant general in the last promotion
8

possessed

both qualities.
He was pliable enough to act as second

under Washington, firm enough to control the ardors of

the young nobles, both French and foreign, who were

passionately enrolling under the flags of the king for the

Crusade of Liberation. The majesty of the crown, in

the keeping of such a leader, backed up by such a man,

had no longer any fear of being debased.

In a memorandum to the sovereign, Rochambeau,

while thanking the king for the mark of confidence

with which he had been so good as to honor him, called

attention to the fact that the body of troops put tinder

his command was insufficient and asked for at least six

thousand men. Then, after having consulted La Fa-

yette, who was leaving for America as an advance agent,

he insisted upon having, not only a detachment of cav-

alry, but also a large quantity of flour, ship's biscuits,

bricks for ovens, pieces of canvas, tools, and a portable

printing press for proclamations. Rochambeau won his

case. Louis XVI granted without hesitation all that his

lieutenant general asked.

With his commission, which was dated March i,

1780, he received the king's Instructions. His Majesty
entrusted the command of his troops to Washington, to

8 March i, 1780.
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whom was to be given the same honor due marshals in

France. All of the plans of campaign were to be

"directed by the American general in the agreement
which His Majesty flatters himself will exist between

the two commanders-in-chief." The French forces,

being only auxiliaries, were, as was already the custom,

to give precedence to the American troops. Finally, the

king left it to the wisdom and the firmness of his lieu-

tenant general to maintain the most exact and complete

discipline among the soldiers.

In the secret part of the Instructions Rochambeau was

advised that it was the wish of the king "that there be

no dispersement of the French troops and that they

serve always as an army corps under French generals."

Since in war all eventualities must be considered, Ro-

chambeau was told, in the event of defection on the

part of the Allies, to fall back upon Santo Domingo,
where he would find good wintering.

Rochambeau wished to know just how far he might

go in helping the Allies in money and in provisions of

every kind; for, he said, "men who lack all need all."

He was told that what the king sent with his troops was

only meant for the upkeep of the French corps, but

that he was permitted to sell "to his advantage in

America at profitable but moderate prices" certain

goods. In view of the depreciation of paper money
he was urged to carry with him much more in kind than

in money and to use the advance pay of the regiments

in purchasing shoes, knitted vests, shirts, and hats. In
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financial matters Necker freely gave him advice. How-

ever, since he was not "jealous of authority in financial

matters," Rochambeau decided to call together every

two weeks a board of directors.

The moment having come for him to look over the

last preparations, on the spot, Rochambeau left Paris.

On the twenty-third of March he was at Rennes and

expressed his satisfaction at seeing the servicing of the

land army going ahead with such speed. "I fear no de-

lay," he wrote to the Prince de Montbarey, "except for

the equipment of certain regiments, through the fault of

wagoners and because of rough roads that scare them."

But the wagoners were not at all alone in failing him.

On the twenty-sixth, after having been down to the

harbor at Brest, Rochambeau realized, not without help-

less amazement, that the departure of the Comte de

Guichen with his fleet had taken the greater part of the

ships upon which he himself was depending for the

transportation of his troops. Sartine, the Secretary of

the Navy, whose watch they said was always slow, had

not taken steps to remedy this shortage until too late.

For, while Monsieur Hector, commandant of the Navy
at Brest, painfully assembled a convoy of sails large

enough to take aboard five thousand men, it was learned

that Admiral Graves was preparing to leave Plymouth.
For fear of seeing himself beaten to America by an Eng-
lish fleet, Rochambeau found himself cruelly forced to

leave on shore two regiments. He informed the king of

this
split, which dangerously weakened his small army,
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and begged him to set everything working to send this

second division to him as soon as possible.

The roadsteads at Brest in that end of March, 1780,

presented unusual signs of
activity. Seven ships of the

high seas and two frigates, which composed the Che-

valier de Ternay's squadron, waited there for the order

to convoy the flotilla of troop ships. These seven were:

the Due de Bourgogne with eighty cannons; the Nep-
tune and the Conquermt with seventy-four; the Eveille,

the Provence, the Ardent, and the Jason with sixty-four.

About the motionless hulls, sheathed in copper, a quan-

tity of small boats hurried day and night. Some

brought siege guns and others brought ammunition

wagons, taken, together with their munitions, from the

arsenals at Nantes and at Le Havre; others, eight thou-

sand ells of blue and white cloth, ten thousand shirts

and ten thousand pairs of shoes, and piles of cotton caps,

druggists' aprons and dressing gowns, packages of but-

tons, clasps, silver braid, bundles of spades and of axes,

mess tins and kettles, which the sailors tumbled into the

spardecks through the hatches.

The frigates Surveillante and Amazone, under Cap-
tain La Perouse, were being filled with kegs of oil, flour,

rice; with casks of ship's biscuits, pork, and salted pro-

visions; with pints of brandy and barrels of wine. They
did not forget various presents for the savages: blankets

with red and blue stripes, silver bracelets, medals with

the king's coat of arms, ear-drops, and carbines.

A procession of servants, harness makers, cartwrights,
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coopers, bakers, cutlers, who had never before had such

a close view of the ocean, were going aboard the cutters

Guepe and Fantasque, the latter partially armed.

Aboard the Pelican, seventeen officers at the head of

which were Messieurs Coste, head physician, and Robil-

lard, first surgeon, constituted the health service. This

hospital ship was abundantly equipped with demount-

able beds, with sheets, and with pillows. The provost

detail was made up of a lieutenant of constabulary, a

king's solicitor, and a recorder. Some chaplains, such

as Abb6 Robin, who wrote delightful letters about this

expedition, were attached to each regiment.

On shore the activity was no less great. In order to

avoid crowding, the regiments which were about to em-

bark made their last camps in the neighborhood of Brest

the Lauzun legion at Quimper, the Bourbonnais at

Lamballe, the Soissonnais at Hennebont, the Saintonge

at Camaret, the Royal-Deux-Ponts at Landerneau. The

troops were given orders to reach the harbor "in the

best condition and all together, without leaving any

person behind, neither the valets nor the equipment."

They were forbidden to go off "even under the pretense

of making purchases in the town" where the Spanish

piastres, which had replaced French silver in military

pockets, would no longer be accepted. So, until the

twelfth of April, under a torrential rain that spread

sickness, the infantry's white uniforms with red facings

and the grenadiers' bearskin helmets filed by. People

noticed colonels passing covered with braid: the
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Comtes de Deux-Ponts, Custine, and Saint-Maisme, the

Vicomte de Noailles, the Marquis de Montmorency-
Laval, the Due de Lauzun, preceded by his reputation as

a Don Juan and a lover of horse racing and of travel.

Many others preferred, while waiting for the wind to

subside, to dawdle in the taverns or even to fence a

bit, as the Comte de Dillon who disappeared for a few

days and finally returned from Nantes with two sword

cuts.

On the fourteenth, Rochambeau and his son, the two

de Viomesnil brothers, the Chevalier de Chastellux,

and the Brigadier de Beville, slept aboard the Due de

Bourgogne, the flagship. Aides-de-camp in great num-

ber came to swell, bit by bit, this brilliant general staff.

All that splendid youth of French Europe, eager "with

a pleasing eagerness as one is at the end of a feast," began

its life of adventures with this voyage to a new conti-

nent. Messieurs Collot and de Vauban, the Marquis du

Bouchet, who spoke English very well, Monsieur de

Closen, the Comte Charles de Lameth, whom Danton

was to save from the guillotine, Axel de Fersen and

Mathieu Dumas who were to guard, one the flight, the

other the return of the royal coach on the roadway to

Varennes, Bertrand de Lauberdiere, the Irishman

Lynch, the grandson of the President de Montes-

quieu, and the Comte Roger de Damas, whom the

Prince de Ligne, an excellent connoisseur, called "a

fine Frenchman, a good-looking young man, a fine fel-

low, a nobleman of taste of the Court of France/*
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Berthier, the future Prince de Wagram, and his young

brother, who were the last to get there, "in linen jackets

and breeches" clung onto the rope ladders and begged to

be taken as sailors. But since "the Chevalier de Ternay
did not really know where to stuff them, everything

was so full and tightly packed," the poor young fellows,

heart-broken, had to go back on shore.

It was then the latter part of April. The fleet, held

in the bay by adverse winds, only waited a moment of

calm to hoist anchor. This change in weather occurred

during the night of the first of May. The next day the

Comte de Rochambeau wrote to Montbarey: "We
have had the most excellent start and are sailing before

the best of northeast winds, without accident, crossing

the gulf with just the weather that we might have

wished." But the Gulf of Gascony held some surprises

for the seafarers. A violent wind came up which scat-

tered the thirty-two transports. Admiral de Ternay

managed to unite them again and round the headland of

Finisterre. Three vessels had been stripped of their

topmasts and the troops were suffering from sea sickness.

They learned, from the crew of a sloop that was go-

ing to the Windward Islands, of the siege and capture

of Charleston by Sir Henry Clinton, Governor of New
York. This was the first result of a vigorous effort

which the English, disappointed in not being able to

extend their sway over the banks of the Hudson be-

yond the fortifications of New York, were trying in

the Southern States. Clinton, after this success, re-
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turned to New York with Arbuthnot's fleet and left

Lord Cornwallis in Carolina. Sailing in the region of

the Azores was "easy, but slow and interrupted by
calms." The officers in wooden shoes fished the shoals

of silver-fish. The soldiers, who were not allowed to

smoke, slept in their hammocks. "After the agony
which we underwent in the Gulf of Gascony," wrote

Mathieu Dumas, "that sailing in smooth seas was a sweet

rest, a real treat. A light wind swelled all the sails and

tempered the heat during the day: the nights were

charming. We felt delighted with the serenity of the

air; they did not change the ropes at all and the ship,

well handled, made almost no movement." Toward the

thirtieth degree of latitude the blue of the sea became

deeper and at night the ships seemed to be plunged in

"torrents of burning phosphorus." The pole-star had

moved toward the horizon and the milky way had gone

from the sky.

During the evening of the twentieth of June, to the

southwest of the Bermudas, they discovered six ships

of war which made toward them at full sail. The Che-

valier de Ternay rallied his convoy back of him and

went into battle formation. Shots were fired on both

sides without great harm being done. Night came, the

enemy sheered off and the chevalier, lighting all his

lights, continued on his way with his convoy.

The leads struck bottom the fourth of July. On the

evening of that same day, as the admiral gave the order

to drop anchor, there could be distinctly seen ten or
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eleven armed ships which seemed to be waiting to take

their revenge upon the French fleet. The Chevalier de

Ternay tacked about at sunset and steered for Rhode

Island, which the king's Instructions had indicated as

the surest landing on the American coast. In spite of

the fog which caused one ship to stray, the squadron

dropped anchor before Newport, principal town of the

island, on the eleventh of July, before twilight. The

crossing had taken seventy days.

Rochambeau, with his general staff, landed and took

lodgings in an inn in the town. Few people could be

seen at the windows. But twenty-four hours later the

French general had declared to the Americans who
came to welcome him that he was "only the advance

guard of a larger force and that the king had decided

to support them with all his power"; all the houses

were lighted and fireworks broke upon the night. The

soldiers in their turn disembarked. Rochambeau

camped them on ground that he had reconnoitered,

across the island, the left side to the sea, the right to

the anchorage of the squadron. In strongly stationing

himself on land the count had been inspired; for twenty

enemy sails, Arbuthnot's whole fleet increased by that

of Graves was not long in coming to skirt the shores

of the island and rumor went about that Clinton would

soon come in sight with ten thousand men*

Scurvy had made such ravages in the ranks of his

army that Rochambeau felt obliged to turn to the Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island Militiamen for help in en-
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trenching himself. In
spite of the work of harvesting,

they came in great numbers at the call of their leader,

General Heath, once a farmer, bald and stout. Every-

where that there was fear of the enemy being met

fortifications were hastily raised, batteries were placed,

and soon Rochambeau found himself "in the position

of hoping for Clinton rather than fearing his visit."

The arrival of La Fayette managed to calm all minds

and the militiamen were sent back to their fields.

By temperament, as much as through necessity, Ro-

chambeau wrote little and spoke even less. But his

least words were heavy with promises which he would

keep. As early as the fifteenth of July his reply to the

speech of the representatives of Rhode Island made an

impression. "I begged them," he said, "to count on me,

and upon the force which was under my orders, in

life and in death, as their brothers and their best friends."

This feeling won over Congress when their president,

Mr. Huntington, read a letter from the French general

which ended as follows: "We are your brothers, we

shall conduct ourselves as such with you, we shall fight

against our enemies at your side, as one and the same

nation." And a grateful Congress approved the first

acts of him who presented himself modestly to them

"as the first French soldier of the army of General

Washington."



CHAPTER VI

RHODE ISLAND

IN SPITE of the constant menace of the English fleet,

La Fayette could finally speak out. During an audience

which he was given with the French generals, he passed

without transition "from defensive plans to offensive

plans." He painted with feeling the great distress of

the Insurgents, the soldiers without bread and meat,

who ate "what their horses ate, with the exception of

hay," the ammunition wagons empty, their clothes in

rags. He declared, in the name of Washington, that it

was "absolutely necessary to take New York before

winter" and he begged the generals "not to limit them-

selves to a shameful defensive." Rochambeau in his

turn spoke. Inasmuch as General Washington wanted

his opinion, he did not think "that any move could be

made against New York without a superior naval force"

which, under the existing circumstances, could be

created in only three ways: the arrival of the second

division and its escort, the coming of ships of reenforce-

ment sent by Monsieur de Guichen, or a movement of

the English fleet which would so disgarrison New York

as to allow them to attack it at no disadvantage. In

awaiting one of these three eventualities, he would re-

main at Rhode Island, from then on guarded against a

surprise attack. La Fayette could do nothing but with-

85
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draw. He went out into the streets of Newport, still

crowded with militia, and galloped toward the main-

land.

A few days later the French generals received a

twelve page despatch from the marquis who proposed

"extravagant things" and declared without equivocation

that America's fate depended upon the activity or the

inactivity of the French during the rest of the summer.

This letter said no word of an interview with Washing-
ton for which Rochambeau had asked where, he said,

"in an hour of conversation more things could be agreed

upon than in volumes of writing."

Charlemagne Tower, an American historian, has well

understood the feelings which stirred the French lieu-

tenant general at that time: "Monsieur de Rochambeau

found exaggerated the care with which La Fayette

reproduced, word for word, his conversations with

himself and with the admiral. It is also possible that he

was offended that General Washington did not show

more eagerness to communicate directly with him, in-

stead of using as intermediary this young Frenchman

whose influence in America perhaps seemed to the gen-

eral already great enough and who created much jeal-

ousy among his fellow officers." It was, as a matter of

fact, hard for a lieutenant general of the king's army
to be lectured by an adolescent hardly older than his

own son. Rochambeau replied on the twelfth of

August in a somewhat sharp tone:

"About what you have written me, my dear marquis
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that the position of the French at Rhode Island is of

no use to the Americans I have this to point out to

you: that I have not yet heard it said that our position

has damaged any one of them; that it would be good to

reflect that the position of the French corps can very

well have something to do with Clinton's evacuation

of the mainland, where he was, to shut himself up upon

Long Island and in New York; finally, that, while the

French fleet is observed here by a superior and assem-

bled navy, your American shores are quiet, your pri-

vateers are making some very advantageous captures,

and your naval shipping has complete freedom. It

seems to me that, under these favorable conditions, we

can well await the increase in navy and in troops which

the king has promised me to try to send. I fear a repe-

tition of the Savannah episode and other similar oc-

currences of which I have seen enough in my lifetime.

It is a principle of war, as of geometry, ins unita fortior.

In addition, I await the orders of my generalissimo, and

I beg him to grant to us to the admiral and to me an

interview. My dear marquis, I send you my best re-

gards."

La Fayette, with complete candor, preferred to blame

himself for blundering rather than complain. "If I

have offended you," he replied, "I beg your pardon for

two reasons: first, because I love you, second, because

it is my intention to do here all that it is possible to do

to please you."

How could such a declaration be resisted! Rocham-
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beau, who held no rancor, wrote, on the twenty-seventh

of August, the most beautiful letter of his life:

"My dear marquis, allow an old father to reply to you
as to a dear son whom he loves and infinitely esteems.

You know me well enough to believe that I have no

need to be spurred, that at my age when a decision is

founded on military reasons and upon reasons of State,

brought about by circumstances, all the incitements

possible cannot make me change without a positive

order from my general. You are humiliated, my dear

friend, as a Frenchman, to see an English squadron, by
a marked superiority of battleships and frigates, block-

ade here the squadron of the Chevalier de Ternay; but

console yourself, my dear marquis. If you had been

in the last two wars you would have heard of nothing

else but these blockades.

"It is always good to think the French invincible; but

I am going to tell you a great secret learned from the

experience of forty years: There are no easier men to

defeat when they have lost confidence in their leaders

and they lose it at once when they have been endan-

gered through personal and selfish ambition. If I have

been fortunate enough to maintain their confidence in

me until now, I owe it to the most scrupulous examina-

tion of my conscience; it is because out of about fifteen

thousand men who have been killed or wounded under

my orders in different ranks and in the most murderous

engagements, I do not have to reproach myself for hav-
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ing caused one of them to be killed on my own ac-

count.

"Yon have written to the Chevalier de Chastellux, my
dear marquis, that the interview which I asked of our

general embarrasses him because it comes at a time when

the second division has not yet arrived, and that when

this has happened it will be time enough to act.

Heavens! you have forgotten then that I have endlessly

asked for this interview before everything else, so that,

if one of those three possibilities should happen to place

us in a position to act offensively, the execution would

be immediate and swift. It would be in one of those

three cases, my dear marquis, that you would find, in

your old dotard of a father, some remains of vigor and

action. Be sure then of my fondest friendship and that,

if I have called your attention very gently to the things

in your last despatch which displeased me, I shortly de-

cided that the warmth of your soul and of your heart

had somewhat overheated your discretion and the cool-

ness of your judgment. Keep this latter quality in

councils and reserve the former for the moment of

action. It is still old father Rochambeau speaking to

his dear son La Fayette, whom he loves, will continue

to love and respect to his last breath.

COMTE DE ROCHAMBEAU."

That communication certainly was shown to Wash-

ington. He could no longer shun the interview re-

quested by the Comte de Rochambeau and he offered
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to meet him at Hartford on the twentieth of September.
La Fayette and General Knox, a brigadier general, ac-

companied him. On his side, Rochambeau came there

with his son, the admiral, and two aides-de-camp. The

conversation continued the whole day around a table

loaded with bowls of punch and of cider. La Fayette

acted as interpreter. The situation was considered in

all of its aspects and they agreed to ask the King of

France for additional help in the form of ten thousand

men. The noble and gentle face of Washington, his

benevolent smile and his moderation won for him the

friendship of the French. Rochambeau and his com-

panions made their way back over the last spurs of the

Berkshires, finding the road sometimes swampy and

sometimes rough and one which put the coach to a hard

test.

"In going to that conference," he was to write later,

"the carriage in which I was being driven with Admiral

de Ternay, and which was very unsound, happened to

break down. I sent Fersen, my first aide-de-camp, to

look for a cartwright who lived a mile from where we

were. He came back and said that he had found a sick

man, one suffering with a quartan fever, who said that

his hat full of guineas would not make him work at

night. I got the admiral to go with me so that we might

both beg him. We told him that General Washington
was reaching Hartford that night to have a conference

with us the next day, and that the meeting would fail

if he did not repair our carriage.
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"
'You aren't lying!

'

he said to us. 'I read in the

Connecticut paper that Washington was going there

tonight to have a meeting with you. I see that it's a

public duty. You will have your carriage at six o'clock

in the morning.'

"He kept his word and we left at the hour he had

named. On coming back from this conference another

wheel broke and we were forced to go back and argue

with our wheelwright.
"
'Well,' he said, 'do you want to make me work

at night again?'
"
'Unfortunately, yes/ I answered. 'Admiral Rod-

ney has arrived to triple the naval force opposed to us

and it is very urgent that we get back to Rhode Island

to interfere with his plans.'
"
'But what are you going to do with your six ships/

he asked, 'against twenty English ships?'
"

'It would be the finest day of our lives if they de-

cided to try to attack us in our anchorage.'
"
'All right,' he said, 'you are brave men. You will

have your carriage at five o'clock in the morning. But

before I go to work, tell me, without my wanting to

pry into your secrets, were you satisfied with Wash-

ington and was he satisfied with you?'

"We assured him about all that; his patriotism was

satisfied and he kept his word. I do not pretend to say

that all Americans are like this good wheelwright; but

all of the farmers in the inland part of the country, and

nearly all of the landowners in Connecticut, have this
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public spirit which fills them and which serves as a

model to many other men." *

Rochambeau commissioned his son to carry the re-

sults of the Hartford conference to France. The Vi-

comte learned his father's despatches by heart "to be

able to give them verbally to the ministers, if he had

the misfortune to be captured." The Amazone on

which he sailed left Newport on the twenty-eighth of

October. Very cleverly La Perouse, the commander,

took advantage of a sudden violent blow, which had

scattered the English squadron, to get out without being

followed.

The good behavior of the French army was the ad-

miration of the surrounding country. On the very day
of landing, Rochambeau assured Washington that the

king's army would live in Rhode Island "in as good

discipline as under the walls of Paris." And the army
did not cause its leader to lie. During his visit La

Fayette was forced to acknowledge that "French dis-

cipline is such that pigeons and hogs can run about be-

tween the tents without fear."

"The camp," he wrote, "borders a wheat field, not

one spike of which has been taken away!" The groups

of savages who "showed no surprise at the sight of

cannons, of troops and of their maneuvers, hardly got

over their astonishment at seeing apple trees heavy with

fruit above tents which the soldiers had occupied for

three months."

1 Rochambeau, I, 251.
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These visits from the good Indians in their feathers

was a recreation for the soldiers. They were amused

to see the amazement that the distribution of the pres-

ents from France produced on their tattooed faces.

Then everyone willingly drank the king's health. Ro-

chainbeau tells how an Indian chief one day in a public

interview made an observation which surprised him.
"
'Father/ he said to me, 'it is very astonishing that

the King of France, our father, sends his fighters to pro-

tect the Americans in an insurrection against the King
of England, their father.'

"
'Your father, the King of France/ I told him, 'pro-

tects the natural liberty that God has given to man.

The Americans have been burdened with loads which

they could no longer bear. He found their complaints

to be just: we shall be everywhere the friends of their

friends and the enemies of their enemies. But I can

only urge you to keep the strictest neutrality in all of

these quarrels/

"It was in that way that I got out of, well or poorly,

a situation which I could not help finding embarrass-

ing."
2

Such adroitness and a discipline equal to it made

American prejudices yield one by one. Americans no

longer considered the French as "kinds of light mecha-

nism, incapable of firmness, occupied only with the

business of curling their hair and coloring their faces."

So, in spite of the aversion which they had to putting

zRochambeau, I, 255.
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soldiers in the town, Rochambeau obtained from their

representatives permission to quarter his troops during
the winter in the Newport houses which had been ran-

sacked by the English. It cost him a hundred thousand

francs to put these houses in order. He confided to

Necker: "This war is cruelly expensive. There is not

a citizen here who is not quite well off; but not one

gives a thing, not a house for quarters, not a piece of

land to camp upon, without wanting money," The

officers lodged in the homes of the inhabitants where

they found "a very pleasant social life." Lauzun lived

at the home of Mrs* Hunter who had two charming

daughters. During his serious illness she looked after

him with great care. But he was soon obliged to join

his hussars on the mainland, at Lebanon, because of a

lack of foodstuff for their horses. He wrote, in his

Memoires: "Siberia alone can be compared with Leb-

anon, which consists only of a few cabins scattered in

wide forests." But the duke's gayety transformed that

Siberia into a place of charm. The forests resounded

with the yapping of dogs pursuing foxes, and the cabins

rang with the laughter of companions, among whom old

Governor Trumbull, a historian in his time, deigned

now and then to be found.

They hunted at Newport, too, but the game was a

more unusual animal. Every night the soldiers brought

back possums which they had caught in the woods.

The Chevalier d'Aboville, commandant of the artillery,

who spent his leisure time in studying physics and
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natural history, raised a pair of them under his bed and

had the good fortune to see them reproduce. To those

who believed "that the young of the possum came from

the stomach of their mother through the udders" the

chevalier could offer a formal denial. Besides, he was

supported in his conclusions by the head surgeon, Mon-

sieur Robillard, who, having no legs to amputate, made

a few dissections. Advantage was taken of the
sailing

of the Hermione to send live possums and specimens of

plants to the famous Buffon.

The Marquis de Chastellux was the first to set the

example of making long trips.
On the eleventh of

November, in spite of the snow and the cutting wind,

he left Newport in the company of Monsieur Lynch,
Monsieur Montesquieu and their servants. He planned

to stop for a few days at New Windsor, where Wash-

ington was wintering, and then to push on with La

Fayette as far as Philadelphia. During that long winter

Washington was to receive with his great natural

courtesy nearly all of the superior officers among the

French, who, as much through a liking for him as

through curiosity, came to greet him.

Rochambeau in his turn left Vernon House, his gen-

eral headquarters, which still stands. At first he took

"a little trip of six days on the mainland" with Fersen

to look over some new cantonments; then, in the be-

ginning of December, he went "to see Boston and Mr.

Hancock." The city was built in the form of an

amphitheater, at the end of a large bay whose chief
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attraction was "a superb breakwater" that jutted out

into the sea for about two thousand feet. The streets

were wide, bordered with gray wooden houses. With

his host, who in spite of his infirmities renounced with

difficulty the pleasures of eating, Rochambeau went

into the clubs where there was "an air of comfort and

of freedom" that must have pleased a Frenchman. Men
met there after teatime to read, to talk, to play for

high stakes and to have choice suppers where good
wines were not spared.

It was at Boston that Rochambeau learned of the

Chevalier de Ternay's death. He had left him a bit

feverish and discouraged. The admiral probably died

from grief at seeing his squadron blockaded so far from

home. Rochambeau announced this death to Washing-
ton in terms of great feeling: "It is a cruel loss for our

forces; he was a very brave man, a very fine man, and

an excellent seaman whom I miss infinitely." The

command of the squadron fell to the Chevalier Des-

touches, an energetic and daring seaman who awaited

the first occasion to put to sea again.

Washington gave it to him. The general had just

learned that Sir Henry Clinton was sending toward the

south a body of troops under the orders of Benedict

Arnold, Washington's former companion in arms, who

had gone over to the enemy. He urged Rochambeau

to capture the traitor; he saw in such a deed a way to

please American pride and to give aid to the Southern
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States. To this end he suggested embarking upon the

fleet a corps of French troops who could come to meet

the corps of American light infantry which he himself

was sending by land under the Marquis de La Fayette.

Destouches, who by a surprise raid upon the enemy
had just taken the frigate Romulus and four small

ships,

was favorable to the plan. Rochambeau gave him a

corps of twelve hundred grenadiers and chasseurs under

the command of the Baron de ViomesniL

On the eighth of March, 1781, with General Wash-

ington looking on, the French squadron left port at

sundown. The day after the next the fleet of Admiral

Arbuthnot, which a heavy tempest had just tried

severely, but which had spent its time better than that

of Admiral Destouches, left Gardiner Bay where it

anchored and flung itself in pursuit of the French. At

Rhode Island they waited anxiously for several days

without news. Finally the news came of a stiff and in-

decisive fight which had kept Destouches from ful-

filling his mission. The Baron de Viomesnil wrote to

Rochambeau: "General, what I saw today in the way of

good bearing and courage on the part of the officers

of the navy, as well as the joy of the crews at the mo-

ment of and throughout the fighting, made me weep
with emotion." The squadron came back to Newport

through foggy weather without being waylaid, towing
the Conquerant which had lost its rudder. Rocham-

beau sent Washington a report of this engagement,
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which ended as follows: "It is beyond human power
to control the winds." Washington must have smiled

at this very French observation.

So it seemed that the little Army of the South was

destined to be lost under the coordinated attacks of

Cornwallis and of Arnold, in spite of the superhuman
efforts of General Greene and of La Fayette. And a

defeat at this moment, following that of Camden and

the bloody battle of Guilford Court House, would

mean complete ruin. Moreover, the regular troops of

Pennsylvania and New Jersey were temporarily refus-

ing to fight.

Once more all eyes turned toward France. Rocham-

beau awaited the arrival of his son and the reenforce-

ments which he had asked. Congress awaited the ar-

rival of John Laurens whom it had sent to the king

with an urgent letter from Washington. And France

made them wait for the answer.

At the end of February, La Perouse, aboard the

frigate Astree, brought the mail from France the first

since the expedition had left. The despatches said that

the king was keeping the Vicomte de Rochambeau, to

examine in more detail the plans of the Hartford Con-

ference; that the Marquis de Castries and the Marquis

de Segur were replacing, one in the Navy Department,

the other in the War Department, Sartine and the

Prince de Montbarey; that the Empress Maria Theresa

had just died, which intensely complicated European
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affairs and no longer permitted "sustained attention to

American needs/'
8

It was necessary then to continue to have patience.

On the eighth of May Rochambeau was notified of the

arrival in Boston of the frigate Concorde with the

Vicomte de Rochambeau and the Comte de Barras

aboard, the latter replacing Admiral de Ternay. As

soon as the package of despatches was distributed Ro-

chambeau eagerly deciphered his. He read in them

that the king did not feel inclined to adhere to the con-

clusions reached in the Hartford Conference. Not only

did Monsieur de Vergennes not wish to send the re-

enforcements asked, but he let it be known that the

second division was no longer to be counted upon; for,

he said: "If we should send a reenforcement of ten

thousand men to the American continent, the English

8 The minister of finances alone showed himself to be more accommo-

dating in a letter dated December third:

"This money for which you ask, Monsieur, has been at Brest since

your departure or not more than a week later, and I have had supplied
at once all that was asked. For that reason I have been doubly sorry
to see you embarrassed. Monsieur de la Perouse will bring the money
to you. Monsieur de Serilly is enclosing letters of credit and, among
others, one from Mr. Franklin upon Congress, but for food' supplies

only. You may use it or not, for we are to pay here only for goods
received and you will undoubtedly be careful to see that the payments
in France will be limited to a reasonable figure. On the other hand I

shall continue to furnish the effective force that the departmental
ministers request and nothing will be closer to me than what is im-

portant to your army. I observe with great satisfaction the care which

you give to economic matters. It is in looking after everything at once
that you outstrip the ordinary man. I have with great pleasure seen

your son and I hope that he is going to do us the honor of dining
with us tomorrow evening. I beg you to believe me most interested

in your welfare, in yourself, in your fame. Please accept my assurances

of the complete devotion with which I have the honor, sir, to be your
very humble and very obedient servant,

"NECKER."
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would lose no time in sending an equal number there/'

and, he pointed out, "it is obvious that the more troops
we have in North America the more difficult will be the

means of their maintenance and upkeep and conse-

quently the less useful they will be." On the other

hand the king granted "in the form of a free subsidy" a

sum of six million Tours livres which he held at the

disposal of General Washington. And, "to crown his

generosity and munificence," he was borrowing in Hol-

land, in behalf of the United States, ten thousand Tours

livres. So that in two years the sums advanced were

equal to twenty-four millions, by Vergennes' estimate.

Rochambeau was asked to facilitate as much as pos-

sible La Perouse's expedition to Hudson Bay; finally

it was secretly confided to himself only that "superior

naval forces" would come in the latter part of July or

August to free the Rhode Island squadron. The Mar-

quis de Castries added in his personal letter a few par-

ticulars. "That fleet," he said, "is under the command

of Admiral de Grasse. He has twenty ships, he will

find ten in the Islands, you have eight more to give him;

thus, master of his movements, I hope that for quite a

long while he will be master of the coasts of America

and will be able to act with you if you wish to under-

take some engagement."

The hope of so small and so problematic an aid could

no longer deceive Rochambeau. But his disappoint-

ment was still greater when he learned of the ingratitude

of high ranking officers of his army. His personal mes-
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senger proved to him that "those whom he had treated

best had treated him badly in their letters." They were

not ashamed in Paris to criticize the lieutenant general's

lack of charm, his attention to details, his sense of econ-

omy, and above all his distrustfulness.

A few hours of reflection were enough to restore

to Rochambeau, whom this double defection had dis-

couraged for a moment, his marvelous balance. He de-

cided to forgive his personal enemies and to attack those

of the king. It was the decision of a great soul. On the

thirteenth of May, only three days after having become

acquainted with this dismal information, Rochambeau

dictated the following letter for the Secretary of War:

"My son has come back to this country quite unac-

companied; whatever may come of it the king must be

served as he wishes to be and I am going to begin this

second campaign with all the zeal and, I dare to say, the

love with which I am filled for himself and for his

service, using as best I can the very limited means which

he leaves in my power."



CHAPTER VII

THE YORKTOWN TRENCHES
To DO great things with small means; such was the feat

in which Rochambeau hoped to succeed during this

second campaign. In a conference with Washington,
on the twenty-first of May at Wethersfield, he offered

to lead an expeditionary corps into the provinces of the

South, to help the "poor Marquis de La Fayette." But

the generalissimo declined the offer. He assured him

that he knew of "no way of helping the Southern States

so good as that of seriously threatening New York"

and asked him to bring about "as quickly as possible"

the junction of the French and American armies before

that city. Rochambeau yielded, but Chastellux, the

only Frenchman who was a witness to this discussion,

insinuated in a private letter that he had yielded with

bad grace, for, Chastellux wrote, "it is not easy to make

a man give way who has always been accustomed to do

as he pleases."
*

This letter by chance fell into the hands of the Eng-
lish who did not fail to send a copy of it to the Comte

de Rochambeau. "I had the Chevalier de Chastellux:

come before me," he writes in his Memoires. "I showed

iSee in the Bulletin of the American Society of the French Legion
of Honor, July, 1935, Vol. VI, No. I, The Burned Letter of Chastellux,

by Randolph G. Adams.
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him that letter; I threw it in the fire and left him a prey
to all of his regrets."

2

The more circumstances demanded revenge, the

larger Rochambeau showed himself to be. It was

learned that Lord Cornwallis and Benedict Arnold had

perfected a meeting in Virginia. La Fayette fled be-

fore the storm. Harassed by Tarleton's cavalry which

rode the best horses in Virginia, he abandoned Rich-

mond. Cornwallis, triumphant, exclaimed: "The boy
cannot escape me."

But old Papa Rochambeau was looking out for his

boy. With that sharpness of vision which makes great

captains, he saw on the map the only field of battle upon
which the Allies could win. In spite of the impotent

king, in spite of his mocking staff, in spite of Washing-
ton even, he determined to assemble his forces there.

By such stubbornness genius can be recognized.

To keep Barras from withdrawing to Boston after

the French army had left, Rochambeau brought to-

gether a war council and the squadron remained "ready

for possible action." Then, during a single month, he

wrote three letters to Admiral de Grasse to urge him

to hurry. He explained in them, with much impartial-

ity, Washington's plans, but one can feel where his own

sympathies lie. "There are two points at which we

can move offensively against the enemy: Chesapeake
and New York. The southwest winds and Virginia's

distressed condition will probably make you prefer

2 Rochambeau, I, 274.
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Chesapeake Bay, and it is there that we think you can

render the greatest services." He did not hide the ex-

tent of Virginia's distress. "This state is at the last ex-

tremity and it lacks all means at the same time." He
must come, then, with a contingent of troops from

Santo Domingo and with as much money as possible.

Rochambeau could go away satisfied. The seed

which he had sowed in secret would sprout and bear

fruit. On the tenth of June he left Rhode Island with

his army and the light artillery. He left on the island a

detachment of four hundred and thirty men under the

command of Monsieur de Choisy, whose duty was to

defend the squadron and the heavy artillery from siege.
3

The long march began under a burning sun. At two

o'clock in the morning, Abbe Robin tells, the roll of

drums announced that it was time to fold up the tent,

to get on horseback and to "follow at an ambassador's

8 The French Army was universally missed by the inhabitants of

Newport who, on the eleventh of June, commissioned four of their cit-

izens to deliver this address to Rochambeau: "The inhabitants of the city
of Newport, informed that Your Excellency is ready to leave this island,

have sent this committee to extend to Your Excellency and to the

officers under your command the most sincere appreciation for the

attention and regard which has been shown for the happiness and for

the welfare of the inhabitants during the army's residence here.

"We reflect with the deepest feeling of gratitude upon the harmony
and friendship which has existed between the army and the citizens

of this town, which were the natural results of the wisdom and the

frankness which Your Excellency has shown in his conduct on all occa-

sions.

"We take the liberty of assuring you that we shall conserve always
the warmest realization of the protection which you have given us and
which we have learned to depend upon equally from the fleet and from
the detachment which Your Excellency left here with us. We cannot

wish Your Excellency greater happiness than that which should result

from our own efforts to uphold the
safety

and the independence of the

United States through all means at our disposal."
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gait" the infantry columns. We would reach camp at

the hottest part of the day. Since we were forbidden

to drink any water unless it was dashed with rum, we

had to wait, "stretched in the dust and panting with

thirst," the yokes of oxen bearing the precious liquor

sometimes not arriving before nightfall. But weariness

disappeared when the military instruments began play-

ing. "Then the officers, the soldiers, American men,

American women, all of them mixed together in a

dance. It was the Festival of Equality."

The meeting of the two armies took place on the

sixth of July "above White Plains, three leagues from

the island of New York." The next day after this

event Rochambeau wrote joyfully to Comte de Barras:

"We have made, my dear admiral, the swiftest march

to be here at General Washington's request, without a

complaint and without leaving a man behind, except

ten amorous Soissonnais, who have probably gone back

to see their mistresses at Newport, and for whom I beg

you to make a search."

Washington took advantage of the presence of the

cavalry and of some French engineers to reconnoiter

and to get a view of the principal fortifications of New
York. He ventured one day with Rochambeau upon
a small island which was separated from the enemy by
an arm of the sea whose size he wished to know. Ro-

chambeau writes: "While our engineers were making
that geometrical calculation we went to sleep, overcome

with weariness, beneath a hedge, under the fire of the
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enemy ships which wished to interfere with this work.

Awakened first, I awoke General Washington, and

called his attention to the fact that we had forgotten

the time of high tide. We quickly returned to the

millbank upon which we had crossed this little arm of

the sea that separated us from the mainland. We found

it covered with water. They brought two little boats

to us, into which we got with the saddles and the har-

ness of the horses."
4

It was on returning from this perilous walk that the

generals received news from La Fayette that was al-

most reassuring. Spent by the heat and a too swift

march, Cornwallis was falling back. In his turn he

abandoned Richmond, then Williamsburg, and en-

trenched himself at Yorktown. They learned from

other quarters that Sir Henry Clinton, fearing an at-

tack, was reenforcing the garrison at New York.

Before this reversal of the situation Washington was

uncertain which action to take. "It is almost impos-

sible," he confided to Rochambeau, "in the circum-

stances and the uncertainty in which we find ourselves,

to fix upon a definite plan of campaign." The reply

from de Grasse to Rochambeau was to lift them out

of this embarrassment. The admiral announced his de-

termination to come into Chesapeake Bay toward the

end of August with twenty-nine warships, aboard

which he carried detachments of the Gatinais, Agenais,

and Touraine regiments about three thousand men,

4 Rochambeau, I, 283.
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under the command of the Marquis de Saint-Simon

and one million, two hundred thousand silver livres.

Rochambeau's plan was being realized. And Henry

Doniol, who issued the French lieutenant general's

charming correspondence, where all of this scheming

can be followed, does not hesitate to write: "The Comte

de Rochambeau was not wrong in suggesting, which

he has done with the greatest discreetness, that he was

the originator of the Virginia campaign. It was cer-

tainly he who suggested to the Comte de Grasse to or-

ganize himself for that undertaking, to bring the neces-

sary force to assure the success of it. And it was he,

by his accurate foreseeing of events, quite as much as

the events themselves, who had won Washington to the

idea of carrying it out." On the seventeenth of August

the generalissimo gave the armies the order to march

South. Chastellux, psychologist that he was, perceived

very much behind time that there is some stubbornness

which is sublime.
5

6 The Comte de Rochambeau had, indeed, to argue in order to per-
suade Washington that the "capture of New York" was a risky opera-
tion and "that he would be stopped there" if he tried that. The Journal
of Colonel Desandrouins commander of the engineers and a veteran
of the Canadian epic whose existing fragments Abbe Gabriel has

already published, brings to us echoes of die argument which at one
moment placed the allied leaders at grips with each other: "When
Monsieur de Rochambeau received, by the Concorde, the information
that Admiral de Grasse was making for Chesapeake Bay, Washington,
distressed, wished to send Monsieur du Portail to the admiral to urge
him to attack New York. But the French general pointed out to him
that the English, having just received reinforcements of three thousand

men, were impregnable at that point; that the French and American
armies did not exceed eight thousand men; that Monsieur de Saint-

Simon was bringing only three thousand men, all of which brought us

only to an equality in numbers with the enemy who were entrenched
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Before leaving, Rochambeau asked Monsieur de

Barras to make toward the Chesapeake with Choisy's

detachment and the
artillery. Then, crossing the Hud-

son at King's Ferry, he took his army to Chatham,

where he had built four baking ovens to deceive Clin-

ton; but, turning suddenly, he forded the Delaware near

Trenton and entered Philadelphia. Clinton was taken

in.

The French troops crossed the city preceded by their

music, "always a novel sight for the Americans." They

and surrounded by rivers and coves; and finally that it would be an

unpardonable mistake to attempt an expedition which was so contrary
to good sense.

"Washington replied that Cornwallis would not wait to meet us and
would get away from us.

"Monsieur de Rochambeau answered that we still would not have

wasted our time in delivering Virginia. Finally, he was obliged to tell

him that it was true that he was under his orders but that Monsieur de

Grasse was not; and that he could not abandon his admiral who had
come at his own request nor cause him to change his plans; and that,

for this reason, he could not keep from setting out at once with the

French troops. But he did not, however, wish this to seem that he
was withdrawing from his command; on the contrary he invited him to

place himself at our head with as large a following of his army as he

felt able to withdraw from before New York.

"Washington stated that his troops had so great a repugnance to go-

ing into the South toward Virginia that they might possibly revolt

rather than go there.

"Monsieur de Rochambeau answered that at the very least the sol-

diers of Rhode Island, the Canadian regiment commanded by Colonel

Tigen, and the greater part of the Congressional troops would follow

the French; and he added that, if it was necessary to share our army's

money to set his in motion, he was willing to do this. In fact, he
loaned him fifty thousand ecus. (An old coin worth about three francs.

Translator.)

"Finally, Washington was won over, but nothing persuaded him so

much as our general's proposition to place himself under his command.
... It can be seen from this that the most decisive operation of the

whole war was due to the stubbornness and the good discernment of

Monsieur de Rochambeau. I have all of these details from him himself;

and I am writing them the moment after I have heard them from his

own mouth."
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again paid their respects to Congress. And the thirteen

members replied to a salute of flags by gravely raising

their thirteen hats. The Soissonnais regiment had target

practice on the banks of the SchuykilL Twenty thou-

sand people came out there in carriages. "We were

very amused," Abbe Robin wrote- "at the mistakes of

the people who thought that one of these men whom
our lords have in their service, to go ahead of them or to

carry their messages, was a general. His embroidered

jerkin, his tunic with silver fringe, his emblazoned head-

dress, his cane with its golden knob, were the sources of

this mistake. Each time that he approached his master

to get orders they thought that he was giving them."

The president of Congress "in bulky black velvet attire"

honored this spectacle with his presence. He had him-

self introduced to the brother-in-law of the Marquis, the

Vicomte de Noailles, and complimented him upon the

precision with which his regiment went through its

maneuvers.

On the evening of that parade a large dinner was

given at the residence of the Chevalier de La Luzerne,

minister plenipotentiary from France to America. The

chevalier, "as lofty in his spending as a minister of a

great monarchy, but as simple in his manners as a citizen

of a republic," gave his compatriots a display with

which his steward had had nothing to do. They
learned at the beginning of the first course that Comte

de Grasse had reached the Chesapeake. At once Con-

gress delegated Charles Thompson, its secretary, to
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carry its compliments. In the meanwhile people

crowded into the courtyard of the residence where

some wags preached Cornwallis' funeral oration. The

crowd called for La Luzerne, who, in response to the

warmth of the crowd, appeared on the balcony to the

thousand
times repeated cry of "Vive le roi!

"

Washington and Rochambeau had communicated

this information from Head of Elk which they had

just reached. "The officer who brought these mes-

sages had reached there an hour before," Rochambeau

writes, "and it is perhaps the most unusual of coinci-

dences that an expedition, made up from the Windward

Islands and from the northern part of America, should

find itself at an appointed meeting place, in the southern

part of America, within one hour's time of each other."
6

Rochambeau did not say that he had left nothing to

chance. Washington, who could but poorly hide his

joy, invited his companion to stop for a few hours at

Mount Vernon, which he had not seen since the begin-

ning of hostilities. The two generals appeared at the

house on the tenth of September. It is simple, without

a full second story, capped with a little cupola. Wash-

ington's wife, "somewhat fat, but fresh and with a pleas-

ant face," waited for her guests on the steps and led

them into the dining-room. The view from there was

wonderful: beyond the terraced lawn is the current of

the Potomac which shines between the trunks of the

6
Compare similar opinion of his son in the Journal which follows.
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great oaks, and beyond that the woods of the opposite

bank which the setting sun and the first touches of

autumn clothe with scarlet.

Doing sixty miles a day, to make up the time lost, the

generals reached Williamsburg on the evening of the

fourteenth. They found there the troops of La Fayette

and of Saint-Simon, who blocked Lord Cornwallis on

land. A letter from Comte de Grasse during the night

informed them that the French fleet had just defeated

the squadron under Sir Samuel Hood and that Barras'

ships had arrived safely. The two generals wished to

look at the string of thirty-six vessels which, from Cape

Henry to Cape Charles, barred the retreat of the Eng-
lish lord. They held a battle conference aboard the

flagship, the Ville-de-Paris, and the sailors, who were

running up flags on all the frigates, saluted them as they

left with a salvo of musket fire.

Admiral de Grasse was to cause Rochambeau much

annoyance. Above the cannon from York his great

voice could be heard, sometimes menacing and some-

times tearful. His distance from the battlefield did not

always allow him to know all phases of the struggle.

And the responsibility which he had undertaken in

bringing the Army of the Antilles to the United States

frightened him. "I have launched myself/' he said,

"into an affair that can turn out to my own disadvantage

and to the humiliation of the nation." Besides, his great-

est desire was to leave, to avoid being caught in a trap.

It took all of Rochambeau's skill to keep him. He
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wrote: "My dear admiral, you are the most amiable ad-

miral that I know. You meet all of our wishes and I

believe that we are going to turn this into a good busi-

ness."

Admiral de Grasse had the goodness of heart to

reply: "I am a Provengal and a seaman. Those are rea-

sons enough for being keen. I admit my guilt and de-

pend upon your friendship."

Learning that Rochambeau had a fever, he was dis-

turbed. He sent a remedy with this letter: "I am as

sure of it as you are of Cornwallis. Make him do a

lively dance for me."

The armies of the Allies, which were now on the spot,

employed themselves there in the best possible ways.

On the twenty-eighth, just at the break of day, the in-

vestment of Yorktown began, with no loss of men.

Cornwallis abandoned the outer works to "reduce his

defenses to that of the garrison of the fortress, which

was not formidable." This retreat, which was inex-

plicable from the point of view of strategy, might hide

a trick. The generals, who had heard rowing during

the night, feared that the English army might escape by

crossing the river. To parry this blow, they sent a

detachment of American militia and the French cavalry

to Gloucester, on the other shore.

Lauzun surprised Colonel Tarleton, who had long

wished "to shake hands with the French duke," in a

pasture. Both sides charged. Lauzun writes: "Tarle-

ton saw me and came at me with raised pistol.
We were
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about to fight between our two lines of troops when his

horse was spilled by one of his dragoons." His soldiers

immediately carried him behind the entrenchments of

Gloucester.

The first parallel was opened above and below the

York river during the night of the sixth of October.

Rochambeau, who had been held in bed by fever for

two days, got up to see the Bourbonnais and Soisson-

nais regiments go into battle line with drums beating.

They spent the following days in perfecting the

trenches and in digging communicating trenches.

On the tenth, at seven o'clock in the morning, the

French batteries and the American mortars, which Gen-

eral Knox himself aimed, replied for the first time to

the English fire. They had taken as a target the Nel-

son house, whose three stories stood out above the walls

of the town.

A second parallel was opened during the night of the

eleventh, "with great system and care." The Baron de

Viomesnil, whom the art of sieges made impatient, held

that they were uselessly delaying the attack upon "two

redoubts to the enemy's left."

"You are mistaken," Rochambeau said to him, "but

in looking more closely at the fortifications we can be

sure."

"He gave the order to cease firing," says Mathieu

Dumas who reports this move, "forbade us to follow

him and allowed only his son to go with him. He
climbed out of the trench, went slowly down into the
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gully, drew as near the redoubt as the outer works.

After having observed it carefully, he returned to the

battery without the enemy having fired.

"
Well,' he said, 'the outer works and the palisades

are still intact. We shall have to double our fire to

break them and knock down the parapet. We shall see

tomorrow if the pear is ripe.'
" The next day Viomes-

nil and La Fayette, at the head of allied troops which

"attacked like lions" carried the redoubts, swords in

hand.

The defenders counter-attacked on the following

night with their best troops, but Chastellux easily re-

pulsed them. On the seventeenth Cornwallis began to

parley and the surrender was signed on the nineteenth

of October at the Moore house, on a little farm where

Washington had .established his headquarters.

The York garrison, freshly attired, filed out at about

two o'clock in the afternoon between the American

army and the French army, guns across their arms,

flags encased, and drums beating an English march.

Cornwallis, sick with grief, had General O'Hara repre-

sent him. This general, whose courtesy was widely

known, asked Mathieu Dumas, who was escorting him,

where Rochambeau was.
"
"To our left,' I said to him,

'at the head of the French line.' The English general

spurred his horse to give his sword to the French gen-

eral. Realizing his intention, I went at a gallop to place

myself between him and Rochambeau who, by a nod,

indicated Washington standing directly in front of him.
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I conducted General O'Hara there, and at the moment

when he offered his sword, Washington forestalling

him, said: 'Never from so good a hand!'
"

They took eight thousand prisoners, of whom one

thousand were sailors, two hundred pieces of artillery

and twenty-two flags. Many English officers were

weeping. One colonel bit his sword before surrender-

ing it and then went away with his hands over his face.

At nightfall a shadow slid into the trench, which was

about fifteen hundred yards long, "wide enough to

drive carriages through," and four feet deep. The

shadow was Abbe Robin who, no longer fearing the

fusees or the bombs, was coming to make a closer ex-

amination of gabions, fascines, and crenels. Drawn on

by curiosity he adventured into Yorktown. Bodies of

men and of horses, scattered books, broken furniture lay

in the sand of the streets. The Nelson house, smashed

by shells, gaped openings in every part. Over the

gravestones which belted the simple moss-grown

church, the autumn wind howled a Dies irae.

The show over, as La Fayette said, everyone went

back home Grasse to the Antilles, Washington to the

Hudson, and La Fayette to France. Rochambeau's

army remained on the spot to level the fortifications of

York and of Gloucester. When this job was done, they

established winter quarters in Williamsburg. This little

town with its wood and brick houses, ornamented with

domes and colonnades, offered few resources other than

its university. To make the evenings of a particularly
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hard winter gayer, Rochambeau organized parties to

which the ladies of the community were invited. One

of them, young Mrs. Bowling, a descendant of the

princess Pocahontas, found adoring followers in the

French camp. Her savage ancestry added one more

charm to her brilliant beauty. The reading of mail

from France broke the monotony of the hours: on a

certain day the king, to whom Rochambeau had

despatched the Due de Lauzun, ordered that the Te-

Deum be sung in gratitude; on another day news came

of the birth of a dauphin.
7

Comte de Rochambeau's solicitude was also extended

to the section of the country in which the fortunes of

war made him winter. To calm the fears of General

Greene he sent Lauzun's legion to the Dan. He paid

frequent visits to the professors at the University in

Williamsburg, who, through courtesy, gave the Cheva-

lier de Chastellux the degree of Doctor of Laws and al-

lowed the head physician, Jean-Frangois Coste, to give

a discourse on medicine in Latin in their assembly hall.

7 It was at about this time that Rochambeau received the compliments
of the Court. The Secretary of War wrote him from Versailles on the

fifth of December, 1781: "Monsieur, the king commands me to tell you
how pleased His Majesty is at having given you the command of his

army in America* The reputation which you have enjoyed for so long
and your devotion to his service were the original causes for his confi-

dence in you. The true military talents of which you have just given
new proof in the present circumstances, the excellent discipline that you
have maintained among the troops, the correct coordination that you
have worked, the long and steady march of your army, your prepara-
tions for combat, the conciliatory spirit which you have shown in all

operations jointly engaged in with General Washington, and finally the

success which has crowned them, have left nothing for His Majesty to

desire."
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He asked Baron de Turpin to draw and measure Nat-

ural Bridge, a curiosity of the region; he interested him-

self in slavery, in colonization, in religion; he studied

the behavior and the position of the young girl in the

United States. Later, when he was describing the

American home, it would be the houses of Virginia of

which he would think: "They all have an open hall, or

a kind of proscenium; a charming living-room where,

in the winter, wood is not spared; the kitchen is near by.

The family stays in the living-room during the entire

day; they have at least four meals there, interrupted by

light work, and the little negress is continually occupied

in taking off and in replacing the table cover."
8

Rochambeau undoubtedly ran into this familiar act of

the little negress during the long tour which he under-

took in February, 1782. He stopped first at the home

of Mr. Nelson, the former governor, who entertained

him with a cock fight. Then he went on to sleep at

Louisa Court House, in an inn where the proprietor,

monstrously fat, shared with his clients his ham and

his apartment. Fortunately Senator Jefferson took him

from this poor lodging to his own house, which he had

built and furnished himself with much taste. Rich-

mond, where he stopped for four or five days, left with

Rochambeau the unhappy memory of an inn. The inn-

keeper, with whom he had left his horses, found him-

self so honored to have a European general's horses in

his stables that he asked twenty-five louis for their

8 Rochambeau^ I, 326.
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stabling. Our modern hotel keepers have similar over-

excitements, even when it is no longer a question of

horses. That pleasant tour across a country which trav-

elers call the "Garden of Virginia," wound up at Cape

Henry at the extreme end of Chesapeake Bay, where

Rochambeau hoped to find a French vessel carrying a

plan for the summer campaign.

But at Versailles they found it difficult to send it to

him. England, in spite of the surrender of Yorktown,

showed itself difficult to conquer. Her admirals looked

for revenge in the Antilles. One of them, Rodney, on

the twelfth of April among the ties des Saintes, in-

flicted a sensational defeat upon Grasse's squadron and

made the admiral a prisoner aboard his own ship. So

once more circumstances crowded Rochambeau into a

defensive position. The news of the crushing of Ad-

miral de Grasse, heard by the French camp during the

last days of May, threw it into consternation. De-

prived of its finest units, the king's navy would not be

able from now on to back up land operations nor to

drive off the English privateers "that vermin," Ro-

chambeau wrote to his ministerwhich, little by little,

in creeping into the bays and estuaries along the coast,

would cut off all communication between the two con-

tinents and would reduce the French forces to the great-

est difficulties in the matter of despatches and money.
Rochambeau managed, however, to maintain himself

until the middle of the summer, at this lookout point

which the peninsula of York was, at equal distance from
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the "American Armies of the North and of the South"

and ready, according to the wishes of the king, to help

Greene or Washington. The incomprehensible silence

of the court and the depressing Virginia heat
finally

forced him to "take action on conjecture and to do the

best he could." On the first of July the army left Wil-

liamsburg and moved toward Baltimore by night

marches which ended at sunrise, "after which the ex-

cessive heat no longer permitted any activity."

Alone and on horseback, Rochambeau had gone
ahead to confer with Washington at Philadelphia. The

latter, to please the vanity of his allies, proposed to move

in force "into the bowels of Canada" and lay siege to

Quebec. Such a suggestion poorly comprehended the

pacific policies of Vergennes. Rochambeau who did

know these policies avoided the difficulty by evoking

his Instructions. As at Wethersfield in the preceding

year, he agreed only to join the American militia that

was encamped on the banks of the Hudson and to await

the continually delayed arrival of the plan of campaign.

Two days after this meeting which was marked on

both sides by really joyful emotions, the Secretary of

War's own son, the Comte de Segur, in his turnreached

the Hudson after a dangerous crossing. Rochambeau

received him with open arms. This young man brought
the order to hold the expeditionary corps ready to leave

for the lies des Saintes aboard thirteen vessels, which the

Marquis de Vaudreuil had brought together after the

disaster there and which were now repairing their rig-
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ging in Boston harbor. Once more the lieutenant gen-

eral had acted wisely.

"Although we have seen no enemy," Fersen wrote to

his father about this time, "the campaign has been

hard."

One could hardly call by the name of campaign this

backward march of the army, which undertaken during

dog days and broken by a stay in Maryland, wound up
with a general welcome. Rochambeau comforted him-

self on learning that the English of their own accord

were abandoning Charleston and Savannah and were

preparing to evacuate New York, their last defense in

the United States. All of this was the forerunner of

peace.

The French army left camp on the twenty-second

of October, stopping at Hartford and at Providence, to

give Vaudreuil the time to get ready. That fall was

cold and snowy. Rochambeau, who had asked per-

mission not to accompany his soldiers to the Islands,,said

good-by to them on the thirtieth of November.

Fersea wrote: "With sorrow we saw Monsieur de

Rochambeau leave. Everybody was glad to be under

his command. He was the one man who was capable

of commanding here and of maintaining that perfect

harmony which existed between two nations so different

by their customs and their language. His wise, discreet

and simple conduct did more to win the regard of

America than four victories would have been able to

do."
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Rochambeau, who did not wish to withdraw a frigate

from Vaudreuil's squadron to return home, had to turn

back to find one that was willing to take himself, his son,

and all of his general staff. He saw Washington for

the last time in his little house at Newburgh, "built in

the Dutch style."

"It was there," he writes, "that we said our most

affectionate farewells."
9

Then, by roads covered with snow and ice, Rocham-

beau reached Philadelphia. Many speeches of congratu-

lation were addressed to him. Congress voted him

solemn thanks and begged him to accept as trophies two

English cannons.

Rochambeau, who wanted to throw the English ships

off the scent, went aboard the Emeraude at Annapolis

on the eighth of January, 1783. Hardly had this frigate

cast off before an English cruiser was seen at a league's

distance. The Emeraude crowded on sails, but only

threw off pursuit which was aided by full moonlight

and which lasted for thirty hours by dropping over-

board some spare masts and some cannons.

Soon a hurricane came up at sea, "the like of which"

the oldest seamen aboard "had never seen." The rig-

ging held, but lightning struck the little topmast and

split
it from tip to base. The unfortunate frigate finally

dropped anchor "at the entrance to the river at Nantes."

It was then the twelfth of February. Rochambeau

learned, on going ashore, that peace had been declared.

9 Rochambeau, I, 315.



CHAPTER VIII

THE LAST OF THE KING'S
MARSHALS

PARIS, which knows so well how to give splendid re-

ceptions, might have been expected to manage a tri-

umphal return for the victorious general. There was

nothing of that nature. La Fayette had taken all the

wreathes for his own and Rochambeau was not the kind

of man to dispute with him over them. The Comte de

Segur wrote: "No one has fully appreciated all that the

wisdom of La Luzerne and the clever cautiousness of

the Comte de Rochambeau meant for the great cause

which we were supporting. No doubt a juster pos-

terity will honor as it should two men so useful to their

country and will make up for the wrongs of their con-

temporaries."

The king, on the other hand, received him "with

great distinction." He kept him in his private room

for a full half hour; "he said that it was to him that he

owed peace" and gave him, on the twentieth of Febru-

ary, "entry to his chambers." At the king's suggestion

the dignitaries of the Ordre du Saint Esprit, meeting in

a body at Versailles on Pentecost to draw up the list of

the next cordons bleus, listed the name of the Comte de

Rochambeau. This election, which was the most im-

portant one of the reign, included a French peer, eight

123
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lieutenant generals, ten marechaux de camp, and two

ambassadors. The initiation was fixed for January first,

1784. On that day the new knights, who had put on

the silver cloth vestments of the novice and who wore

shoes of white velvet and carried a sword sheathed in

white leather, were brought into the king's reception

hall where His Majesty gave them the accolade. Then

an impressive procession was formed, moving toward

the chapel where the ceremony was to be completed.

The novices who went ahead, two by two, were the

first to file out into the great arcade. A blinding light,

which came from the snow-cowled terraces, flooded the

archways. Each window and each mirror into which

they looked, where vistas of the grounds shone, sur-

rounded this train of men dressed in winter livery with

a series of prints such as Cochin had never executed.

The king, preceded by the initiated knights, princes of

the royal blood, and his brothers, came last. Two
ushers, in suits of white satin, closed the line. The mass,

in which the Queen, Madame, and Madame Elizabeth

took part from the tribune, was celebrated by the Bishop
of Senlis and chanted by the King's Singers. As soon

as the first priest had left the altar, Louis XVI came to

take his place on his throne in the chancel, to hear the

oaths of the new knights. Rochambeau, flanked by his

sponsors, knelt in his turn at the foot of the throne and,

with hand extended upon the Bible which the chancel-

lor of the order held open upon the king's knees, took

the oath composed by Henri III in 1578. The master
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of ceremonies then cloaked him in the coat of black

velvet, lined with orange-colored satin embossed with

tongues of golden flame, and helped the king to put

about his neck the collar of sky blue ribbon on the end

of which a dove with open wings, poised upon a golden

cross, symbolized the "Blessed Holy Spirit."

The king did not end his good deeds there. On the

third of April, he gave Rochambeau the command of

Picardy, Calaisis, and Boulonnais, made vacant by the

death of Marechal de Croy; and he added to this, on

the second of March, 1788, that of Artois "which,"

according to Rochambeau's own word, "gave him one

of the finest military commands in France." The count

entered Calais on the fifteenth of July, 1784. The

municipal officers did not fail to compliment him, but

they showed no haste to decorate the house which was

to be his with furniture and linen. After a year of

parleying they wrote, ridiculously enough: "Monsieur

le comte, forgive us if we argue with you longer over

our sheets than our enemies have argued with you over

their flags, but we are only aware of the embarrassment

into which this new expense would throw us." With-

out waiting longer Rochambeau went to stay six out of

every twelve months in the fine house which the Due

de Croy had occupied before. It now served as a home

for Rochambeau's daughter-in-law
1 and his son, Colonel

1 Marie-Franc.oise-Ileonore de Harville des Ursins, daughter of the

Marquis de Trainel. She married the Vicomte de Rochambeau in 1779,

shortly before the departure of the expeditionary forces for America.
Note by Monsieur le Comte de Longvuliers.
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of the Auvergne regiment, garrisoned at Calais. Ro-

chambeau, who had not lost his taste for great maneu-

vers, looked with obvious pleasure at the drills in the

encampment at Saint-Omer, which took place under the

paternal eye of the Prince de Conde. Besides, occasions

to parade his own troops were not lacking. Calais is on

the way to England and it was impossible to keep an

accurate count of the distinguished travelers who

crossed the strait. Rochambeau lined up on the route

of one of them, the Archduke Ferdinand, brother of the

queen, the finest troops of the garrison and for two

hours staged a parade that was extraordinary but useless,

for the bad weather kept the archduke from being there.

In his turn, the count, who was "quite happy to have

neither parliament, nor the department of finances, nor

the courts of subsidy to combat" in his command, asked

a leave of twelve days, which gave him a chance to visit

London and Portsmouth where Admiral Hood let him

see the fortifications. All of the officers of Cornwallis'

army who were in the metropolis wished to pay tribute

to the loyalty and the generosity of their opponent who
had known how to reconcile the demands of the human

conscience with his duties as a Frenchman.

Except for this brief trip outside of France, if the

count was not at Calais nor at the Chateau de Rocham-

beau, there was a good chance of finding him in Paris

in his town house on the rue du Cherche-Midi. He had

bought, at number 276 on this street, a three-storied

mansion from which he could see the dome of the chapel
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of the Invalides. This house served as a setting for a

historic ceremony which helped to draw tighter the ties

of friendship which united France and the United

States. The larger part of the superior officers in the

French expeditionary corps had been taken into a

society which their American comrades had formed

under the name of the Society of Cincinnatus. One

evening during the winter of 1784, when the faubourg

St. Germain was hidden under a foot of snow, Rocham-

beau brought them together at his house to give them

the insignia of the society. In the presence of La Fa-

yette and of Major FEnfant, delegated to represent the

American Cincinnati, he distributed the golden eagles

and the festival regalia to his subordinates. When this

was done they drank the health of Washington, who

was president general of the society. Common recol-

lections drew Rochambeau into seeing much of the

Americans who went through or lived in Paris. With

Thomas Jefferson, ambassador from the United States,

he often met the diplomats Franklin and John Adams,

the speculator Gouverneur Morris, and the painter

Trumbull who painted his portrait several times. His

contact with these realizers, who, in obtaining com-

mercial treaties, were preparing the economic su-

premacy of their country, made Rochambeau look on

the business of the kingdom with a new insight. But

circumstances forced him to give up this role of ob-

server. In the autumn of 1788, he received the com-

mand to come to Versailles to take part in the work of
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the second Assembly of the Notables. It was right that

these gentlemen, who had driven the government into

a corner during the meeting of the Estates General,

should be consulted on what form these Estates should

be given to make them useful to the country. The

majority demanded "the representation in equal thirds

which existed in the Estates of 1614." Rochambeau

voted with the minority which grouped itself around

Monsieur, the brother of the king. This group was for

the double representation of the Third Estate. To the

surprise of everyone, Louis XVI followed the advice of

this minority. He decreed, with Necker's advice, that

"the number of the deputies of the Third Estate would

be equal to that of the combined number of the other

two groups." Twenty-four million men who on the

evening before had been nothing, politically speaking,

suddenly became important.

Six months later, by one of those reversals which gave
the people such an unfavorable impression of double

dealing, Louis XVI was looking about for the chance to

disperse the Estates General, transformed into the Na-
tional Assembly, and to exile Necker. Toward this

end, he had assembled about Versailles several regiments
under the command of Marechal de Broglie. Brusquely,
on the eleventh of July, 1789, he asked Necker to go

away secretly to avoid a popular outbreak. On the next
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day, which was a Sunday, Rochambeau, whom the Due

de Broglie had appointed commander-in-chief of Alsace,

one of the most uncertain provinces in the kingdom,

presented himself at the chateau for the last formal in-

structions from the Secretary of War. Broglie, who
had filled the office only since the beginning of that

morning, cried out on seeing him: "Mitte sapientem, et

nihil dicas; when one sends a wiseman, there is nothing

to say to him but go quickly to your command."

Rochambeau returned at once to Paris where the in-

credible news of Necker's dismissal had preceded him.

"Having reached my house," he writes, "I heard some

shots from the direction of the Tuileries while I was

packing; in the streets I saw people gathering in crowds

and arming themselves,"
2 and following the demon-

strators who were carrying on their shoulders a wax

bust of Necker and one of the Due d'Orleans. Because

it was impossible to use stagecoaches or to cross Paris,

he decided, at midnight on the thirteenth, to leave with

his own horses by the Fontainebleau turnpike. "I found

Sens in insurrection," he writes. "I went through a

crowd of armed people in the streets there. They were

robbing grain boats."
8 At Troyes and at Langres dis-

may was general. On the seventeenth, Rochambeau

slept at Phalsbourg and reached his post the next day.

The taking of the Bastille, the dearness of foodstuffs,

the fear of plunderers, caused much turmoil in Stras-

VR.ochambe<xUy I, 351.

ZWrf.
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bourg, the most democratic of cities. On the very day

that the mail brought the news of the recall of Necker

and of the king's trip to Paris, a mob of rioters armed

with axes forced their way into the city hall, breaking

furniture and bursting open the wine casks in the cel-

lars "where many of them drowned themselves." As

soon as he knew of this plundering Rochambeau went

to the place at the head of the Alsace regiment.

"My children," he cried out, "those are your papers

that they are stealing and your contracts that they are

rifling. Don't allow such ruffianism. Go and chase

these evildoers away with the butts of your guns."

One of the rioteers, seeing him, threw from a window

"a large cast-iron stove" which, without injuring him,

stripped a piece from his coat. In spite of the bravery

of their leader, the troops, who were to mutiny seriously

a few days later, acted without spirit. Calm seemed to

be restored only during the course of the night. This

was not the case throughout the rest of the province.

A storm of insurrection was blowing up on the Alsace

plain. Jews' houses had been burned, chateaux sacked,

abbeys robbed. Rochambeau sent a lieutenant general

to Saverne to protect Cardinal de Rohan and his prop-

erty. He himself did not stir from Strasbourg. "Used

to a life of action," he was to write later, "I passed my
time about a table, dictating to four aides-de-camp and

two secretaries the continual orders that had to be given

throughout the province."
* He had hardly the time

* Rochambeau, I, 367.
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to take a walk on the ramparts. His health was affected

by this, his legs became swollen, and he was forced to

ask for a leave. He reached Paris toward the end of

December, 1789, saw a doctor, and went to Rocham-

beau to take treatments there.

The count was forced to cut short his convalescence.

The kingdom had been divided into four military dis-

tricts. He was called, on the fourth of September,

1790, to take charge of the District of the North, "in

view of the knowledge that His Majesty had of his

ability, of how constantly he had shown his zeal for the

well-being of the service, and his devotion to the public

good." Once more Louis XVI had only fulfilled "the

desire of the troops and of the public." It was simply

that Rochambeau enjoyed a prestige which La Fayette,

having no white hairs, could not claim. The general

who, according to Louis de Noailles' description, had

taught the French "to defend liberty" was, in addition,

the wakeful guardian of national traditions, the succes-

sor to his first master, Maurice de Saxe, and to the

marshals of Louis XIV, who wanted the country unified

and strong within its natural boundaries. Symbol of a

past and of a present equally glorious, he was not, how-

ever, only that. At a time "when the grass was short

in excellent officers," he was considered to be the best

soldier that France had.

Rochambeau, who foresaw all of the disgust which

he was to experience, left his retirement "with the

greatest repugnance." Before accepting the command
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of this army which, in passing through Dunkerque,

was to place itself in echelons from Granville to Givet

Rochambeau wanted to see the king. Louis XVI was

spending the summer at Saint-Cloud with very few peo-

ple about him. He received Rochambeau, possibly at

the time when the queen was giving Mirabeau his first

interview in the groves on the grounds. The king spoke

with such warmth that Rochambeau did not dare to

refuse the burden with which they loaded his old

shoulders.

He was in evidence first before the menacing aspect

of England, raising the Eixban
5
at Dunkerque and push-

ing ahead the work on the port of Cherbourg. Then,

since the Netherlands had risen against the emperor,

he turned toward the frontier of Brabant. In the month

of December, 1790, he began a rapid inspection of the

forts which Vauban had built on land which dominated

the routes of possible invasion. He restored Conde-

sur-1'Escaut, laid out in the valley of the Sambre a great

fortified camp,
6 and fortified Avesnes and Rocroy, both

of which closed the gap made by the Oise. But it was

not enough to raise palisades. It was necessary to worry
about the morale of the armies which would defend

them. On the twentieth of December, from Douai, he

5 Famous defenses constructed in the open sea for the protection of

Dunkerque.
6 Without knowing it Rochambeau had placed his camp on a height

fortified earlier by Vauban. He wrote in July, 1791: "I have found in
the fields an old trench built by Monsieur de Vauban in the War of
the Succession and I can tell you that my self-esteem was flattered in

having made the same judgments as this great man."
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sent out with patriarchal authority this proclamation,

whose tone still moves us: "My children, we are all

equal in the eyes of God and of the Law; but, take the

word of an old general who has passed fifty years in

service, a soldier like yourselves, who has seen the old

world and the new. There can be no society, there can

be, above all, no military life without discipline and

subordination. Officers should be among their troops as

fathers in the midst of their families; to punish firmly all

of those who break military regulations; and, in keeping
with orders approved by the king, to honor all good
soldiers who serve with loyalty."

Thus, far from inciting his troops to an insurrection,

as La Fayette did with blamable thoughtlessness, Ro-

chambeau forced himself to calm them "in calling upon
all of them for that submission which is due to the law."

From Paris he wrote to Monsieur Chalup who was in

command of the Army of the North during his absence:

"Permit no discussion or criticism of the decrees, keep

up the discipline, keep in respect and silence the mili-

tary state. Each officer who does not feel it his duty

to submit to this is free to ask to be retired." As for

himself, faithful to a certain military mysticism which

forbade the man of war any incursion into the realm

of politics,
he was more than ever "only concerned with

his work." He was offered, at the beginning of 1791,

the office of Minister of War. He unhesitatingly re-

fused it. Above all he wished to remain a specialist,

as we would say today.
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It was as such that he supervised the rewriting of all

the regulations which "the new order of things made

indispensable" and it was as such that he held himself at

the disposal of the Committee on Military Affairs of the

Constituent Assembly till the twenty-first of June. On
that day he was at his work table when he learned,

through the general excitement, of the flight of the king

and the royal family. The minute after, he heard

trumpets and the announcement of a decree of the As-

sembly which commissioned him to defend all of the

frontiers of the kingdom. While this proclamation,

repeated at intersection after intersection, calmed the

fears of the people, Rochambeau, literally
"struck with

consternation," shut himself in his home, determined

to accept a command only from the king, whose
folly,

it is true, he blamed, but whom he considered the su-

preme leader of the army until his final fall. So it was

only after he was assured that this formidable general-

ship, with which he was threatened, would be annulled,

that he agreed to appear before the Assembly, where

it must be recognized that he gave proof of his civic

courage.

When he arrived they had just determined upon a

form of oath. To the president's question whether or

not the course of events had changed his "patriotic in-

tentions," Rochambeau answered that he assured the

Assembly "of his zeal, of his complete fidelity and his

entire submission." Then all of the deputies who were

veterans of the War of Independence left their benches
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and, grouped "under the wings" of the old soldier who

had led them to victory ten years before, they shouted,

their arms extended: "We swear to defend the country

and to maintain the Constitution against enemies from

within and from without!"

As soon as the news of the king's arrest was known

Rochambeau went to his headquarters in Valenciennes

to have a closer view of the movements of the German

emperor's Imperials. But, whether they suspected the

loyalty of the general to whom they had trusted the

defense of the country in a disorganized moment or

whether they wished to know the true feelings of the

army, the Assembly delegated the deputies Alquier and

Bouille to accompany Rochambeau and administer the

.oaths to all garrisons that he was to inspect. The

Moniteur ziniversel carried an account of the first of

these reviews, which took place in Lille on the second

of July and was participated in by the volunteers of the

National Guard drawn up in battle order on the Champ
de Mars. The journalist's story allows one to picture

the general, the city, and the Assembly's commissioners,

with their chests crossed with the tricolored scarfs, get-

ting out of their carriage while drums rolled and can-

nons thundered, the deputy Bouille gesticulating in the

rain to "explain the sacredness of the oath," then the

"charming concert" made up of the shouts of the volun-

teers and the clinking of bayonets from whose blades

flags were flying; and, to wind up, the parade of the
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troops and the flags, on the folds of which billowed the

fierce device: Liberty or death!

The exaltation of these brave fellows, made up more

of good intentions than of discipline, might have been

dangerous for the regular army if Rochambeau had not

been severe. The second battalion of the Beauce regi-

ment, having added a tricolored ribbon to its uniform,

was confined by Rochambeau to the Arras fortress, in

spite
of the protests of Robespierre, deputy from that

city. In confining them Rochambeau told them that

the cockade alone was specified in regulations and that

he himself wore nothing else. But that cockade, as dis-

creet as it was, and the text of a sermon in which no

mention was made of the king's name, were enough to

scare off the* officers of the old royal army, all of them

gentlemen. The greater part of them, without waiting

for the coming of their leader, went over "with scandal

to foreign countries," abandoning their battalions to the

under officers, most of whom were sprung from the

people. Rochambeau repaid the loyalty of the under

officers, as they were called, by giving them the majority
of the places which "the malady of emigration" had

made vacant. He said plainly: "The good of the State

must come before everything else." Some twenty years

later, these sons of workmen would be dukes and

princes of the Empire and would wear crowns!

The commissioners could not keep from concluding,
in the report which they placed before the Assembly,
"that it is possible to use more watchfulness, more zeal,
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and more genius for the defense of the State" than

Rochambeau showed. The Due de Lauzun, who for

some time had called himself simply Monsieur Biron,

wished, on his side, to get a recompense for his lieuten-

ant general. At the beginning of December he wrote to

the new Minister of War, Comte de Narbonne, who
was his friend: "You would do well also to concern

yourself with Monsieur de Rochambeau. They try to

disgust him and to discourage him in every possible way.
He is hardly rich; he lost in the Revolution all the

grants which he had from the king, and forty thousand

francs are far from sufficient to support him as com-

mander of the army, even supposing that he undergoes

the most inconvenient economy. Were it possible to

make him a Marshal of France as Luckrier is, that would

improve his condition." In the Assembly, Mathieu

Dumas supported this suggestion so warmly that the

deputies, after some hesitation, adopted "this extraordi-

nary measure" on the twenty-eighth of December.

Narbonne left at once with the appointments of the

new marshals, that of Rochambeau signed by the king's

own hand. He went to Douai, Cambrai, Lille, and

reached Metz "after having spent six nights without

going to bed." Before the assembled garrison and the

National Guard, he gave the generals the batons of

their office on which for the last time blossomed the

Capetian lilies. After having complimented Luckner,

he addressed himself to Rochambeau: "You, Monsieur

de Rochambeau, you know that in modern history no
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war has been ordered by the general will of a people

without its success being assured, and that all of the

efforts of art and of genius have always been thrust back

by the perseverance of the love of liberty alone."

Rochambeau came on the twenty-seventh of January,

1792, to thank the Assembly for the New Year's gifts

which it had offered him.

"Gentlemen," he said, in a speech which was scat-

tered through with applause, "my first duty is to renew

before the Assembly the assurances of my gratitude for

the decree which it has passed in my favor at the pro-

posal of the king. I have devoted to the defense of my
country the remains of a hard-working life. I shall

continue my military career as long as my physical and

spiritual forces can uphold it, and I repeat here the oath

to be loyal to the nation, to the law, and to the king.

I must speak to you of the regular army and of the

National Guard: I am too old to be their brother, but

I am their father. The regular army is trained and dis-

ciplined. The National Guard is full of good intentions

and of patriotism, but it has not had time to learn the

tactics which it needs. I feel that the command of the

campaign should be given to the officers of the regular

army. I add that, in that case, the troops can only be

paid in coin; for myself I have never wished it, and I

call my former brothers in arms to attest this. Up to

this very moment the chief officers of the army and my-
self, we have almost never been paid but in paper . . .

I hope that by your deliberations you will make smooth
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the way of a sexagenarian whose spirit is still flaming."

It was in the midst of an indescribable hubbub that the

president gave his reply: "The representatives of the

people accept your oath and do not doubt your loyalty.

. . . You are used to fighting and conquering for lib-

erty; the same cause is now entrusted to you. A father,

fighting beside his children for the defense of the home,

knows neither fears nor reverses. The National Assem-

bly will always provide the means for you to triumph."

Rochambeau had never spoken more sincerely. He
liked to find, as a part of the wording of an oath, the

names of the king, of the nation, and of the law for

all of which he was sacrificing his old age. He had to

come to Paris to watch the first efforts of the constitu-

tional monarchy which promised a period of order and

of peace. But the president's words were not the only

ones to break into this enchantment. The king, as well

as the Assembly, wished to have war to evade the con-

stitution. Narbonne, the tireless Minister of War, to

please one power and then the other, threw himself into

fantastic schemes. On the frontiers he created three

armies, called the Army of the North, the Army of the

Center, and the Army of the Rhine, which he put

under the command of Rochambeau, of La Fayette and

of Luckner. The rainy winter did not permit them to

go into action, and Narbonne brought the three gen-
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erals together in Paris, as he had formerly done at Metz,

"to consider the plan of campaign which events might,

some day or another, bring into being." The king heard

them in his council chamber. Luckner, as Madame

Roland described him, "half stupid, without spirit, with-

qut character, smelling of wine," declared, in a jargon

crammed with German words that they must attack,

but "remained completely silent when asked how it

could be managed. He answered, like a charlatan, that

that was his secret." La Fayette "spoke seldom and

offered no suggestions." Rochambeau was less circum-

spect. He declared that, in the present condition of

the armies and in view of the disparity of the elements

at their disposal, it was wisest for the moment to give up

plans for taking the offensive. It was best to make the

troops ready for war and to wait, relying on France's

excellent system of fortifications, until the enemy should

make a blunder of which the French could take ad-

vantage. In this latter eventuality, he proposed to send

La Fayette to the Meuse, he himself to move upon the

Lys in a similar manner, so that the enemy pressed by
both of these forces, would be compelled to retreat.

Two years before the Committee of Public Safety,

Rochambeau suggested the plan that was to guide

Pichegru and Jourdan to the victories of Menin and

Fleurus. In conclusion Rochambeau begged the king
"to avoid a foreign war which would surely be followed

by a civil war and in which he would risk the crown on

his head and on the head of his descendants." The king.
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who knew Rochambeau to be as noble hearted as he was

excellent as a soldier, decided to follow his advice. And
the warlike Narbonne, who remained stubborn, was

asked to resign.

The adoption of a plan which was considered color-

less and cowardly, and the dismissal of Narbonne, were

hardly designed to appeal to the desires of the Assembly.

Vergniaud attacked the court; and, since the king was

still in favor of a "small war," he formed a brissotin
7

ministry in which Dumouriez became Minister of For-

eign Affairs.

Even the name of Dumouriez represented a whole

program of action. Through Graves, the Minister of

War, the future victor of Valmy demanded a more

energetic plan from the generals. La Fayette, who al-

ways did "whatever big deed turned up," now felt that

the moment had come to accept a leading role. They
reenforced his army at the expense of the Army of the

North. In the event of war he was to occupy Namur

and Liege. Rochambeau was not to go into action until

after the first successes of La Fayette. This new plan

was accepted by the king on the twenty-second of

March. Rochambeau expected to have the time, in the

camps at Mauberge and at Valenciennes, to discipline

troops which "had not heard the whistle of a bullet ex-

cept in the half wars of America and Corsica."

He wrote to his "Dear Biron" that La Fayette was

7
I.e., inspired by the doctrines of the deputy from Paris, Jacques-

Pierre Brissot.
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assuming the responsibility of a hurried offensive and

he added, ironically enough, that "this revolutionary

war is more in his line."

This letter was not to Lauzun's taste. He did not like

La Fayette and it displeased him to see the young officer

gathering all the laurels of victory. Furthermore, Biron

believed himself to be indispensable at Valenciennes,

where he filled the position of chief of staff to Rocham-

beau. He wrote to Dumouriez: "I have served so long

under him, I know him so well, that it would be hard

for him to do without me, I believe. He has more

plans of action than he has strength. With another in

my place he would want to see to everything and would

kill himself in six months."

In his desire to see the Army of the North credited

with a leading role Lauzun exaggerated the truth. He

pictured the Belgians ready to stage an uprising and the

Austrian regiments ready to desert. Dumouriez would

have been aroused by less. His powerful imagination

dimly visioned the whole imperial army enlisted under

the French flag. What a stunning blow throughout

Europe! And what a startling way to end the war!

He spoke of it in all of his communications. "Try to

send some deserters to Paris," he said, "whom we can

put into carriages and show off. They must be shown

in Paris, they must be entertained here and all the public

prints must resound with them." And on the four-

teenth of April: "The .sooner we can show off uniforms

in the Palais-Royal the better." He promised Lauzun a
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marshal's baton and wrote to him: "If the entire Army
of the North does not go on the offensive, there will be

a part of it used very actively and it is you who will

command it." Without doing much harm Lauzun had

gained what he wanted.

Rochambeau knew nothing of this change. They
had much fewer scruples about putting him aside when

a "heavy cold and a new swelling in the legs" seemed

to keep him from joining the army for some time.

Dumouriez had underestimated the old soldier's energy.

On the thirteenth of April he dragged himself to the

Ministry of War to get a final draft of the Instructions

of the twenty-second of March, which he believed

to be still in force. On the twenty-first of April the

very day of the declaration of war he left Paris and

reached Valenciennes in time to sign an agreement with

the Austrian general which would keep the patrols from

massacring each other.

Dumouriez, who had not been courageous enough to

confess everything, left this business to his confederate.

He wrote to Biron: "I believe the marshal is still very

opposed to a plan calling for the offensive. When he

gets the orders, you must take it upon yourself to win

him over." On reading such confessions it is easy to

understand the indignation of Arthur de Ganniers, who

has closely studied the beginnings of that first campaign.

He writes: "It is one of the most painful aspects of that

strange business to see those two men striving to keep

their actions hidden from Marechal de Rochambeau,
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deceiving him both about their efforts to draw foreign

troops over to the French side and about their plans of

strategy for invading the Netherlands; in a word, acting

not as statemen working toward the realization of an

avowable idea, but as rotten politicians trying to con-

clude dubious enterprise through roundabout ways."

The future Due de Bassano, Maret, brought the new

Instructions to Rochambeau on the twenty-fourth of

April. Dumouriez had waited until the marshal left

to make them public. It was no longer a question of

subordinating the movements of the Army of the North

to those of the Center. The king ordered an immediate

advance and the capture of Brussels. Within his en-

velope Rochambeau found three enclosures, for Mes-

sieurs Biron, d'Aumont, and d'Elbecq, who were to

command the three advance forces and were to appear

before Mons, Tournai, and Furnes, on the twenty-ninth

of April, to encourage a general insurrection in Brabant.

It was impossible to offend the marshal more deeply
than by interfering with his authority. It was intoler-

able that the ministers, behind the poor disguise of the

king, should give commands over his head to his sub-

ordinates. He called for Biron at once. Biron wrote

to Dumouriez: "I found him convinced that this plan
was hidden from him, that I was in on the secret and

that it was all the result of a little intrigue headed by
me. You can imagine that I was not very well received

after that. He told me bluntly that he could not ap-

prove a proposition to which he had always been op-
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posed, but that this did not keep him from cooperating

with all his power toward its success."

The marshal kept his word. For five days he showed

such activity as no one thought any longer possible for

him. He equipped the troops with old outfits, collected

the provender, the meat, the dried vegetables, and the

brandy which would be needed. On the twenty-ninth

at daybreak the three corps set out. Rochambeau was

present at the departure of the Mauberge garrison,

which his son commanded; then, to conform to the

Instructions, he returned to Valenciennes to place him-

self at the head of the National Guard who made up his

reserves. It was there that the bad news, which he had

too well foreseen, was brought to him.

The next day he received a letter which Lieutenant

General d'Aumont, wounded in the hip, had scrawled

on his horse's saddle. It told how, under the enemy

fire, the cavalry had broken and had crushed the in-

fantry on Baizieux bridge "in a rout which has no

equal"; and how the fleeing men, under cover of night,

had massacred their leader, Theobald Dillon.

He learned at the same time that Biron, who had not

been able to get near Mons, had withdrawn in good

order after six o'clock that morning and had fallen back

upon the camp at Quievrain. "The troops were over-

come with fatigue and want. It had been impossible to

keep the soldiers, distressed fry the heat, from throwing

away all of their bread. The cart horses and the artil-

lery horses had no provender." On reaching camp two
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regiments fought each other over a trifle. The noise of

fighting made some of the men panicky and they fled

back to Valenciennes and threatened to force the gates

into the city.

Rochambeau avoided this regrettable action by open-

ing the city to them. At the sight of the first fleeing

men he mounted on horseback and took fresh troops

and eight pieces of cannon to the heights of Sainte-

Sauve, which looked down on the roadway to Mons.

He spent the night at the head of the Fifth Regiment,

covering Biron's retreat and halting the enemy's pursuit.

It was at about midnight from the outskirts of Sainte-

Sauve that he wrote a pathetic letter to the king, in

which, after having recounted the happenings of the

day, he declared broken-heartedly that the troops no

longer had confidence in him. "I beg Your Majesty,"

he added, "to accept my resignation and to allow me to

take up again my cure and the care of my health, either

here or in the neighborhood of this town, from where

I can go at the first moment to any threatened place on

the frontier and throw myself into the midst of things,

to defend the fortifications until death against all ene-

mies of the State as I have sworn to do."

On the second of May Rochambeau sent the king
some news which was a bit less discouraging. He an-

nounced that Monsieur d'Elbecq had taken Furnes and

that the guilds had come to congratulate him; that the

troops, now more calm, were encamped behind Ron-

nelle; and that Louis de Noailles, with the First Regi-
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ment of Chasseurs, was pushing the Uhlans back upon

Quievrain. "I try," he said, "to restore a sense of judg-

ment. I refuse all resignations. I urge reflection,

patience, and waiting for the return of order and dis-

cipline. In other words, in this crisis in which we find

ourselves, I am doing all that I can with the physical

and spiritual forces which nature has left me."

Not content with addressing himself directly to the

king and without any longer trying to temporize with

the ministers, Rochambeau begged that his letters be

given an "indispensable publicity." Dumouriez gave a

truncated reading of them before the Assembly. Ro-

chambeau learned of this and was not afraid to write a

long letter to the president to justify himself. Theo-

dore Lameth and Dumas had not waited for this inci-

dent in order to put their masculine eloquence to the

service of their old friend. The testimonials from the

municipality of Valenciennes removed the last doubts:

"We hear that Monsieur de Rochambeau wants to leave

us. We could not imagine greater misfortune. What

officer, as he, knows the country or, as he, has been to

all points on the frontier! Who more than himself has

deserved and been given the confidence of the nation!
"

After discussion they adopted Monsieur Vaublanc's

proposal: "The National Assembly having heard the

reading of a letter from the municipality of Valen-

ciennes, in which is expressed the confidence felt by
the citizens and die army toward Marechal de Rocham-

beau, it decrees that its official record shall mention the
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satisfaction with which this reading has been heard and

then pass to the order of the day."

Although he was appreciative of the marks of ad-

miration, especially
when they came from his soldiers,

Rochambeau did not allow himself to be prevailed upon.

He persisted
in seeking his recall. Louis XVI resisted

his requests, granted first a leave, then proposed sending

Luckner as his aide-de-camp. Luckner, as strange as

that arrangement seemed, accepted the post. Rocham-

beau received him with the honor that is usually shown

to a replacing officer. Then, since he had decided to

take Bavay from the enemy, he marched there to dis-

lodge it. He spent his last strength in this effort. He
returned "with general erysipelas" and made his "mili-

tary will" in the presence of his eventual successor and

of La Fayette who had just reached there. Thus set

free, Rochambeau went away.

They were in no great hurry to see him in Paris.

The marshal knew this so well that he stayed in his own

rooms, shivering with fever. But the ministers had the

bad taste to pick a quarrel with him. Rochambeau re-

plied that he would defend himself like a lion before

any specified tribunal and that he had material in his

files which would silence them.

In Paris, however, the rule of law had given way to

the rule of clubs. Riot was in the air. Marat, who in-

cited the people to an uprising day by day, was on the

lookout for victims. The marshal's friends were afraid

that his name might figure on the red list of the Jacobins,
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who were uttering the worst infamies against the gen-

erals "all good court valets." They urged Rocham-

beau to leave the city. He decided to do so on the

fifteenth of June, the very day on which the king's

refusal to ratify the revolutionary decrees caused the

suburbs to arm and forced Dumouriez to resign.

While crossing the Beauce plains, where recent storms

had beaten down the crops, the marshal had sufficient

time to reflect. He could do himself the justice of

realizing that he had served the new order without a

second thought. Perhaps there was no great virtue in

that, for a constitutional monarchy was close to his

personal preferences. That form of government was

now dying. Was that reason enough to emigrate?

Certainly not; for a military man does not emigrate he

deserts. The marshal went only as far as his estate,

Rochambeau, to wait for better days and to remain

faithful to the ancient oath of King Henri HI, which he

had sworn to keep on January i, 1784: "I swear and

promise to you, Sire, that I shall give entire obedience

to you, without ever failing in it, as a good and loyal

subject should and that 1 shall never leave your kingdom

for the purpose of going into the service of a foreign

prince"



CHAPTER IX

CITIZEN VIMEUR

Itf Vendome the Rochambeau family began the Revolu-

tion with an act of generosity. On January 13, 1789,

the marshal's son, the Vicomte de Rochambeau, in his

position as Grand Bailiff of Vendome had declared

"to the royal bailiwick in session that he expressly

renounced all the privileges of nobility which might

exempt him from taxes owed to the State." On the

same day, at about three o'clock, the municipal council

"went to the College of the Oratory, where the younger
Rochambeau was staying to thank him for the generous

regard which he had just shown for the Third Estate.

And the Vendomois acclaimed their young bailiff when

he came to swear in the four deputies of the region at

the general session of the three orders which was held

in the nave of the cardinal abbey of Sainte-Trinite, hung
with rich cloths.

As for the Comtesse de Rochambeau, she did not

wait for her husband's return to send to Vendome the

two cannons which had been presented by the Ameri-

can Congress and which were to rest on the terrace of

the Chateau de Rochambeau. All the town authorities,

preceded by the band of the royal military school, ac-

companied these glorious trophies to the college, where

they were to be held in safe keeping.

150
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The story of the cannons is significant and would be

amusing to tell. The town council displayed them,

fawned upon them, decked them with foliage and with

streamers bearing the challenge: "to live in freedom,

to die thus" which is a corruption of the Rochambeau

battle cry. A military parade took place on the Champ
de Mars; the cannons were part of the show, and the

Due de Chartres
x

the future King Louis-Philippe

amused himself by firing them. A recusant priest cele-

brated a secret mass. They pointed the cannons upon
the Place d'Armes so often and so well that the Depart-

ment of Loir-et-Cher took exception. It demanded the

immediate stowing away of these dangerous playthings.

The town council resisted the demand and was sus-

pended.

In June, 1792, at the time of his retirement, the

Marechal de Rochambeau could have easily seemed a

rebel in the center of this rebellious municipality, which

was his because, by order of the king, he had super-

vised the election in 1790. But rather than compromise

himself uselessly he preferred to put the reaches of his

forests between himself and those elected. He did this

so completely that the downfall of the monarchy sur-

prised him at the height of the harvest.

The crops were poor that year; the inundations of

the Loir had carried off the cut harvests. The dearness

of the various grains caused riots. Men with oak leaves

i Colonel of the Fourteenth Regiment of Dragoons, garrisoned at

Vend6me from June through August, 1791.
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in their hats appeared one day in the market place at

Vendome to assess the wheat; then assisted they made

for their native villages.

The election of deputies to the Convention loosed

still more violent passions. Rochambeau learned that

Cheroute, the solicitor for his estate of Renay, had been

assassinated at the primary assembly at Moree and that

"his head had been carried at the end of a pike by his

assassins." On the first of September, 1792, he saw-

passing along the road from Montoire to Vendome,

which borders the grounds of the chateau the pictur-

esque cavalcade of the constitutional bishop, Gregoire,

who was making political and religious rounds at the

same time. The pikes which he had collected in the

parishes bristled from the windows of his carriage. His

grand vicar, Franfois Chabot, helped him. He wore

elegant boots, a red jacket, silk breeches, and a head-

dress like a policeman's cap cocked over on one ear.

The bishop's traveling outfit was no less singular. The
next day this club priest, who hid 'pistols under his

cassock and who lived with the wife of a livery stable

keeper, was elected a deputy of the Convention in the

church of La Trinite, by the primary assembly of Ven-
dome.

Certain provinces, basically Catholic, found it hard

to face so outrageous a spectacle. Suddenly, on the

tenth of March, 1793, insurrection broke out in more
than a hundred parishes of Vendee. The peasants de-

manded back their good priests. The Republic sent
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them its soldiers; and, since these knew little about

geography, Vendomois was treated as conquered terri-

tory. The requisitions were endless: wheat, provender,

saddles, pieces of canvas, sheets to be made into shirts,

and old linen to be turned into bandages all of these

went the way of the army. During the night time

horses were stolen from the stables at the Chateau de

Rochambeau. At Vendome the Champs-Elysees bat-

talion ransacked the town. The officers demanded the

keys of the chateau. They entered the collegiate

church of Saint-Georges, turned it over to the soldiers,

"who broke the tabernacle, did much damage to the

windows, injured doors and furnishings, stripped the

paneling from the chancel, discovered a vault and

dragged out the lead coffins."

But when the capture of Saumur by the "Catholic

and Royal" Army was known in the valley of the Loir,

all of these depredations were forgot in an instant. The

"Vendean brigands" had to be stopped, cost what it

might. The Convention was asked for guns and can-

nons. The most contradictory news threw the people

into a state of panic: the Vendeans were at La Fleche;

they had taken Le Mans; a body of horsemen had been

seen at Montoire whose "commander rode a horse with

a superb bridle, all studded with fleurs-de-lis." On the

fourth of December, the governors of Sable, who had

abandoned their town, reached Vendome. "In their

haste they had filled the wagons with no sense of order.

la one was found a box of cartridges and gun flints and
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a tied-up hogshead filled with the snver from the

churches." On the twelfth of Frimaire excitement had

reached fever pitch in Vendome. The town council

had brought before it "citizen Vimeur, called Rocham-

beau, for the purpose of consulting with him upon

means of defense." The marshal did what he could to

fortify Vendome, whose only fortifications were the

defense walls, broken down and overrun by vegetation,

which serve more as a decoration than as a protection

for his native city.

The services which he rendered did not at all protect

Rochambeau from slanderous denunciations. On the

twenty-third of Frimaire, he was obliged to go to Blois

to clear himself. The Committee of Surveillance sent

him away with a certificate of good citizenship. The

village of Thore, near which the Chateau de Rocham-

beau is located, had its own Committee of Surveillance,

chiefly for the purpose of satisfying the lower instincts

of certain individuals. They did not let the marshal

escape from the smallest annoyances. One day they
confiscated his silver plate; on another day they exam-

ined his collection of maps and deeds; all letters were

opened, with so little effort at concealment that the

marshal received his unsealed.

The dreary cold months of Nivose and Pluviose went

by without Rochambeau daring to go out of his own

grounds. Men came to his very house to express a hate

of aristocrats. Once several shots were fired under his

windows. Another time, when he was walking near the
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chateau, about forty men surrounded him and threat-

ened him with their guns, demanding immediate per-

mission to hunt. Rochambeau answered them mildly at

first; then, growing more heated, he said to them: "Do

you think that you can intimidate an old general who
was not afraid before thousands of enemies?" This

spirit took them by surprise and they went away.
On the roadway passed the magnificent coach in

which Garnier de Saintes relaxed among his councilors.

He wore an embroidered coat draped with a scarf and

an unsheathed sword and a plumed hat. He was a

good beater for the Revolutionary Tribunal.

He used to say of anyone arrested by him: "If he isn't

guilty, Justice will determine that." And the ominous

list grew larger each day. Rochambeau thought of

all these things while the countess, the attorney Blondel,

and the latter's son, the marshal's secretary, played whist

in the large parlor. . . . Luckner and Biron had been

beheaded; La Fayette and Dumouriez had been obliged

to flee. He alone had stayed undisturbed in France.

Did the Convention intend to overlook him? He would

not have asked himself that question if he could have

seen, in an inn at Beauce, four men who were making
their way toward his home by easy stages and who had

been carrying the order for his arrest in their pockets

since the sixteenth of Pluviose.

Not until the nineteenth of Germinal did the commis-

sioners of the Convention's Committee of National

Safety present themselves at the chateau. They showed
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their order of arrest in which the members of the com-

mittee declared: "That the former Marshal and General

de Rochambeau, colleague of Luckner and of La Fa-

yette, now retired to his former Chateau de Rocham-

beau near Tours," and all others in his house who might

be considered suspect were to be brought to "the prison

of La Conciergerie to be judged by the Revolutionary

Tribunal" Then the four commissioners looked

through the marshal's papers, placed seals upon them

and, in the presence of the Mayor of Thore, drew up
a statement in which they declared "that there is noth-

ing contrary to law in the papers of the said citizen

Rochambeau." Since they had not completed their

mission they confined the marshal upon his own estate,

under the surveillance of the town council of Thore,

until their return.

Rochambeau took advantage of this delay to draw up
documents in his own defense. On the twenty-fourth
of Germinal he obtained the following certificate from

citizen Ourry, "health officer of Villiers canton": "I,

health officer, certify that citizen Rochambeau bears

the marks of several serious wounds which he received

in the various engagements in which he took part. To
wit: One on the left temple which was a fracture of the

lower part of the coronal and a part of the temporal; one

in the right thigh made by a bullet which completely

pierced the thigh; and another in the left arm which the

said citizen Rochambeau is obliged to keep open to pro-
tect himself from the fits of blood vomiting to which
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he is subject and which do not fail to recur when the

aforementioned wound is allowed to heal the said in-

firmities, together with a swelling of the legs to which

he is also subject, obliging him to keep to a very strict

diet and not permitting him to travel. Ourry."
On the same day, at the request of the marshal, the

mayor, and the General Council of the Thore Com-

mune certified that citizen Vimeur-Rochambeau "re-

siding in this commune, has conducted himself ever since

he has been here as a good citizen, that he has always

strictly observed the laws and submitted to all of the

decrees of the National Convention, that he has even

been useful to his fellow citizens in difficult circum-

stances, that his conduct in every way seems irreproach-

able to us, and finally that he has never failed to show

the qualities of his good citizenship."

In order to get a similar certificate from the General

Council of the Vendome Commune, Rochambeau wrote

to its members on the twenty-sixth of Germinal: "I am

unaware, citizens, of the reasons for this arrest. My
conscience is clear, my zeal and my patriotism are

known to all of my fellow citizens; if my age and my
infirmities have kept me from serving the Republic,

they have not made me any less devoted to its interests.

"I live next to your commune. You are familiar with

my conduct, particularly since the Revolution; for I

have not left this section since returning from the Army
of the North. I therefore beg you to be so good as to

certify that I have always conducted myself as a good
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a tied-up hogshead filled with the suver from the

churches." On the twelfth of Frimaire excitement had

reached fever pitch in Vendome. The town council

had brought before it "citizen Vimeur, called Rocham-

beau, for the purpose of consulting with him upon
means of defense." The marshal did what he could to

fortify Vendome, whose only fortifications were the

defense walls, broken down and overrun by vegetation,

which serve more as a decoration than as a protection

for his native city.

The services which he rendered did not at all protect

Rochambeau from slanderous denunciations. On the

twenty-third of Frimaire, he was obliged to go to Blois

to clear himself. The Committee of Surveillance sent

him away with a certificate of good citizenship. The

village of Thore, near which the Chateau de Rocham-

beau is located, had its own Committee of Surveillance,

chiefly for the purpose of satisfying the lower instincts

of certain individuals. They did not let the marshal

escape from the smallest annoyances. One day they
confiscated his silver plate; on another day they exam-

ined his collection of maps and deeds; all letters were

opened, with so little effort at concealment that the

marshal received his unsealed.

The dreary cold months of Nivose and Pluviose went

by without Rochambeau daring to go out of his own

grounds. Men came to his very house to express a hate

of aristocrats. Once several shots were fired under his

windows. Another time, when he was walking near the
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chateau, about forty men surrounded him and threat-

ened him with their guns, demanding immediate per-

mission to hunt. Rochambeau answered them mildly at

first; then, growing more heated, he said to them: "Do

you think that you can intimidate an old general who

was not afraid before thousands of enemies?" This

spirit took them by surprise and they went away.
On the roadway passed the magnificent coach in

which Garnier de Saintes relaxed among his councilors.

He wore an embroidered coat draped with a scarf and

an unsheathed sword and a plumed hat. He was a

good beater for the Revolutionary Tribunal.

He used to say of anyone arrested by him: "If he isn't

guilty, Justice will determine that." And the ominous

list grew larger each day. Rochambeau thought of

all these things while the countess, the attorney Blondel,

and the latter's son, the marshal's secretary, played whist

in the large parlor. . . . Luckner and Biron had been

beheaded; La Fayette and Dumouriez had been obliged

to flee. He alone had stayed undisturbed in France.

Did the Convention intend to overlook him? He would

not have asked himself that question if he could have

seen, in an inn at Beauce, four men who were making
their way toward his home by easy stages and who had

been carrying the order for his arrest in their pockets

since the sixteenth of Pluviose.

Not until the nineteenth of Germinal did the commis-

sioners of the Convention's Committee of National

Safety present themselves at the chateau. They showed
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their order of arrest in which the members of the com-

mittee declared: "That the former Marshal and General

de Rochambeau, colleague of Luckner and of La Fa-

yette, now retired to his former Chateau de Rocham-

beau near Tours/' and all others in his house who might

be considered suspect were to be brought to "the prison

of La Conciergerie to be judged by the Revolutionary

Tribunal." Then the four commissioners looked

through the marshal's papers, placed seals upon them

and, in the presence of the Mayor of Thore, drew up
a statement in which they declared "that there is noth-

ing contrary to law in the papers of the said citizen

Rochambeau." Since they had not completed their

mission they confined the marshal upon his own estate,

under the surveillance of the town council of Thore,

until their return.

Rochambeau took advantage of this delay to draw up
documents in his own defense. On the twenty-fourth
of Germinal he obtained the following certificate from

citizen Ourry, "health officer of Villiers canton": "I,

health officer, certify that citizen Rochambeau bears

the marks of several serious wounds which he received

in the various engagements in which he took part. To
wit: One on the left temple which was a fracture of the

lower part of the coronal and a part of the temporal; one

in the right thigh made by a bullet which completely

pierced the thigh; and another in the left arm which the

said citizen Rochambeau is obliged to keep open to pro-
tect himself from the fits of blood vomiting to which
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he is subject and which do not fail to recur when the

aforementioned wound is allowed to heal the said in-

firmities, together with a swelling of the legs to which

he is also subject, obliging him to keep to a very strict

diet and not permitting him to travel. Ourry."
On the same day, at the request of the marshal, the

mayor, and the General Council of the Thore Com-

mune certified that citizen Vimeur-Rochambeau "re-

siding in this commune, has conducted himself ever since

he has been here as a good citizen, that he has always

strictly observed the laws and submitted to all of the

decrees of the National Convention, that he has even

been useful to his fellow citizens in difficult circum-

stances, that his conduct in every way seems irreproach-

able to us, and finally that he has never failed to show

the qualities of his good citizenship."

In order to get a similar certificate from the General

Council of the Vendome Commune, Rochambeau wrote

to its members on the twenty-sixth of Germinal: "I am

unaware, citizens, of the reasons for this arrest. My
conscience is clear, my zeal and my patriotism are

known to all of my fellow citizens; if my age and my
infirmities have kept me from serving the Republic,

they have not made me any less devoted to its interests.

"I live next to your commune. You are familiar with

my conduct, particularly since the Revolution; for I

have not left this section since returning from the Army
of the North. I therefore beg you to be so good as to

certify that I have always conducted myself as a good
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on which all the rooms gave and which the prisoners

called the "rue de Paris." Rochambeau saw Chapelle,

Thouret, and Despremenil, former deputies of the Con-

stituent Assembly, coming toward him with their writs

of accusation in their hands. One rubbed elbows, in the

space of a moment, with the most dissimilar men in all

conditions: condemned men who were going to have

their hair cut, jailers with enormous mastiffs at their

heels, waiters who were bringing meals from the out-

side, sick men escaped from their damp pallets, bailiffs

who were giving out writs of accusation* A bitter odor

of sweat and spit came from these men who had hardly

taken off their clothes for several days, Rochambeau

drew near the window to breathe a breath of fresh air.

He noticed below, in the women's courtyard, a collec-

tion of bright costumes. It was the Duchesse de Gram-

mont and the Duchesse du Chatelet who had just come

and who were showing many kind attentions to their

companions in misfortune.

The two duchesses, with Malesherbes and his family,

were to make part of the next day's batch. The cou-

rageous defender of the king wished to kiss his friend

Rochambeau a last time. The marshal, in spite of the

general uproar, insisted on going with him up to the

dark stairway, let into the wall at the base of the chapel,

which led to the court room. Malesherbes, whose

sight was poor, stumbled against a step and had the

courage to joke about it.

"There," he puffed in Rochambeau's ear, "is a very
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bad omen. In my position a Roman would have gone

back home."

He came back a half hour later, following a pretense

of trial, to go to the scaffold. With the exception of

Rochambeau, no one saw him, no one pitied him. It

was in the nature of things. The greater part of these

prisoners, who had no more than twenty-four hours to

live, wished to exhaust aU the enjoyment of life before

dying. They defied the judges, the headsman, death

itself; nothing frightened them. Or, rather, their nerves

were so overwrought that they no longer felt anything.

A fierce gayety circled about their gatherings. They
smoked, played cards, drank themselves drunk; and they

sang, because singing covered the sounds of sobbing.

One of these songs, a favorite with the prisoners, was

to remain fixed in Rochambeau's memory. Here is one

stanza of it:

Forever beyond my reach:

Good-by, hours joyful to live,

Pleasures, wine, libertine speech,
Whose losses I now must grieve.

I have my pass. Tomorrow
The cart will bear my life,

Which I give up without sorrow

Under the Republic's knife.
2

On the third day of his confinement Rochambeau

managed to have a surgeon look at his wounds. Since

La Conciergerie had no infirmary, the surgeon insisted

* Rochambeau, TL, 37.
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that the public prosecutor transfer his patient to the

National Hospital of the Revolutionary Tribunal. This

hospital had been installed in the palace of the Arch-

bishops of Paris, located between Notre Dame Cathe-

dral and the small arm of the Seine, on the lie de la

Cite. This building had been chosen because it was

near the chief hospital, the Hotel-Dieu, and was some-

what isolated. Fouquier-Tinville yielded to the de-

mands of the physician and, on the fifth of Floreal,

he added Rochambeau's name to a list of the sick who

were to go to the hospital.

The head guard of the National Hospital took over

the group delivered to him in the little courtyard which

lay at that time between the sacristy of Notre Dame and

the buildings of the Bishops' Palace. One by one, after

Rochambeau, there came from the barred prison wagon
Lomenie de Brienne, former Minister of War; and his

nieces and nephews, Madame de Montmorin, prema-

turely aged and with hair turned white; her son and

her daughter, Vicomtesse de La Luzerne; Serilly's two

brothers, their wives and their servants, all of whom had

been accused of concealing in their cellar sometime

after the tenth of August the Baron de Viomesnil,

wounded in the attack upon the Tuileries.

The manager, Ray, separated the men from the

women and led the former into two large rooms on the

second floor where there were a few convalescents. At
the sight of the great windows which let in a flood of

light, the neatly swept floor, wooden beds numbered
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and made up with white linen, these people saved from

La Conciergerie felt like kissing the hand of their

guide.

But this peace was of short duration. "Fifteen days
after our arrival," Rochambeau writes, "the court

bailiffs brought to this room, which held thirteen of us,

writs of accusation for twelve, which amounted to

twelve burial certificates. Those twelve were to accom-

pany Madame Elisabeth, sister of Louis XVI, to trial

the next morning. I was leaning on my stick awaiting

mine when the head bailiff, accompanied by the hos-

pital's surgeon, called out to me: 'Then, you didn't

hear what I said when I came in, marshal? There's

nothing for you/
" Tm deaf,' I replied, 'but it's all right if you say it

twice.'

"I went into my recess and I spent the night with all

of them, looking over their writs of accusation, giving

them all the advice which friendship for Brienne and

the condition of all these unfortunates could inspire in

me. At eight o'clock the next morning they came to

embrace me again; they said their last good-bys with

a courage that stayed with them, as with the good

Princess Elisabeth, to their very last minute."
8 Ro-

chambeau learned the accurate details of that tragedy

from the lips of Madame de Serilly whom they brought

back to the hospital that very evening with her hair

cut and her corsage open. To save her young children,

8 Rochambeau, II, 39.
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a tied-up hogshead filled with the suver from the

churches." On the twelfth of Frimaire excitement had

reached fever pitch in Vendome. The town council

had brought before it "citizen Vimeur, called Rocham-

beau, for the purpose of consulting with him upon
means of defense." The marshal did what he could to

fortify Vendome, whose only fortifications were the

defense walls, broken down and overrun by vegetation,

which serve more as a decoration than as a protection

for his native city.

The services which he rendered did not at all protect

Rochambeau from slanderous denunciations. On the

twenty-third of Frimaire, he was obliged to go to Blois

to clear himself. The Committee of Surveillance sent

him away with a certificate of good citizenship. The

village of Thore, near which the Chateau de Rocham-

beau is located, had its own Committee of Surveillance,

chiefly for the purpose of satisfying the lower instincts

of certain individuals. They did not let the marshal

escape from the smallest annoyances. One day they
confiscated his silver plate; on another day they exam-

ined his collection of maps and deeds; all letters were

opened, with so little effort at concealment that the

marshal received his unsealed.

The dreary cold months of Nivose and Pluviose went

by without Rochambeau daring to go out of his own

grounds. Men came to his very house to express a hate

of aristocrats. Once several shots were fired under his

windows. Another time, when he was walking near the
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chateau, about forty men surrounded him and threat-

ened him with their guns, demanding immediate per-

mission to hunt. Rochambeau answered them mildly at

first; then, growing more heated, he said to them: "Do

you think that you can intimidate an old general who

was not afraid before thousands of enemies?" This

spirit
took them by surprise and they went away.

On the roadway passed the magnificent coach in

which Gamier de Saintes relaxed among his councilors.

He wore an embroidered coat draped with a scarf and

an unsheathed sword and a plumed hat. He was a

good beater for the Revolutionary Tribunal.

He used to say of anyone arrested by him: "If he isn't

guilty, Justice will determine that." And the ominous

list grew larger each day. Rochambeau thought of

all these things while the countess, the attorney Blondel,

and the latter's son, the marshal's secretary, played whist

in the large parlor. . . . Luckner and Biron had been

beheaded; La Fayette and Dumouriez had been obliged

to flee. He alone had stayed undisturbed in France.

Did the Convention intend to overlook him? He would

not have asked himself that question if he could have

seen, in an inn at Beauce, four men who were making
their way toward his home by easy stages and who had

been carrying the order for his arrest in their pockets

since the sixteenth of Pluviose.

Not until the nineteenth of Germinal did the commis-

sioners of the Convention's Committee of National

Safety present themselves at the chateau. They showed
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their order of arrest in which the members of the com-

mittee declared: "That the former Marshal and General

de Rochambeau, colleague of Luckner and of La Fa-

yette, now retired to his former Chateau de Rocham-

beau near Tours," and all others in his house who might

be considered suspect were to be brought to "the prison

of La Conciergerie to be judged by the Revolutionary

Tribunal." Then the four commissioners looked

through the marshal's papers, placed seals upon them

and, in the presence of the Mayor of Thore, drew up
a statement in which they declared "that there is noth-

ing contrary to law in the papers of the said citizen

Rochambeau." Since they had not completed their

mission they confined the marshal upon his own estate,

under the surveillance of the town council of Thore,

until their return.

Rochambeau took advantage of this delay to draw up
documents in his own defense. On the twenty-fourth
of Germinal he obtained the following certificate from

citizen Ourry, "health officer of Villiers canton": "I,

health officer, certify that citizen Rochambeau bears

the marks of several serious wounds which he received

in the various engagements in which he took part. To
wit: One on the left temple which was a fracture of the

lower part of the coronal and a part of the temporal; one

in the right thigh made by a bullet which completely

pierced the thigh; and another in the left arm which the

said citizen Rochambeau is obliged to keep open to pro-
tect himself from the fits of blood vomiting to which
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he is subject and which do not fail to recur when the

aforementioned wound is allowed to healthe said in-

firmities, together with a swelling of the legs to which

he is also subject, obliging him to keep to a very strict

diet and not permitting him to travel. Ouriy."
On the same day, at the request of the marshal, the

mayor, and the General Council of the Thore Com-

mune certified that citizen Vimeur-Rochambeau "re-

siding in this commune, has conducted himself ever since

he has been here as a good citizen, that he has always

strictly observed the laws and submitted to all of the

decrees of the National Convention, that he has even

been useful to his fellow citizens in difficult circum-

stances, that his conduct in every way seems irreproach-

able to us, and finally that he has never failed to show

the qualities of his good citizenship."

In order to get a similar certificate from the General

Council of the Vendome Commune, Rochambeau wrote

to its members on the twenty-sixth of Germinal: "I am

unaware, citizens, of the reasons for this arrest. My
conscience is clear, my zeal and my patriotism are

known to all of my fellow citizens; if my age and my
infirmities have kept me from serving the Republic,

they have not made me any less devoted to its interests.

"I live next to your commune. You are familiar with

my conduct, particularly since the Revolution; for I

have not left this section since returning from the Army
of the North. I therefore beg you to be so good as to

certify that I have always conducted myself as a good
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citizen and that you have no knowledge that any com-

plaint or denunciation has ever been brought against

me before the constituted authorities of Vendome. In

doing this you will be doing justice to the truth.

Vimeur-Rochambeau."

The Vendomois, who did not have courage enough

to do justice to the truth, remembered very con-

veniently that the petitioner did not live in their com-

mune and, for that reason, that they could do nothing

for him. However, they were quite willing to mention

in their reply the patriotic role played by Rochambeau

during the Vendee outbreak and to certify that he was

living peacefully in the neighborhood of their city.

Supplied with these official attestations, Rochambeau

awaited the return of the commissioners. They ap-

peared, followed by such a train as those shown in pic-

tures of the times. Guards in wooden shoes, armed

with scythes and pikes, mounted on plow horses, sur-

rounded faded vans into which were piled the most in-

congruous group of people: Delahaye, a former member

of the Constituent Assembly from Sarthe; Mesnager,

former fiscal agent of Montmirail, self-styled owner of a

priory, and its steward; Barbe, both justice of the peace

and doorkeeper of the Chateau de Montmirail; a hatter;

a former episcopal vicar; the one time commissioner of

Martinique, Foulon d'Ecotais, whom they had sought

out on his estate of Onzain. Rochambeau went in his

own carriage with his servant, Jerome, and with Blon-
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del, his secretary, who did not wish to leave him and

who had joined the procession.

It seems that the agents left all of their prisoners in

the jail
at Chartres, with the exception of Foulon

d'Ecotais and Rochambeau, whom they saved for La

Conciergerie. On the twenty-first of April the proces-

sion, thus reduced, drew up before that "morgue, always

as full of action and sound as a market place on market

day," to use the impressive description of that master of

the "little history," G. Lenotre. Rochambeau was

overcome with fatigue. Because there was no more

room the
jailers,

after having searched him brutally,

were going to put him out under the shed in the prison

yard. Some unfrightened military men objected and

gave the old marshal the best corner of their room. He
had hardly turned there before a large man, his round

wig askew, his ruffles spotted with tobacco, grasped him

around the waist and questioned him. It was Lamoi-

gnon de Malesherbes.

"Great God, marshal!" he exclaimed. "What are

you doing here?"

"And you what brings you here?"

"Some money that they say I got from the English

fox defending Capet. I have my writ of accusation and

I shall go up for trial tomorrow. What brims up my
sorrow is that my daughter, my grandson-in-law, and

my granddaughter, who were arrested with me at

Malesherbes, have to go on trial with me."

The two friends, talking, walked down the corridor
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on which all the rooms gave and which the prisoners

called the "rue de Paris." Rochambeau saw Chapelle,

Thouret, and Despremenil, former deputies of the Con-

stituent Assembly, coming toward him with their writs

of accusation in their hands. One rubbed elbows, in the

space of a moment, with the most dissimilar men in all

conditions: condemned men who were going to have

their hair cut, jailers
with enormous mastiffs at their

heels, waiters who were bringing meals from the out-

side, sick men escaped from their damp pallets, bailiffs

who were giving out writs of accusation. A bitter odor

of sweat and spit came from these men who had hardly-

taken off their clothes for several days* Rochambeau

drew near the window to breathe a breath of fresh air.

He noticed below, in the women's courtyard, a collec-

tion of bright costumes. It was the Duchesse de Gram-

mont and the Duchesse du Chatelet who had just come

and who were showing many kind attentions to their

companions in misfortune.

The two duchesses, with Malesherbes and his family,

were to make part of the next day's batch. The cou-

rageous defender of the king wished to kiss his friend

Rochambeau a last time. The marshal, in spite of the

general uproar, insisted on going with him up to the

dark stairway, let into the wall at the base of the chapel,

which led to the court room. Malesherbes, whose

sight was poor, stumbled against a step and had the

courage to joke about it.

"There," he puffed in Rochambeau's ear, "is a very
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bad omen. In my position a Roman would have gone

back home."

He came back a half hour later, following a pretense

of trial, to go to the scaffold. With the exception of

Rochambeau, no one saw him, no one pitied him. It

was in the nature of things. The greater part of these

prisoners, who had no more than twenty-four hours to

live, wished to exhaust all the enjoyment of life before

dying. They defied the judges, the headsman, death

itself; nothing frightened them. Or, rather, their nerves

were so overwrought that they no longer felt anything.

A fierce gayety circled about their gatherings. They
smoked, played cards, drank themselves drunk; and they

sang, because singing covered the sounds of sobbing.

One of these songs, a favorite with the prisoners, was

to remain fixed in Rochambeau's memory. Here is one

stanza of it:

Forever beyond my reach:

Good-by, hours joyful to live,

Pleasures, wine, libertine speech,
Whose losses I now must grieve.

I have my pass. Tomorrow
The cart will bear my life,

Which I give up without sorrow

Under the Republic's knife.
2

On the third day of his confinement Rochambeau

managed to have a surgeon look at his wounds. Since

La Conciergerie had no infirmary, the surgeon insisted

2 Rocbambeau, n, 37.
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that the public prosecutor transfer his patient to the

National Hospital of the Revolutionary Tribunal. This

hospital had been installed in the palace of the Arch-

bishops of Paris, located between Notre Dame Cathe-

dral and the small arm of the Seine, on the lie de la

Cite. This building had been chosen because it was

near the chief hospital, the Hotel-Dieu, and was some-

what isolated. Fouquier-Tinville yielded to the de-

mands of the physician and, on the fifth of Floreal,

he added Rochambeau's name to a list of the sick who

were to go to the hospital.

The head guard of the National Hospital took over

the group delivered to him in the little courtyard which

lay at that time between the sacristy of Notre Dame and

the buildings of the Bishops' Palace. One by one, after

Rochambeau, there came from the barred prison wagon
Lomenie de Brienne, former Minister of War; and his

nieces and nephews, Madame de Montmorin, prema-

turely aged and with hair turned white; her son and

her daughter, Vicomtesse de La Luzerne; Serilly's two

brothers, their wives and their servants, all of whom had

been accused of concealing in their cellar sometime

after the tenth of August the Baron de Viomesnil,

wounded in the attack upon the Tuileries.

The manager, Ray, separated the men from the

women and led the former into two large rooms on the

second floor where there were a few convalescents. At
the sight of the great windows which let in a flood of

light, the neatly swept floor, wooden beds numbered
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and made up with white linen, these people saved from

La Conciergerie felt like kissing the hand of their

guide.

But this peace was of short duration. "Fifteen days

after our arrival," Rochambeau writes, "the court

bailiffs brought to this room, which held thirteen of us,

writs of accusation for twelve, which amounted to

twelve burial certificates. Those twelve were to accom-

pany Madame Elisabeth, sister of Louis XVI, to trial

the next morning. I was leaning on my stick awaiting

mine when the head bailiff, accompanied by the hos-

pital's surgeon, called out to me: 'Then, you didn't

hear what I said when I came in, marshal? There's

nothing for you.'
" Tm deaf,' I replied, 'but it's all right if you say it

twice.'

"I went into my recess and I spent the night with all

of them, looking over their writs of accusation, giving

them all the advice which friendship for Brienne and

the condition of all these unfortunates could inspire in

me. At eight o'clock the next morning they came to

embrace me again; they said their last good-bys with

a courage that stayed with them, as with the good

Princess Elisabeth, to their very last minute."
8 Ro-

chambeau learned the accurate details of that tragedy

from the lips of Madame de Serilly whom they brought

back to the hospital that very evening with her hair

cut and her corsage open. To save her young children,

8 Rochambeau, II, 39.
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at the last minute and on her husband's insistence, she

had disclosed that she was pregnant.

The next day, in the beginning of the afternoon,

Rochambeau in his turn was moved to one of the halls

in the courtrooms of the Palais de Justice, to be ques-

tioned in the presence of the public prosecutor by
Gabriel Deliege, a trial judge. Deliege let the recorder,

Girard, put the general questions:

"Today, the twenty-second of Floreal in the second

year of the French Republic, one and indivisible, we

have had brought from the hospital the person notified

and we have asked his name, age, profession, country,

and residence. He has answered that he is named Jean-

Baptiste Donatien Vimeur-Rochambeau; that he is sixty-

nine years old; that he was born at Rochambeau near

Vendome; that he was formerly a marshal and a gen-

eral of the Army of the North; that he has lived, dur-

ing the two years since he resigned, at Rochambeau

which he left only to spend twenty-four hours at Blois.

"Deliege: Has he not conspired against the safety and

the liberty of the French people?

"Rochambeau: Certainly not and no one has done

more fighting for the cause of liberty on both conti-

nents.

"Deliege: Has he not undertaken contact and cor-

respondence with internal and foreign enemies of the

Republic, particularly with the traitor La Fayette?

"Rochambeau: None whatsoever, especially since his

leaving France and since the respondent's resigning
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from his army command. He replies, on being asked

if he has no children who have fled the country, that

he has only one son who is at this moment serving the

Republic in the Windward Islands, where he is an

officer.

"Deliege: Has he an attorney?

"Rochambeau: He prefers Chauveau." 4

The judge concluded his questioning by speaking to

Rochambeau of the letter of resignation which he had

sent to the National Assembly, saying "that he recalled

it very well as having been strongly applauded at the

time." Rochambeau asked if he would receive his writ

of accusation the next day, "as was then so generally

the custom." His astonishment was great when he

heard that all of those called were not condemned, that

there was no particular charge against him, and that he

might retire.

The books of La Conciergerie had recorded the
jail-

ing of Rochambeau "under the title of the last marshal

of France by the appointment of the last tyrant." This

title undoubtedly was not enough to cause him to be

beheaded. They looked for more authentic reasons

among the marshal's personal papers. On the four-

teenth of Prairial two citizens of the Bonnet-Rouge

section came to Rochambeau's lodgings in the rue du

Cherche-Midi and placed their red wax seals on the

doors of the study, of the linen room, of the bathroom,

of a hidden staircase, and on the door of the cupboard

*
Chauveau-Lagarde, Marie-Antoinette's attorney.
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which contained according to the valet Jerome a

shaving dish, a shaving stick, a sponge rack, and a silver

cup. On the fifth of Thermidor the same citizens made

a more minute examination. A locksmith was brought

to open the famous writing desk, which held only a

small bag filled with gold pieces, and a pamphlet en-

titled: A Good Old Woman's Way of Looking at

Things Without Nonsense. The booty would have

been poor had they not found at the last moment, in

Blondel's room, a great quantity of letters which might
serve to put the Committee of Public Safety on an inter-

esting scent.

While his trial was under way Rochambeau, still in

the National Hospital, was ill of nothing but boredom.

Each morning early he saw leaning over his couch the

face of the head physician, whose cure-all was "blood-

letting, more blood-letting, and always blood-letting";

the face of the chief surgeon, who was called "the

guardian angel of the prisoners"; and the face of the

apothecary Quinet. The latter, as the jaybird in the

fable, had decked himself in borrowed feathers. They
had put at his disposal the copper implements of the

house "of the former Grey Sisters of Saint Lazarus"

and a large silver dish that would hold thirty pints.

This inexpensive way of building up his laboratory

seemed so convenient to Quinet that he was often heard

to say "that he still needed several things to make it

complete; but I hope," he added, "that they are going to

guillotine a few apothecaries so that nothing will be
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lacking." Yet, his talents inspired so little confidence

in the sick that "as the days went on medicines, syrups,

draughts were to be found in the water-closets."

Since there was no dining hall in the hospital, meals

were eaten in the prisoners' rooms where the attendants

brought the food and distributed it "under the direction

of the head nurse who called out which dishes were to

be served." The allowance of meat and of wine was

sufficient. When the sick person's condition demanded

it, the meat was replaced "by eggs, bread soup, rice, or

other lighter foods."

Special permission was given, to those not so ill, to

walk in the extensive gardens. During the hot after-

noons of the oppressive summer they went there to get

cool. A delightful breeze came from the river at the

most trying time of the day. Those who felt a taste

for gothic architecture beginning in them could admire,

above the leafy branches of the great trees, the forest

of upright buttresses and flying buttresses of the cathe-

dral, supporting the great roof which shone in the sun,

as well as the high windows of the stair towers. But

the greater number, with less romantic souls, played ball

or arranged flirtatious meetings with the women in the

shadow of the great sacristy.

At about five o'clock in the evening those cured or

those to be tried left for La Conciergerie. It was from

the Bishops' Palace, on the ninth of Thermidor, that the

Princess of Monaco who had declared that she was
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pregnant in order to have time to cut off her own hair

and send it to her daughters left to die. She showed

a stoic's courage.

Paris de Lepinard writes: "All of the prisoners,

broken-hearted, broke into tears and, although we

should have been used to these terrible scenes, there

had never been so sad an afternoon."

He could have added that there was never such a

distressing night. Clouds, heavy with storm, charged

across the sky. The attendants, with nervous move-

ments, lighted lamps whose shades threw great disks

of light upon the floor; and they pulled down the cream-

colored cloth shades to keep insects from coming in.

After the night porter had made his round the in-

valids went silently to bed; but, since a repetition of

the September massacres was feared, most of them

stayed awake, listening tensely. The riot bells, from

tower to tower, answered the growling of thunder.

Toward midnight a torrential rain seemed to extinguish

the fervor of the rioters who had been shouting in the

Chapel of Ordinations, now turned into a meeting hall.

Then, all at once, the rumble of cannons, the tramping
of marching feet could he heard from the opposite bank

of the Seine. A patrol came through the rooms and

Rochambeau, as so many others, dropped to sleep with-

out having comprehended that the Terror was over and

that they were saved.

The announcement of Robespierre's death caused an
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explosion of joy in the prisons. But when they learned

that Coffinhall, presiding judge of the tribunal, and

Fouquier-Tinville, who supplied the guillotine, were

arrested they realized that a revolution had taken place

within the Revolution. Rochambeau hurried to the

bedside of the old Assembly president, Angran d'Al-

leray, who had received his writ of accusation the eve-

ning before, and told him this good news.

"Well, then," the old man said, smiling, "the ticket

that I have in my pocket isn't good any longer!"

When Grandpre came to look over the hospital on

the evening of the fifteenth of Thermidor he was wel-

comed as a liberator. He promised the prisoners that

their lots would soon grow more easy because "the

bloodthirsty were going to pay with their heads for

all crimes." In the women's room he "was quite agree-

able" and left with a stack of memories.

Things moved slower than was expected. The

farmers and the workers were the first to be sent back

to their villages. Rochambeau wrote request after re-

quest. During a visit of the new public prosecutor he

turned over to him a long letter in which he said: "I

think that I am the last general imprisoned in La

Conciergerie. I dare hope that my case will appeal to

your sense of justice and honesty to the extent of caus-

ing you to end a detention which has been as lengthy as

it is undeserved." And in another petition in which he

justified his conduct, Rochambeau declared: "Citizens,

I have never been a schemer nor ambitious for power;
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I have never looked for enterprises, they have sought me

out."
5

His voice was finally heard. On the sixth of Bru-

maire, year III, the Revolutionary Court handed down

a decision in which it was stated that there was no

ground for accusations against the said Jean-Baptiste

Donatien Vimeur-Rochambeau and ordered that he be

released at once. On that very evening he returned

to his house on the rue du Cherche-Midi where, at

about seven o'clock, the agents of the Bonnet-Rouge

section came and removed the seals.

Foulon d'Ecotais had been set free by the same writ.

The two men went back over the same way that they

had traveled six months before between agents of the

Assembly. A crowd might have been seen where the

grand old man, whom the Revolution had respected,

went by. The judge, Deliege, himself declared to the

surgeon of the hospital "that he did not have a single

line of writing" against Rochambeau, an incredible

thing at a time when accusation missed no one.

But the marshal had already forgot his suffering by
5 It -would be possible to quote more than ten petitions to "Citizen

President of the Tribunal," written with the same ink, which prove
that Rochambeau had not given up his traditional determination nor
lost his good humor. He writes: "Chauveau de La Garde has let me
know that he is obliged to go to the country and to stay there for at
least ten days. I wish no other defender than yourself when I appear
before the tribunal. Imagine! I am the only general left of all those
who were taken to La Conciergerie. As the oldset and as the patriot
who has most constantly fought for the cause of liberty on two conti-
nents I should, undoubtedly, serve as a rear guard. But, as a matter of

good tactics, it is not wise to leave a rear guard too long isolated and
abandoned to its own resources. I commend my old age, my wounds,
and my infirmities to your justice and your honesty."
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plunging into the reading of bulletins of French army
victories. He stuffed his trunks with paper so as not to

forget anything. And when he met the first soldier of

the year II

". . . the spirit all unfearful,

And the feet all bare of shoes,"

he was heard to murmur a statement of faith in the

future: "Oh, France; oh, my country, what power is

there in the world which could resist, by the strength

of its temperament alone, all the shocks that you have

undergone during this year! The treason and perfidi-

ousness of ministers and of generals; all the firebrands

of discord that could possibly be thrown into the midst

of the National Assembly; civil wars within; foreign

wars on every frontier. . . . Oh, matchless nation!

You have shown the whole universe what you are capa-

ble of achieving when wiser minds shall guide your
assemblies and command your armies."



CHAPTER X

ROCHAMBEAU'S HERMITAGE

THE course of the Loir, five miles from Vendome,

forms a rocky* peninsula on which the village of Thore

stands with its stone steeple. On the left bank, spread

between the river and the hill, the Chateau de Rocham-

beau has looked out upon the rich valley which is domi-

nated at the opposite end by the fortress of the Counts

of Vendome. At the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury the fief of Rochambeau was the property of Louis

de Belon, a canon of the Collegiate Church of Saint-

Georges de Vendome. This canon left the manor to

his sister Christine, wife of Mathurin de Vimeur. It

was in that way that the Rochambeau property came to

the Vimeur family, always to remain theirs. The

descendants of Mathurin de Vimeur, by successive

acquisitions of neighboring land, soon joined to the

Rochambeau and Thore manors those of Nourray,

Villetrun, Naveil, Villarceau, Marcilly, Tour-de-Va-

rennes, and Villiers. But it was the Marechal de

Rochambeau who gave the grounds their permanent
form and aspect.

The house pleased him because of its country isola-

tion. He found there the air which best suited his tired

lungs; and often the king's orders had discovered him

there. It was to some extent his Mount Vernon.

172
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Before the marshal had made a country seat out of it,

Rochambeau was a castle surrounded by towers, the

bases of which were on the edge of the Loir. He de-

molished the towers which had been half destroyed

during the religious wars. He kept the main part of the

building, with its French roof, but did away with the

window mullions. Then he framed the old masonry,
thus changed, by two large wings, each of which cost

more than thirty thousand livres. In spite of a large

staircase which a mason from Montoire built on the

front, the total effect is that of a building of somewhat

austere majesty.

The beauty of the grounds is incomparable. During
the marshal's lifetime travelers stopped to look at the

natural wonders of the place. Tradition holds that

Rochambeau developed them. At least he used to love

to take the students of the College of Vendome through

them many times each year, keeping the chateau as the

eventual goal of their walks.

The visit would begin in the chapel and with the out-

buildings which were set in rock, according with local

usage. But the Rochambeau outbuildings offered a

unique view. To get to them you had to cross a high

walkway in the rock, which was smothered with the

scent of orange trees and myrtles in their large tubs.

Next came a kind of open sump whose walls were cov-

ered with ancient ivy. This enormous excavation dug

by men's labor alone, it is said was closed by a round

courtyard about which the coach houses, the stables,
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the wood shed, the wine cellars, and the granary were

set. When his guests had recovered from their surprise,

Rochambeau led them toward the great drive. He was

especially proud of having laid out this superb roadway
with its double rows of elms and lime trees. It ran for

a distance of a mile and a quarter, between the indolent

Loir and the wooded slopes of the hill. These "pleasure

woods," where the marshal had managed to "contrive a

great stretch of walks within a very confined space,"

contained all those things which made English parks so

much the vogue: flowing springs, great rocks, deep

caves,

Mossy caverns with half-hidden brows

of which Ronsard sang in his poems and in which he

placed the setting for the games of fauns and dryads.

But the marshal was very careful not to embellish na-

ture. Here no false tombs, but the wild country in

which the Due de Beaufort hid after his escape; no

childish fabrications, but, in the hamlet of Varennes, the

gothic gable of a house in which Henri IV had taken his

afternoon nap; no belvederes, but from the top of the

hill, the long view of the river with its mills and the

towers of its villages. The visit to what Rochambeau

yielding to the custom called his "hermitage" ended

with this scanning of the surrounding country.

This
trip

is still possible, because the adjoining coun-

try and the grounds of the chateau are still unchanged.
If Balzac, a student at Vendome, should come back to
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Rochambeau he would find "the splendid countryside"

which he has described in Louis Lambert. Only the

trees have grown larger during more than a century and

they give the driveway a half-religious air. But it was

undoubtedly the marshal's intention that the surround-

ings of this sanctuary should resemble those of a

cathedral.

Rochambeau, like a good military man, laid out for

himself in this hermitage rules of life. The faithful

Jerome would open the windows in his room early each

morning. Covered by the counterpane which was said

to have been embroidered by his wife during the war

in America, Rochambeau would awake among the

souvenirs of that glorious campaign: Washington's

portrait in its gold frame, the two Van Blarenberghe

gouaches given to him by Louis XVI one representing

the siege, the other the surrender of Yorktown his

sword lying on the marble top of the chest of drawers,

and, inside the drawer and covered with morocco

leather, the letters of George Washington with the blue

and white decoration of the Society of Cincinnatus.

Like the Roman citizen, to whom he was compared

by his friends, Rochambeau interested himself in the

work of the countryside. If he was not to be seen at the

handles of the plow he was to be seen often with a

pruning hook in his hand keeping the walks clear or

pruning back the trees of his driveway. But he left the

management of the estate to Jean-Baptiste Gaillandre.

This young Picard, who was a steward and major-domo,
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had got into the marshal's good graces by his
ability.

The Rochambeau land had been, since the Revolution,

one of the largest estates in Vendomois. He had, as a

matter of fact, cleverly taken advantage of the sale of

national properties to acquire four tenant farms. Gail-

landre signed, in his master's name, the tenants' agree-

ments on All Saints' Day. He collected the rents, stored

the sacks of flour, and counted the pairs of ducks that

the miller at Chantereine owed each year. He tolerated

no intrusion upon his master's rights, no holding back of

his shares.

In the evenings the marshal would sometimes go into

Vendome in his carriage upholstered in Utrecht velvet.

But more often, clothed in a blue which was becoming
to his age and wearing shoes with silver buckles, he

would gather herbs in his own grounds. The picking

was plentiful, for herbs flourished on the side of the hill.

Sometimes poetry the pleasures of which his father had

taught him years before would hold him in some turn

of a pathway. But the marshal's own muse only in-

spired him with wise couplets in honor of Saint Theresa,

patron saint of her who for nearly sixty years had made

his life happy and whom he surrounded with "the most

loving affection."

On returning from these solitary walks Rochambeau

turned with delight to his smiling wife and the numerous

guests who awaited him in the parlor, whose windows,

hung with white dimity, looked out upon both the

great court and the terrace. Besides a friend of his
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youth, Cesar de Lardiere, there would be on occasion

the lovable Chevalier de Villiers; Hippolyte de la Porte,

the friend of Rivarol; Frangois Mareschal, one of the

directors of the College of Vendome; particularly

Mademoiselle de Musset, a neighbor who was living in

the famous Bonaventure manor and one of whose

nephews wrote Les Nuits. In the mirror of a mahogany
console was reflected the uniform of Monsieur Tascher

de la Pagerie, uncle of Josephine; and the mobile visage

of the physicist, Charles who had just married a lovely

Creole in Touraine who was Lamartine's "Elvire" a

man whom the marshal had invited for the purpose of

finding out whether or not to put lightning rods on his

roof. Dishes filled with pickled peaches, cups filled

with Tokay wine, were passed around the playing tables

and were even taken to Madame de Rochambeau's room

where the guests had wandered to look at the collection

of shells which the mistress of the house had patiently

brought together. The rest of the group, seated under

the great six-branched chandelier, were enjoying con-

versation which, according to Duchemin de la Chesnaye,

one of the auditors, the marshal "made very pleasant

either by a few witticisms which arose from his natural

gayety or by the interest he aroused in speaking of

political affairs, but always with the greatest discretion."

For the rest, it was all a matter of chats, of light

meals, and walks in Rochambeau's punctual existence.

Duchemin remarks: "He also had his regular hours for

reading as well as writing in his study." This study was
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furnished with a desk, four armchairs, a daybed, a screen

of green and white taffeta, curtains of printed cotton

faced with muslin. A great collection of books, in

which were more than three thousand volumes in bind-

ings of calf and morocco, filled his shelves to the ceiling.

A campaign writing case and three note cases in which

the marshal held his voluminous correspondence,

crowded the table. It was on this table that Rocham-

beau wrote his Memoires. To do this he had only to

draw on the documents of all kinds which he had gath-

ered from day to day, along with the family parchments

in the cabinets in his study. In that way he could go
back over the cycle of wars of the preceding century

without wandering, he said, "for one minute from the

truth which should be the essential foundation of his-

tory." The marshal, who remained a good Latinist,

nevertheless expressed the desire in his will that his work

should be withheld from publication till the style had

been revised by a man of letters.
1 Luce de Lancival,

who was chosen for the job, contented himself with

writing a preface for the work which had an elegant

turn to it and finished with these words: "In other books

one looks for and desires ornaments of style; in this one,

drawn on by the very interest in facts, one thanks the

writer for having forgot himself entirely in thinking
of nothing but the truth." Modern curiosity makes us

more demanding. We would thank Rochambeau much
1 His choice was the former head

physician of the French expedition-
ary forces in America, Jean-Francois Coste (1741-1819). See the ap-
pendix: Rochambeau's Will.
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more if, without forgetting truth, he had forgot himself

less. This too impersonal editing allowed Rochambeau

to attach to his Memoires the wars of the first Empire.

Gentle delusion of an old man who mistook the region

of his study, strewn with maps, for a battlefield! But if

the marshal, as other old military men, had the eccen-

tricity to reason upon operations which he no longer

directed, he did it without bitterness. He followed in

newspapers the march of the French armies and often

foresaw their successes. He admired the general staffs

where "Mars as Venus made much of youth," and

regretted not being able to put his sword at the service

of the leader of genius who headed the combination.

Bonaparte, who had the gift of employing all men

usefully, seems also to have regretted that Rochambeau

could no longer be used. The old marshal was pre-

sented to him in 1801, during a trip which he made to

Paris to greet his sister who was returning from emi-

gration. The First Consul received him "with the

greatest distinction," in the presence of Alexandre

Berthier, his former aide-de-camp.

"General," cried Napoleon, making a sweeping ges-

ture with his arm, "here are your pupils!"

"General-Consul," answered Rochambeau, "the

pupils have far surpassed the teacher."

He was offered a seat as senator, as was La Fayette.

He refused it on the pretext of age and deafness. The

marshal, for whom honors no longer held any attraction,
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was eager to get back to his hermitage. But honors

sought him out even there.

On the fourth of Frimaire, year XII (November 26,

1803), the Grand Council of the Legion of Honor

unanimously elected the marshal to its number. The

following year, on the fourth of Brumaire, Rochambeau

was made a grand officer. He received the new insignia

and the letter in which the Emperor invited him to his

coronation. These things came while he was in bed

tormented with gout. He himself pinned on his shirt

the five-pointed star on which could be read, encircling

the imperial eagle, the words Honneur et Patrie.

Rochambeau was seen again in Paris in the month of

March, 1805. When his great carriage, upholstered in

white and drawn by two old white horses, appeared at

the Tuileries Napoleon according to certain Ven-

domois historians ordered the guard of honor to pre-

sent arms and had a salute sounded. The story is not

unlikely. The Emperor always gave attention to those

who he said "would have a page in history."
2

The marshal used his best influence to relieve the mis-

fortunes of his son. The Vicomte de Rochambeau,
who had

stiffly opposed the English in Martinique dur-

ing the Revolution, seemed to Napoleon to be naturally

equipped to go with the expeditionary forces which he

sent to Santo Domingo in 1802, under the command of

his brother-in-law, General Leclerc. This expedition

2 On the fifth of February, 1811, he was to give to the marshal's widow
a pension of six thousand francs that would be "yearly and for life."
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was intended to suppress the revolt of the negroes in

that colony, who had been led in an uprising by Tous-

saint L'Ouverture. The black leader surrendered, but

at the beginning of the rainy season, a contagious disease

decimated the little army. Leclerc, stricken in his turn,

managed before dying to have General Rochambeau

proclaimed General-in.-Chief of Santo Domingo. The

brutal manners and the gruff tone of the vicomte alien-

ated the negroes of the island and the offices of the Min-

ister of the Navy. The marshal got wind of this in his

retreat. He wrote to the "Citizen Minister" to dis-

approve of the outbursts to which his son was given, but

also to excuse him. He said: "I have never known him

to be greedy, but on the contrary very generous in

rewarding brilliant exploits." And he added: "He has

caused all provisions of the country to be placed in ter-

rain which might have to be defended by fighting and

I believe, from the knowledge that I have of his char-

acter, that he will set the example for his army of living

off of them to the last potato." At the moment that his

father was drawing this portrait, the vicomte, besieged

for seven months in the city of Cap-Haitien by an Eng-
lish fleet and by the bands of negroes under Dessalines,

was reduced to the most horrible want. To avoid

atrocious deaths for the white population the general

surrendered to the English, a prisoner on his own recog-

nizance. The enemy frigates took him to England

where, exposed to the worst vexations, he waited for

seven years before being exchanged. The unfortunate
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general regained his freedom only to die on the battle-

field at Leipzig.
8

If it is true that grandchildren give to the old who

are tired of life the courage to live, the Marechal de

Rochambeau had good reason to grow old and to forget

the sorrows of his son. Since his daughter-in-law had

received Fouche's permission to join the prisoner, the

marshal had welcomed to Rochambeau his three grand-

children. Augustine and Therese-Constance filled the

old house with their laughter. When they were old

enough to marry, Rochambeau gave them dowries and

married the first to Emmanuel de la Gorce and the

second to Louis de Vallon d'Ambrugeac* But Rocham-

beau kept his greatest affection for the youngest,

Philippe de Vimeur, the sole inheritor of a glorious

name/ By the will which he drew up on the first of

July, 1805, his eightieth birthday, the marshal left to

him the ancestral chateau, "in view," he wrote, "of

how little my son cares for the country." Besides, the

boy, who was studying in the Artillery School at Stras-

bourg, was gratifying the hopes of his grandfather. At

eighteen he was given a lieutenancy in the First Regi-

ment of Mounted Chasseurs and charged at Austerlitz

with Prince Murat's entire cavalry. His conduct was

so excellent at Auerstaedt that Davout wrote of it to

8
Mortally wounded on the sixteenth of October, 1813, he died three

days later in his fifty-ninth year, knight of the Legion of Honor and
Baron of the Empire.

4
Auguste-Philippe-Donatien de Vimeur, Marquis de Rochambeau

(1787-1868).
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Rochambeau: "It is with pleasure, Monsieur le Mare-

chal, that I confirm the favorable reports which you
must have had about the excellent bearing of your

grandson in the battle of the fourteenth of October.

Not only has his colonel given me the best account of

him, but I have seen him myself, his horse having been

killed under him by a piece of grapeshot, throw him-

self into a company of grenadiers of the io8th at the

moment when they were attacking an enemy battery.

And he won the approval of those brave men." Finally,

on the fourth of April, 1807, Philippe was attached to

the Grand Due de Berg as an aide-de-camp. He was

then twenty years old.

The news of this appointment was, undoubtedly,

the last joy of "Cher bon papa.'
9

In the spring of 1807,

which was an extremely damp spring, he caught a heavy
cold which "Sieur Fournier," a Vendome doctor, could

not check. To keep from becoming depressed, the sick

man, bundled in a dressing gown of white ratteen,

would sit for long hours by the window of his room

watching for the first signs of good weather. Tuesday,

the twelfth of May, being more dismal than usual, he

had the courage to joke about it. One of his gardeners

had invited him to the wedding of his apprentice, and

he said to Madame de Rochambeau: "You must agree

that I would have cut a pretty figure at the marriage

yesterday.'* A few minutes later, at about two o'clock

in the afternoon, they found him lifeless in his armchair,

the newspaper still in his hands.
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The bells in the near-by village, which bore his name

on their bronze coverings, tolled the news of his death

before the evening angelus. The next day the neighbor-

ing villagers stopped their work "by a spontaneous

action" and came to group themselves on the slopes of

the grounds which the wild columbine dotted with its

blossoms of mourning, to pay their respects to Rocham-

beau for a last time. The tenants of the estate carried

their master's coffin "with a certain stateliness" to the

church at Thore, then placed it in the new cemetery

where no one had yet been buried.

For a long while the Marechal de Rochambeau
slept,

solitary and almost unnoticed, in the midst of the plow-

ing that went on in the Vendomois fields that he loved.

Later the marshal's widow covered that grave with a

mausoleum of white and black marble, upon which the

Chevalier de Boufflers engraved the dead marshal's

service record and an epitaph. Rochambeau would

certainly have preferred, in place of the lamentations of

that epitaph, the quatrain which his old friend Lardiere,

an incorrigible rhymster, composed on the very eve-

ning of his funeral:

He is no more, this Nestor of the warriors of our age;
He was in life an emulator once of Wasington (sic)

By all that he had done;

Ajid by his virtues, Sage.

Vendome, 1930-1933.
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APPENDIX

ROCHAMBEAU'S WILL

THE holographic will of the Marechal de Rochambeau

was found among the deceased man's papers by Maitre

Blondel and, after the customary formalities, was put

among the documents of that solicitor. It follows, in

its original terms:

This first of July, 1805, or twelfth of Messidor thirteenth

year new style, the day on which I have completed my
eightieth year.

In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Holy Ghost.

This is my will.

I give to my wife the use of all that I possess. After

fifty-five years of the happiest marriage, and after having
received from her a large dowry which has been spent upon

my estate, this is the least expression of gratitude that I

can show her. In addition I give and bequeath to her all

that the law allows me and will allow me to give to her.

I desire my children and grandchildren to show every con-

fidence in her and to do away with any expense of inven-

tory. She has proven herself worthy of this trust.

I give to Jerome, my servant who did not leave me while

I was at La Conciergerie and who wished to imprison him-

self with me, a pension of five hundred livres annually

provided he remains 1
in my service at the time of my

death, and also all of my linen and all of my wardrobe. In

1 Doubtful word.

185
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addition, I depend upon my wife to give him further good
treatment if he deserves it.

Having married off my two granddaughters with the

approval of my daughter-in-law during the time of my
son's imprisonment in England, and wishing at least to give
him equal treatment with his sisters, I give and bequeath to

Philippe de Vimeur Rochambeau, my grandson, the sum
of one hundred and twenty thousand francs to be taken as

landed property in the estate of Rochambeau, preferably
in the chateau and all the other adjoining places which
after the decease of my wife are to be at the disposal of

my grandson, to which I add besides the furnishings (pro-
vided my son and my daughter-in-law will have the use of

it with him unless they turn it over to him when making
his marriage contract, in view of how little my son cares

for the country) ?

I beg my friend, Monsieur Coste, chief physician of the

sick and the poor, to undertake the reading and correcting
of these memoirs, from the point of view of their defects

in style, and to have them printed with care under his

supervision. I leave to my wife the matter of showing
him some mark of my gratitude.

JEAN-BAPTISTE DONATIEN DE VIMEUR ROCHAMBEAU,
Former Marshal of France.

2 Part of a sentence obscured in the text.
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THE WAR IN AMERICA
An Unpublished Journal

(1780-1783)

BY THE

VICOMTE DE ROCHAMBEAU 1

1 The manuscript of the Journal of the Vicomte de Rochambeau is a

thick bound notebook (the backstrap of leather, the covers of card-

board), yellow in color, containing one hundred and sixty-six pages and
a map of the Atlantic Ocean, on which the vicomte has marked in red
ink the routes of "his different maritime journeys."
The first eighty pages are on the expedition to the United States of

the corps under Rochambeau. They are written on both sides of the

page, with a margin, in the vicomte's own hand, in writing which is

slanted and which is quite legible. The sub-tides are also by him.

J-E. Weelen.







THE VICOMTE DE ROCHAMBEAU

Son of the Marechal

(After an anonymous contemporary portrait. Collection of the

CMtectu de Rochmbew)



INTRODUCTION

I WAS born in Paris on August 7, 1755, and after having

spent enough time there to prepare myself to enter the

service, I left the University in the capital and went to

Verberie, to the Compiegne camp where my father was

in command, to begin the military life for which I was

intended from childhood. I was next a soldier in the

Auvergne Regiment and I remained such until August

5, 1769, when I was appointed sous-lieutenant in the

Besan?on Artillery Regiment. I was going to join it

at Strasbourg, in order at the same time to attend the

courses in Common Law which were given at the Uni-

versity there. I also took German under the personal

tutelage of Doctor Schoepftin and of his secretary,

Monsieur Koch.

My political studies being finished, I left the artillery

corps to become aide-major in the Auvergne Infantry

on March 24, 1772. I was made captain July 28, 1773,

and next became aide-major in the Artois Dragoons on

March 24, 1774. I served as aide-de-camp to my father

at Vaussieux and in the cantonments in Normandy and

Brittany when he was organizing the expedition of

1779 against England. This was to be commanded by
Marechal de Vaux and was to be protected by the fleet

under Monsieur d'Orvilliers and the one from Cordova.

I was then twenty-three years old and was placed,
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on January 22, 1779, as colonel second in command in

the Bourbonnais Infantry.

England had declared war on France in 1778 over

the commercial treaty which this latter power had

concluded with the thirteen United States of North

America. She sent a large fleet out which encountered

the French fleet near Ouessant (English: Ushant) in an

indecisive battle. The French soon took possession of

Dominique, St. Vincent and Granada. They had a

marked advantage over Admiral Bynn near Granada,

were repulsed at Saint Lucia and at Savannah and lost

Pondichery in the East Indies. Monsieur Gerard was

sent as minister plenipotentiary from France to America

for the purpose of drawing tighter the threads of this

first alliance. His health forced him to return to France

after having fulfilled his mission and Congress, whose

affairs were not in very good shape, commissioned him

to ask aid of every kind from the king. He was re-

placed by the Chevalier de la Luzerne.

It was at that time that the government decided to

take an active part in the quarrel, hoping to weaken the

power of England in giving real support to the United

States. The Council decided to send troops and a fleet

to help their new allies in the New World. General

Rochambeau was put in command of the troops and

the Chevalier de Ternay of the fleet.



DEPARTURE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN EXPEDITION

The land army was to be composed of the Bourbon-

nais, Royal Deux Fonts, Soissonnais, Saintonge, Neus-

trie, and Anholt infantry regiments, of nine hundred

men of the Lauzun legion as much infantry as cavalry

a battalion of
artillery,

a company of bombers and a

detachment of sappers, some miners and workers with

siege equipment, campaign equipment, and in fact all

the implements and supplies needed by an army corps.

However, the lack of means of transportation at the

outset reduced this body of troops, which was made

up of eight thousand men, to five thousand, and the

general was forced to leave in France the regiments of

Neustrie, d'Anholt, three hundred men of the Lauzun

legion, and part of the artillery detachments, with the

minister's promise that they would rejoin the army as

soon as possible during the year. The Comte de

Wittgenstein, general officer, remained at Brest in com-

mand of that second division which never rejoined us.

At Brest on the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth of

April this body of troops boarded several vessels which

are listed farther on.
1

Messieurs le Baron de Viomesnil,

^ Fleet Equipment and Cotwrutnd.

The Due de Bourgogne So cannons MM. le Chevalier de Ternay,
Commander of the fleet; Me-

dine, Captain of the Flagship

The Neptune 74
*

Destouches

The Conquermt 74
" La Grandi&ce (See p. 196.)
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le Chevalier de Chastellux, le Comte de Viomesnil,

Choisy, B6ville chief of the general staff d'Aboville

of the artillery,
Desandrouins of the engineers were the

chief officers of the expedition.

The colonels were Messieurs de Custine, Lauzun,

Laval, Saint Maime, Deux Fonts, Rochambeau the

younger, Noailles, Guillaume des Deux Fonts, Charlus

and Robert Dillon.

The fleet which escorted the convoy was made up
of seven ships of the line, of another which was partially

armed and which could appear in the line when it was

needed, and of two frigates and a cutter.

Adverse winds held us in the roads at Brest until the

second of May at five o'clock in the morning, at which

time we hoisted sail with great delight. We went near

the Raz and the reason for this was that, in case the

English had learned of the preparations which went on

at Brest and were going to try to prevent our putting

The tiveille 64 cannons Tilly
The Jason 64

" La Qocheterie
The Provence 64

" Lombard
The Ardent 64

"
Marigny

The Fantasque 64
"

Partially armored storeship
The Surveillante 33

"
Allart

The Amazone 32
" La Perouse

The Guepe 16
"

Maulevrier

The frigate Belone, the cutters Levrette and Prudence accompanied us
to the channel end at Cape Finisterre.

Convoy ships:
The Isle de France; the Barbue, a storeship; the Pluvier; the

Jitment; the Ecureuil; the St. Esprit; the Pressigny; the Aventure; the
Comtesse de Noailles; the Vigilant; the Doyard; the Patrocle; the Mar-
quis de Levis; the Cibele; the Amazone; the Pere de Famille; the Cazama-
jor; the Felicite; the Venus; the Eon d'Arros; the Drake; the Mars; the

Harmonic; the Aimable Marie; the Jeune Mercure; the Henry; tfce

Frangaise; the Due de Chartres; the Rover; the Turgot; the Loire.
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out to sea, this route would take us as far as possible

from them. I noticed that though this pass bristled

with rocks it was still large enough to be navigated by

tacking even in a high sea, as it is claimed.

On the sixteenth we rounded Finisterre and came out

of the Gulf of Gascony after having been knocked

about by adverse winds. It can be noticed that the sea

becomes calmer, the winds less violent as soon as this

cape is passed. From then on we had a good and steady

wind to take us toward our destination and we sailed

between Madeira and the Azores.

On the second of June we.seized a cutter which was

going from Halifax to Saint Christopher and which gave

us some news (though uncertain) of the capture of

Charleston,
2
South Carolina.

From the seventeenth to the eighteenth we passed

the Bermudas and the next day we took another prize

called the Eottetourt which was coming from Charles-

ton and which confirmed the capture of that city by
General Clinton. On board were the articles of sur-

render. There were also several English officers who

had been at the siege and who told us that Clinton

landed there in the month of February, that he had not

begun the siege until March, that Admiral Arbuthnot

had crossed the bar with several vessels with forty-four

guns and some frigates with thirty-six, that the Ameri-

can general, Lincoln, had been forced to surrender the

2 The spelling in this and other similar instances has been modern-
ized.
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fortress to the two generals of the land and sea forces,

and that the garrison were prisoners of war. They
added that General Clinton had marched into North

Carolina, but they gave no details of that siege, then

we set sail for Chesapeake Bay because we were afraid

that the English army might march into Virginia and

take possession of it.

CANNONADING NEAR BERMUDA

Latitude 30 26' 20"

Longitude 70 4'

On the twentieth of June at eight o'clock in the morn-

ing we saw several sails in the offing. We gave the sig-

nal for pursuit to the Neptune and the Eveille. At

noon they sighted a squadron that was seen to be

composed of two warships with seventy-four guns, two

with sixty-four, one with
fifty,

and a frigate. These

bore down upon our two chasers in open formation,

covering a large space in this manner, but one of their

ships became separated from the others and to the lee-

ward of us. The general ordered our ships into line,

sent the convoy to leeward. The Provence, which

sailed poorly, was not able to take its proper place and

fell into line behind the flagship. We sailed close to the

wind to cut off the enemy ship from the rest of its line,

but becoming aware of our maneuver she sailed off be-

fore us. The line was poorly formed because the

slow sailing of the Provence left a gap back of our ship.
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It was for this reason that the Chevalier de Ternay sig-

naled the Neptune and the Jason, which were at the

head of the line, to diminish sail so we might be brought

closer together. With that the English ship played her

part skillfully. She tacked alongside her own squadron,

passed the length of the French line between the two

fleets, bore the brunt of the fire from our ships, and

took the end of the English line, which maneuvered

to support her and to draw close to her being care-

ful, however, to keep well enough into the wind to

avoid an encounter with superior forces. We then

came about and they signaled the Neptune to haul close

to the wind in order to separate the enemy vessel from

the rest of her line, which it was impossible to do.

There was firing on both sides at quite a great distance,

night came, the English still had the wind of us, and not

being able to overtake them we set sail with our con-

voy after having lighted all of our lights.

Since I am not a seaman I refer the reader to the

following chart for a clearer understanding of this little

engagement. It will make clear the things which I

have not been able to explain with enough precision.

It seems to me that two main errors were committed

which kept us from gaining a more decisive triumph
over the English.

First, in not having ordered the tow chasers to go into

action, the rest of the line being able to come easily to

their help.

Second, after having formed the line of battle, to
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fortress to the two generals of the land and sea forces,

and that the garrison were prisoners of war. They
added that General Clinton had marched into North

Carolina, but they gave no details of that siege, then

we set sail for Chesapeake Bay because we were afraid

that the English army might march into Virginia and

take possession of it.

CANNONADING NEAR BERMUDA

Latitude 30 26' 20"

Longitude 70 4'

On the twentieth of June at eight o'clock in the morn-

ing we saw several sails in the offing. We gave the sig-

nal for pursuit to the Neptune and the Eveilti. At

noon they sighted a squadron that was seen to be

composed of two warships with seventy-four guns, two

with sixty-four, one with fifty, and a frigate. These

bore down upon our two chasers in open formation,

covering a large space in this manner, but one of their

ships became separated from the others and to the lee-

ward of us. The general ordered our ships into line,

sent the convoy to leeward. The Provence, which

sailed poorly, was not able to take its proper place and

fell into line behind the flagship. We sailed close to the

wind to cut off the enemy ship from the rest of its line,

but becoming aware of our maneuver she sailed off be-

fore us. The line was poorly formed because the

slow sailing of the Provence left a gap back of our ship.
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It was for this reason that the Chevalier de Ternay sig-

naled the Neptune and the Jason, which were at the

head of the line, to diminish sail so we might be brought

closer together. With that the English ship played her

part skillfully. She tacked alongside her own squadron,

passed the length of the French line between the two

fleets, bore the brunt of the fire from our ships, and

took the end of the English line, which maneuvered

to support her and to draw close to herbeing care-

ful, however, to keep well enough into the wind to

avoid an encounter with superior forces. We then

came about and they signaled the Neptune to haul close

to the wind in order to separate the enemy vessel from

the rest of her line, which it was impossible to do.

There was firing on both sides at quite a great distance,

night came, the English still had the wind of us, and not

being able to overtake them we set sail with our con-

voy after having lighted all of our lights.

Since I am not a seaman I refer the reader to the

following chart for a clearer understanding of this little

engagement. It will make clear the things which I

have not been able to explain with enough precision.

It seems to me that two main errors were committed

which kept us from gaining a more decisive triumph
over the English.

First, in not having ordered the tow chasers to go into

action, the rest of the line being able to come easily to

their help.

Second, after having formed the line of battle, to
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have given orders to the Neptune and to the Jason to

shorten sail. The first, beginning to overtake the enemy

vessel, would have fought it with advantage, aided by
the Jason, while the five other French ships were en-

gaging the four English vessels, one of which had only

fifty guns.

That cannonade because it cannot be called a com-

batdid little damage and there were very few losses

on either side. We later learned that that squadron was

commanded by Commodore Cornwallis, the brother of

the Cornwallis who commanded the English army in

Virginia,

We captured an English sloop which was coming
from New York. We learned that it had started from

that port on the twenty-ninth of June and that it had

left General Clinton and Admiral Arbuthnot there;

that they had come back there on the eighteenth of that

same month; that the vessels Europa, Raisonable, and

Renown were in port there; that the Russell had been

sent out on a cruise; that the Robuste had been sent out

on a cruise; and that the Galatea had been sent South

to give warning of our arrival.

On the afternoon of July the fourth, at about five-

thirty, we discovered many sails far off to leeward.

The seamen estimated that there might be seven or eight

ships in the line, but they were not seen at close enough

range to make an exact count of them. The admiral

ordered the convoy to leeward, ordered all decks

cleared, went into line of battle, came about on a decep-
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tive tack during the night and headed for Rhode Island;

but the next day two enemy vessels drew near the squad-

ron and fired five cannon shots at the Due de Bourgogne
which was leading our line. We supposed that this was

the squadron which we thought we saw the day before

coming to attack us. We waited until daylight, which

was at four o'clock in the morning, to find out with

whom we were fighting. It was two English frigates

unsupported by any imposing force whatsoever. The

Amazone and the Surveillante and the Duo de Bour-

gogne were ordered in pursuit of them but could not

overhaul them. The officers of the ships which drew

nearest to them told us that in order to go faster they

had thrown their small boats overboard; but, since they

did not overhaul the enemy, they had been ordered to

rejoin the French line. On returning it was discovered

that two convoy ships had fallen behind and they were

taken into tow by the Surveillante.

Certain people proposed that the admiral should go
to Boston, which he refused to do: first, because the

distance to Rhode Island was the shorter and because

the number of sick and scorbutic, growing every day,

made it indispensable to make a landing as soon as pos-

sible; second, because it is harder for the inhabitants of

Boston to live and because ships can anchor no nearer

to the town than three leagues; third, because a march

back to Providence and to other points in Rhode Island

would be quite difficult in the first moments of setting

up a camp.
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ARRIVAL AT RHODE ISLAND

We sighted land on the ninth of July in the after-

noon, and we saw Block Island just as a pilot boat ap-

proached us. The signal agreed upon was hoisted on

land on the tenth. I went over to the frigate Amazone

with my father. We entered the channel and dropped

anchor within cannon fire of the town, between Conani-

cut Island and Rhode Island. We then went ashore

to decide for ourselves how much confidence we might

have in the inhabitants of this place.

OUR RECEPTION

When we came ashore I did not notice that there

was the air of satisfaction and gratitude which the in-

habitants of America should have for the efforts that

France was making to send her such valuable help, and

help so badly needed; for in the present circumstances

those well informed claim that without the French

forces, which have given morale to the American nation,

the English army, which is strong and in good condition

would have compelled it to make a separate peace under

terms dictated by the conquerors.

It has seemed to me that the greater part of the people
has little energy, that it is even filled with quite a marked

indifference about all eventualities that might take place,

and that their Liberty which they have made so much

of is pursued more in conversation than in reality. Only
the smallest part of the population takes a leadership
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in affairs or wishes to do so, or pretends to distinguish

itself from the common run of human beings, or is

gifted with that force of character and diligence of
spirit

which should be the distinguishing attribute of those

who have brought about the most amazing revolution in

the annals of the modern world, since its principal cause

was a love of Liberty free from any mixture of religious

fanaticism.

General Rochambeau announced to the leading citi-

zens and to General Heath that General Washington
had sent him there, that the French army would dis-

embark the moment that facilities could be found for

it, that it had come with the intention of supporting and

helping the people win their freedom and not with the

purpose of being a burden to them, that the troops

would maintain themselves in good discipline and that

they would pay for what they used with cash. At

this mention of hard money or cash their countenances

brightened and, if they had been serious and reserved

up to that time, they began to smile, seeing that the

presence of the French far from being harmful to them

would bring them positive advantages. They looked

us over with interest and seemed pleased when the gen-

eral told them that this body of troops was only the

first division of a larger reenforcement which they

might expect.
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RECONNOITERING OF THE ISLAND AND DISEMBARKING OF

THE TROOPS

We mounted on horseback to go to look over a camp

site. It was decided to place it at a half league from the

town facing the sea, cutting across a tongue of land

which jutted out into the ocean in such a way that the

two flanks were protected on one side by the sea and

on the other by the Providence river which forms the

harbor, having Newport back of it and the Lauzun

Legion in front on The Neck with its outposts on the

narrow projecting part of the Island.

Monsieur de Corny, commissaire des guerres,
8 had

left France ahead of us with Monsieur de La Fayette

aboard the frigate Hermione, commanded by Captain

La Touche, and we found him when we returned to

Newport where he had come for the purpose of organ-

izing the affairs of the army.

NEWPORT, CAPITAL OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

The houses of this pretty town are built of stone

and of wood and are quite nice outside as well as inside.

They resemble English houses in the way they are

placed; there are eight or nine hundred of them. The

State House is spacious and in a good location on the

most important square. There are several churches

^

*A commissioner whose chief function was to see that military requi-
sitions and salaries were correctly claimed and justly distributed. This

commissionership was fused with the office of more important officials

somewhat later.
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which are quite large. The country is healthful and

bracing. It is considered the one in which the sick can

best recover; also, the inhabitants of parts of the South

come here quite frequently for the good weather and

to restore their health, taxed by the great heat. It is

fertile and produces abundantly the things necessary

to life. They do not raise wheat here, but corn does

well. The pasturage is excellent. They also raise fine

horses and cattle. The depredations that have been

caused by the presence of the English and the American

armies here can be seen, for there are few trees left on

the plantations. The population of the island is not

above four or five thousand souls among whom there

are many Tories or men who favor England. The

people who favor the system of independence for the

United States are called Whigs.

SOME ENGLISH FORTIFICATIONS

I examined with care the lines which the English

army had laid out during its stay in this state and

which it had evacuated during the preceding year.

They had built redoubts on all the little surrounding

summits, and the opening from one redoubt to another

was filled by a sort of redan fortification made up of a

shallow trench and an earthen breastwork. The loca-

tion was usually good but the construction was badly

carried out, for the breastworks did not have the proper

thickness and the wings of the fortifications were very

short, which lessened the defensive value.
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When the American general, Sullivan, came to attack

he English army he took up a position parallel to that

>f the enemy which he was to fight,
which seemed

ogical enough. But he was not able to succeed in his

Dlan because his troops were not yet well enough sea-

joned.

All of the troops were disembarked by the fourteenth

>f July and the sick transported to the different places

designated to serve as hospitals.

The combined fleet of Graves and Arbuthnot,

amounting to twenty sails, appeared on the nineteenth

before the port. They set up a patrol between Block

Island and Martha's Vineyard, and we were told that

General Clinton was loading ten thousand men at New
York to come and attack us. The same reports added

that the transports had already passed Hell Gate and

that tKe greater part was now as far as Huntington.

DEFENSIVE PLANS

At once the general had the different landing points

reconnoitered. They were three in number one on

Sachuest Point, the other at Black Point on the Sakonnet

River, and the third between Rhode Island and Conani-

cut Island at Studerhouse. Marches were begun toward

these three points in two columns in order to reach them

Itfith the greatest possible swiftness. A battery of four

tortars was set up on Brenton Point which overlooks

ttie middle part of the channel, a second battery of four

pieces
of 24'$, and, last, a third battery of six pieces of
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the same caliber. Another battery was set up on

Conanicut and a battalion was to be placed there to pro-

tect it. Finally, a battery was placed on Rene Island to

cover the flank of any corps that came around Conani-

cut.

The old English lines were repaired and perfected

to such a degree that, with the navy holding the passes

and making a kind of forward wall of fortification after

being moored on the side that gave on the sea, and with

the lines protecting the town on the land side, this forti-

fied area, hastily constructed, could be considered as a

position capable of an excellent defense.

We still had to make sure of our contact with the

mainland, so a small fort was also built by Rowland's

ferry.

The Rhode Island militia and part of the militia of

Massachusetts and Connecticut were called upon.

They came at once to help the French because General

Rochambeau had known how to inspire great confi-

dence among the Americans. They were given three

different posts in our own lines of defense, that is, at

Sachuest, Studerhouse, and Tomenhill. This type of

man is tall and strong, and quite well practiced in mili-

tary tactics.

These preparations were useless; for we learned on

the sixth of August from a deserter from the frigate

Iris that the English general had returned to New York

with all of his transports, under the pretense that Gen-

eral Washington was moving against New York. But
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I believe that the true reason was that the reports which

he probably had from Newport must have disgusted him

with the information they brought to him of how well

we were established there. Having made sure of this

information we decided to let the militia go and to keep,

in case of a sudden surprise attack, only Colonel Green's

regiment of the State of Rhode Island and a few men

from the Massachusetts Bay Militia.

On the tenth we received a member of Congress who

had come from New York but from whom we learned

nothing new.

We knew by the tenth of August that Admiral

Graves had anchored at Martha's Vineyard with 2,000

troops aboard, to intercept the arrival of the second

division and to use up the supplies which were on that

island as well as those on the island of Nonam 4 and of

the Elizabeth Islands.

INDIANS

During the course of the same month we received an

extraordinary mission of Oneidien and Caniaderoferas

savages who came to make sure themselves whether or

not the help promised by France had actually arrived.

The English, in order to win them over, had never

ceased to tell them that France had undertaken no

alliance with the Americans and that the proof of this

lay in the fact that the French had sent no land or sea

4
Possibly Nonamessit Island, northwest of Martha's Vineyard and at

the northeastern end of the Elizabeth Islands on a modern map.
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force to aid the Americans in their distress. But they

were completely undeceived. The general himself led

them to the camp and showed them his troops and the

squadron. They are agile, robust, tall, well built. They

usually go without clothing and this is the most ad-

vantageous condition for them to act or to be seen in;

for, dressed, they look weighed down and cramped.

They seemed satisfied with what was shown to them,

though they gave no expression of it, for they pride

themselves on not seeming surprised at anything.

They danced for us and their dances, done to the sound

of the drum or some barbaric and noisy instrument

mingled with horrible cries seemed to me to have a

certain analogy to their kind of life that is to say, it

seemed to be an image of war. They went away loaded

with presents and very pleased with the French. It

must be hoped that this good reception will bring a

part of the other tribes into alliance with the United

States. I forgot to mention an incident which proves

their devotion to those who have treated them well.

This was that their first question after having taken a

long while to explain why they had come, was to ask

for news of the Marquis de L6vis, former governor of

Canada.

On the third of September the English fleet anchored

in Gardiner's Bay, and on the seventh General Wash-

ington wrote to General Rochambeau to ask for an

interview with him at Hartford in Connecticut. We
left on the eighteenth, with the admiral and the com-
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manding officer of the engineers, to keep the appointed

meeting. We went through Bristol, quite a large town

that was burned by the English. From there we went

to Warren and were given beds at Providence a pretty

town. General Sullivan, after having withdrawn from

Rhode Island, came to occupy the heights of Providence

and built some redoubts there to strengthen his position

in case of attack.

THE CONFERENCE AT HARTFORD

We left the next day to go to Hartford. We went

through Sutuate, Coventry, Voluntown, and in the

State of Connecticut, Canterbury, Scotland, Windham,

Bolton, East Hartford, and West Hartford, on the

right shore of the Connecticut River.

As we drew near, the countryside which from

Providence on had been singularly austere, hilly, and

stony began to open out and to offer good land and

excellent pasturage.

General Washington had already reached Hartford.

He seemed very noble and very martial, thoughful,

grave, and reserved. He received us splendidly as well

as did all the officers with him. These were General

Knox, the Colonels Smith, Hampfries, Hamilton, and

others. The generals conferred and they decided upon
the plan of campaign and upon many other matters,

which were soon entrusted to me as will be seen later

when I was sent back to France with the task of asking
the government for the help which we needed.
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It was said that, during our journey from Providence

to Hartford, news had come of the arrival of Admiral

Rodney from the West Indies in New York with ten

ships of the line; and that he had expected to find there

the fleet of Monsieur de Guichen, whom he had fought

often among the islands and who had returned to

France.
RETURN TO NEWPORT

We left Hartford to return to Rhode Island after

having met Governor Trumbull in Connecticut, the

only English governor who had remained loyal to the

cause of American independence. We reached New-

port and found the fortifications on Rhode Island en-

larged, also some new batteries on Brenton Point which

crossed fire with Ran 5
Island. The ships had changed

their anchorage, drawing more closely together in the

event of Admiral Rodney's undertaking to attack, for as

soon as he had arrived he had sent four of his ships to

Admiral Graves who was anchored in Gardiner's Bay,

But it all passed off with display of force on both sides

and Rodney set sail on the fourteenth of October to

return to the West Indies.

MY DEPARTURE FOR FRANCE

When he had returned from the Hartford confer-

ence, General Rochambeau thought of the ways of

carrying out the plan of campaign agreed upon, that

*
Probably the same island as Rene Island, previously mentioned.
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is, the siege of New York. But to undertake this a

navy superior to that of the enemy was needed, some

additional troops and some money. He therefore de-

cided to send me to France to ask for new war materials

and to place us in a position to undertake a brilliant

campaign. I then left, carrying the Congressional mes-

sages, those of General Washington and of my father.

I left on the twenty-eighth of October, 1780, on the

frigate Amazone commanded by Captain La Perouse

and escorted by The Surveillante and The Hermione.

We ran through the English patrol and we fortunately

reached Lorient on the fifteenth of November of the

same year.

The ministry there was changed, Monsieur de Sar-

tine dismissed and Monsieur de Castries in his place.

Monsieur de Segur was soon minister of war, with

Monsieur de Montbarey out; and, after having been

presented by the latter to the king for the purpose of

bringing to his attention the object of my mission, I

submitted the memoir, herewith included,
6
to the Coun-

6 On the Necessity for an Increase in Sea and Land Forces in the
United States

The attack upon Rhode Island has two objectives:

1. To destroy the warships and to burn the convoy ships.
2. To defeat or capture die body of troops who are garrisoned there.

The naval men consider the first impossible since they regard as un-
attackable ships anchored broadside in such a channel as that at Rhode
Island with its sides so well protected. As for the convoy ships, they
can always be placed in a safe position by taking them up to Providence.
The second seems to offer some possibility to the enemy. But it

seems to me impossible under the present circumstances. The way in
which I believe the English would undertake this would be to bring
their transport ships loaded with landing forces into the

pass between
the mainland and Conanicut Island. They would go around the position
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cil, which asked me for it. But after having tried to

convince the conceit of Monsieur de Castries, who

feared General Rochambeau's success, after having use-

lessly tried to revive the torpid judgment of Monsieur

de Maurepas, a kind of prime minister, and having tried

to make Monsieur de Segur adopt a sensible plan of

campaign, after having tried to clear away Monsieur de

Vergennes' erroneous ideas on the United States, I left

on the twenty-fourth of March aboard the frigate La

Concorde, very tired and quite dissatisfied with the

small success of my poor mission, carrying however

part of the six millions which Monsieur Laurens had

got from the government.

held by the French vessels and proceed to make a landing at Studer-

house, which could still be protected by a few ships of the line. They
would be obliged in addition to lay siege to the entrenched camp at

Newport which would be occupied by the army. This would require

great efforts and a quantity of troops very much larger than those on
which we can count for the defense of the island, which would always
be as many as seven or eight thousand men, for the State militia being
called could come in five days to reenforce the French troops. This
has already happened when, shortly after our arrival, Admiral Arbuthnot

appeared.
The American militia puts up quite a good defense when it ghts

behind trenches and before their own doorways; but they must not be
taken too far away nor counted upon too much in a close

fighting.
The unfortunate campaign of General Gates in Carolina proves this.

The Northern militia is incomparably better than that of the South.
I am thoroughly convinced that General Clinton will never attempt

this attack
except with forces greatly superior to ours. It seems prob-

able that he will abandon the plan for this year for fear that a dis-

garrisoning
of New York would leave it open to an attack by Wash-

ingtonwhose army numbered from ten to twelve thousand men at the

time of my departureas soon as he himself was occupied in besieg-

ing us.

There are two other landing points, at Brenton's Point and Black
Point in the Seakonnet channel. But I do not believe that they would
ever attempt to descend on these points, one

place being very narrow
and the navigation of the second one being difficult and also near die

fort at Rowland's Ferry, which keeps open our contact with the main-
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Monsieur de Barras was on board. He replaced the

Chevalier de Ternay who had died at Rhode Island.

We reached Boston on the sixth of May very displeased

with the small quantity of flattering hopes which we

were permitted to entertain.

I brought the instructions of the Council to the gen-

erals. These instructions were so vague and poorly con-

ceived, badly thought out, in truth so erroneous that

General Rochambeau dismissed them completely from

his mind. They suggested, for example, expeditions

against Penobscot, against Newfoundland, while it was

'in the South that the theater of war must be set up; and

land. All that part of Rhode Island which faces Narragansett Bay
bristles with rocks and breakwaters in such a manner that it is impos-
sible to land thereat least according to the affirmations of Captain
Gardiner who has done the fleet and the army great service and who
merits the notice of the government.
The plan of campaign which the English have adopted seems quite

dangerous for the American cause. They no longer make any efforts to

bring the Northern colonies into obedience. It is against those of the

South that all of their attention is turned, and it is believed that they
plan to take the North River as their limit. The taking of Charleston,
the way in which Lord Cornwallis moved into the interior of the coun-

try, the detachment which has just been sent from New York and which
is believed to have left for Virginia, as well as the fort at West Point
which Arnold was obliged to surrender, all support this opinion quite
well.

I imagine that they have determined upon this because the colonies of
the South are more fertile, richer, and as a result more valuable to

England's trade. They are made up of great land holdings which have
a great number of black slaves to cultivate the plantations, who drawn
by a hope of freedom would rise against their masters or become part
of the English army as it advanced into the interior. The Northern
colonies on the contrary are full of small proprietors who are not very
rich and of whom the greater part has seen army service during the
course of the war. Besides these colonies are nearer to Boston, the chief

point of enthusiasm which so easily communicated itself to men who
were made discontented through long injustice and recent cruelty.
The ways of preventing these misfortunes are described in my father's

dispatches which I have turned over to the government and which cart

not too soon be carried into execution.
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the leaders acted on what should be done and not on

what was prescribed.

EVENTS IN AMERICA DURING MY ABSENCE

The English, sticking to their plan to separate the

colonies of the South from those of the North by tak-

ing either the Delaware or the Hudson River as a

boundary, had pushed the Army of the South a great

distance before them. It had moved from South Caro-

lina into Virginia. During the winter an eifort was

made to send a detachment of French to oppose Brig-

adier General Philip's corps, which was established

there, and to carry help to Major General La Fayette

who had been sent there.

But after an indecisive encounter which, however,

did some honor to the Chevalier Destouches who had

commanded the squadron since the death of the

Chevalier de Ternay they were obliged to return to

Newport and to wait for another chance, or at least

to withdraw until the moment when the news from

France, which I was to bring, had been received.

General Washington was still camped before New
York and still hoped to lay siege to it. Congress had no

money, enthusiasm was beginning to grow cold and the

Southern forces were always being beaten or at least

forced to retreat and, as a result, to abandon ground
before the enemy, who took possession of it.

Such was the state of affairs on my arrival.
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GENERAL ROCHAMBEAU's PLAN

I have already said that General Rochambeau, dis-

pleased with the French government, had decided to

forget the commands of the Council and to rely only

upon himself. But there were still some very great

difficulties to overcome; I mean the determination which

General Washington showed in wishing to make an

attack upon New York. This was impracticable, be-

cause the entrenched garrison greatly outnumbered the

besiegers. It was therefore necessary to fool him and

to seem to adopt his plans but to form others. So we

pretended to be moving toward him to attack New
York by land. A frigate was sent to the West Indies,

to Monsieur le Comte de Grasse, to get him to come

to America during the winter season; but General

Washington urged on him the plan of attacking New
York while the French General, who felt the impos-

sibility of this, wrote to the Admiral to come to Chesa-

peake Bay with all the land soldiers he could bring and

as much ready cash as it would be possible to borrow at

Havana. And he wrote that they would then attack

the English Army of Virginia, over which they would

probably have some advantage, because it was inferior

to the forces that would be opposed to it; and that they
would in that way do a great service to the American

cause since they would prevent the dismemberment of

the Southern provinces from those of the North. Gen-
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Newport <md Yorktown with which the Vicomte de Rochmbwu
his Journal)
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eral Washington had his reason for attacking New York

he was to be in command of this attack himself, while

he disliked the march on the South because he feared

that General Rochambeau would want to attribute to

himself alone the glory of a victory which the French

general could win without Washington. It was then

seen that there was his personal interest and his pride to

overcome, but the French general did not hesitate to

sacrifice to him that little glory and it will be seen later

that this reason alone was capable of winning him over.

THE FRENCH ARMY'S MARCH UPON THE NORTH RIVER

The time for action approached with the coming of

good weather. So the army was set in march for the

purpose of joining the American army which was en-

camped on the North River. The navy was left at

Newport to protect the siege guns stored at Providence.

And it was to join us at the moment that we thought it

possible for it to make the junction with the land army
or even with the fleet of the West Indies.

The infantry began embarking at Newport, brigade

by brigade, to go up the river and go to the camp which

was assigned to it on the heights at Providence, while

the Lauzun legion left its winter quarters in Lebanon

to join the infantry. The wagons necessary for the

transportation of equipment being assembled there, they

set out on their march by regiments, at an interval of a

day, to move toward the American army, and they
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were at Waterman's Tavern on the eighteenth of June

after having done 15 miles

June ipth to Plainfield 15
"

June 2oth to Windham 15
"

June 2 ist to Bolton 16
"

June 22nd to Hartford (a stop) 12%
"

June 25th to Farmington 12 1A "

June 26th to Baron's Tavern 13
"

June 27th to Breakneck 13
"

June 2 8th to New Town 15
"

The army marched by brigades

July ist to Ridgebury 15
"

July 2nd to Bedford 19
"

Total ; 161 miles

Lauzun's legion separated from the first brigade in

order to move against Morrisania to try to surprise the

Brigadier de Lancey's corps, while General Lincoln at

the head of 1,200 Americans was to try to surprise

King's Bridge. These two plans failed.

On the previous march 161 miles

July 3rd to North Castle 5
"

The army marched as a unit.

July 6th to Philipsburg 17
"

Total .' 1 8 3 miles
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THE MEETING WITH GENERAL WASHINGTON'S ARMY

We camped to the left of the American army in an

excellent and elevated position. Between us and the

enemy lay a difficult country with ground which they

would not have dared to cross without greatly endan-

gering themselves, for it could be easily defended and

the commanding positions were all on our side.

Lauzun's legion was placed in front of our left wing,

while the American army stationed its right wing along

the North River. This stationary position oifered the

great advantage of deceiving the enemy and of persuad-

ing them that we were planning to attack New York.

It will also be seen that we were to maneuver continu-

ally to convince them of this and to leave them with-

out any doubts in this respect.

On the thirteenth of July a small English squadron

came up the North River to intercept our supply ships.

It stopped before Fanytown [Tarrytown?] and can-

nonaded it at nightfall. A guard made up of a sergeant

and twelve men of the Soissonnais regiment, which was

protecting in conjunction with some of Sheldon's

dragoons some of our ships, successfully opposed a

landing. However, one of our shallops loaded with

bread had the awkwardness to run into the enemy
flotilla and was carried off. That trip almost cost the

leader of that expedition dearly, for our field howitzers

and some twelve-inch guns under the command of

Monsieur de Neuvisse and Verton furiously battered
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his ship. They set his ship on fire, a part of his crew

threw themselves overboard and one of the sailors who

reached shore told us of the success of our artillery.

General Washington, still hoping to attack New

York, proposed to General Rochambeau that they go

and reconnoiter the fortifications of that city from the

Jersey shores on July nineteenth. The latter readily

consented for the purpose of further hiding his plans

from General Clinton. They made out six camps on

the island, which mutually protected each other and the

strongest of which had more than two battalions. This

done, they wished to have a closer view and on the

evening of the twenty-first they sent out a detachment

of five thousand men, half of whom were French and

half of whom were American, to move against King's

Bridge and the two columns stationed themselves on the

heights in an important position, in which they re-

mained for forty-eight hours. During this time

Lauzun's legion, with some battalions of American and

French grenadiers, advanced on the front and on the

flanks from North River clear to the Sound, on Mor-

risania and Frog's Neck. We pushed back all the out-

posts which the enemy had on the mainland; we took

several prisoners; it was thus easier for the generals to

carry out the reconnoitering which they did with their

respective engineers. We did not lose a person.

Charles de Damas and Berthier each had a horse killed.

I commanded one of the battalions of grenadiers and it

was at this period that I left the general staff of the army
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and resigned my place as aide to the quartermaster gen-

eral of the cavalry that I had accepted on the first of

March, 1 780. We then returned to the camp at Philips-

burg where we remained inactive in our original posi-

tion.

But since the enemy had assembled a large amount of

fodder on the shores of the Sound at Rye, Mamaroneck,

Chester, and New Rochelle, it was to our interest to use

it up in order to take this resource away from them.

They let us do this undisturbed and withdrew their

outposts before the advances of our foragers without

firing a shot.

NEWS AND REPLIES FROM ADMIRAL DE GRASSE

On the fifteenth of August we received, by the

frigate La Concorde, the response from Admiral de

Grasse which announced his approaching arrival at

Chesapeake Bay with three thousand troops under the

command of General Saint-Simon.

GENERAL WASHINGTON ADOPTS THE FRENCH

GENERAL'S PLAN

The moment had now come to enlighten General

Washington and to persuade him to operate in the

South, in spite of the advice of his aide-de-camp, Hamil-

ton, in whom he had great confidence and who ob-

stinately wished to attack New York.

My father sent for the Brigadier General Duportail,

told him all of his ideas, which he completely approved,
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and asked him to use all of his influence with the Amer-

ican commander to make him adopt them. He gave

himself to this with zeal and enthusiasm; but, seeing the

latter's indecision and the obstacles which he created,

he guessed that pride had much to do with his refusal.

General Rochambeau, sacrificing his to the good which

should result from this maneuver, proposed to the

American General that he detach the Southern corps

from the Army of the North, to add to it a detachment

of light infantry from any part of the French army
and to come and command the expedition himself.

From then on the obstacles were removed, the march

south was resolved upon and definitely planned. We
wrote to Admiral Barras to give him a date for meeting

us at Chesapeake Bay with our siege guns. The rest

of the American army remained on the North River

to deceive New York and to protect West Point. But

in order to disguise our movements and to convince

General Clinton that we were going to join action with

Monsieur de Grasse on the right bank of the North

River in order to take Staten Island and make it easy

for the fleet to force its way past Sandy Hook, we had

Villemanzy, commissaire des guerres, leave at once to

establish a bakery at Chatham, New Jersey, which is

only three leagues from Staten Island. His work was

protected by a small body of Americans until the ar-

rival of our advance guard. He was let into the secret

and he was told that it was our intention to nourish the

army from that bakery in its march to Philadelphia, but
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that we must persuade the enemy by all kinds of pre-

tenses that the chief object was an attack upon Staten

Island. He did so well with this that he caused himself

to be fired upon by the English batteries in trying to

collect the bricks which were at the mouth of the Rari-

tan. This maneuver so completely deceived Sir Henry
Clinton that it kept him from sending help into Virginia.

Even the movement and the march south was not

known to him until the instant when we had crossed

the Delaware and had already left Philadelphia, the cap-

ital of Pennsylvania.

A fortunate chance helped once more to deceive

Clinton. He had intercepted a letter from Washing-
ton who, in good faith, still spoke of attacking New
York, while the French general hoped to make him go
south which did happen.

PROGRESS OF THE ARMY'S MARCH

August 2oth to North Castle 17 miles

August 2 ist to Hun's Tavern 9
"

August 22nd to King's Ferry 13
"

August 24th to Haverstraw i
"

August 25th to Suffron 15
"

August 26th to Pompton 15
"

August 2yth to Whippany . /. 16
"

August 29th to Bullieu's Tavern 16
"

August 3oth to Somerset Courthouse ... 12
"

August 3 ist to Princeton 18
"

September ist to Trenton 12
"
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September 2nd to Redlyon Tavern 1 8 miles

September 3rd to Philadelphia 1 1
"

Total 173 miles

Previously covered 183

Total 356 miles

The troops passed in review before the President of

Congress in the best order and in the finest appearance

possible. They even astonished the inhabitants of this

section by the excellent discipline which they kept and

by their extreme neatness after so long a march.

That beautiful city and its suburbs had been the

stopping place of the English and American armies

during 1777 and a part of 1778. Also we felt obliged

to visit the battlefields of Brandywine and Germantown

(the defensive points of the river in 1777), and, last,

the good winter quarters that Washington held from

1777 to 1778 at Valley Forge.

The first was won by General Howe from General

Washington. In the second this latter held his own.

Trenton and Princeton won for him the reputation of a

general.

After a day of rest we once again began marching
and came on:

September 5th to Chester 15 miles

September 6th to Wilmington 1 1
"

September 7th to Elkton 21
"

Total 47 miles
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THE ARRIVAL OF ADMIRAL DE GRASSE IN CHESAPEAKE

BAY

We found at Elkton one of Admiral de Grasse's

officers who told the generals that he had reached

Chesapeake Bay on the twenty-eighth of August. He
had landed three thousand troops, made up of the

Agenois, Gatinois, and Touraine regiments and of
fifty

dragoons and some artillery, under the command of

General Saint-Simon. They had joined the body of

light infantry which the Marquis de La Fayette com-

manded in the neighborhood of Williamsburg. The

officer who brought this letter had reached Elkton an

hour before our advance guard, and it is perhaps the

most unusual of coincidences that an expedition, made

up from the Windward Islands and from the northern

part of America, should meet from such distant points

within one hour of each other.

The few transports that they had been able to as-

semble in the bay, where for three months the English

had been destroying everything, did not allow us to

embark more than the grenadiers and the chasseurs,

along with the infantry of Lauzun's legion, under the

command of Brigadier General Custines* I commanded

one of the regiments of grenadiers. We set sail on the

eleventh of September from Plumbpoint, while the

army continued its march overland to Baltimore and

Annapolis where they found the ships which Admkal

de Grasse had sent for their complete embarkation.
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The grenadiers and the chasseurs put in at Annapolis,

at General Washington's order; for he had learned of

the French admiral's sally for thepurpose of encounter-

ing the English fleet and he feared that corsairs would,

in the meantime, attack the little flotilla which was com-

ing down the bay unescorted. But the Lauzun legion

disembarked to join up with its cavalry which had been

ordered to Gloucester on the other side of the York

River and opposite the town of York in Virginia.

Brigadier General Weeden was to be in command of

the American troops there.

However, the advance guard set sail and after having

spent several days on the bay, they landed six miles

from Williamsburg on the James River and at once

marched to take up a position before that town.

September 23rd to the Landing 170 miles

September 25th to Williamsburg 6
"

Previously covered 47
"

Already recorded 356
"

Total 579 miles

THE ARRIVAL OF THE ARMY IN WILLIAMSBURG IN

VIRGINIA

We found the three French regiments joined with

the light infantry commanded by Major General La

Fayette. Lord Cornwallis, occupied with intrenching

his forces at York and at Gloucester, had anchored his
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navy across the river below York in order to bar the

channel. His troops were estimated to amount to five

or six thousand men, but he did not try to attack the

little body of four thousand men who were opposed
to him. Admiral Hood had joined Graves at New
York from the West Indies and both of them had set

sail for Chesapeake Bay as soon as they learned of our

march toward the South. But they were too late when

they came to Cape Charles and Cape Henry, where they

expected to be ahead of the French Admiral whom they

found already there. But the latter, carried away by

eagerness or the need to encounter the enemy, cut his

cables, left part of his ships busy with disembarking

the land forces and, on the fifth of September, went to

fight the twenty English ships with twenty-four ships,

leaving the rest in the York and James rivers. The

French advance guard, under the command of Mon-

sieur de Bougainville, attacked the English rear guard

which was badly battered. And Monsieur de Grasse,

on the eleventh of September, entered the bay, after

having uselessly pursued the enemy. There he found

the Newport fleet under the command of Monsieur de

Barras, who had left there on September twenty-fifth

with ten transports loaded with our siege guns. He
had captured two English frigates during the jour-

ney.

The army began marching on the twenty-eighth to

move against York and begin operations.
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September 2 8th to Yorktown 1 1 miles

Formerly covered 579

General Total 59 miles

THE INVESTMENT OF YORK AND OF GLOUCESTER

The troops arrived before Yorktown and began the

investment from the upper part of the river to the

marsh near Colonel Nelson's house, taking advantage

of woods, of fortifications and of creeks in such a man-

ner as to be close enough to the enemy to be within

pistol fire of their works. The French brigades shared

the ground with the American detachments; but, all

bridges in front of the latter being down, they were

forced to wait until the next day to begin their invest-

ment. They then moved in the morning across the

marsh in such a manner that the besiegers were pro-

tected both on their right and left flanks by the York

River.

The enemy, finding themselves closely and very

methodically closed in upon, and fearing to be attacked

in the position they occupied, abandoned its outer

works during the night of the twenty-ninth and with-

drew within the walls. We at once took possession

of the abandoned terrain, which gave us the great ad-

vantage of being close to the enemy. Brigadier General

Choisy, who had been sent during the preceding month
to Admiral de Grasse to get him to disembark the ship's

forces for the purpose of reenforcing Lauzun's legion,
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had returned on the first of October. He pushed ahead

to surround Gloucester and took up a position three

miles from the town. Tarleton's cavalry occupied that

town. He wished to protect the approaches to it, but

he was attacked with such swiftness that he was routed

and overcome with great loss and retired swiftly inside

his lines.

THE SIEGE OF YORK

We opened the first parallel during the night of the

sixth and staged two attacks above and below the York

River. The attack on the right below the river was on

a front of about fifteen hundred or more yards with

four redoubts on its flanks and its center. The attack

of the left was covered by woods on its flank and a

battery composed of cannons, howitzers, and mortars

whose purpose was to draw the enemy's chief attention

and to burn the ships in the river. The English gave

all of their attention to the attack on the left and were

very astonished to see when day came the trench opened
&U around them. We occupied ourselves next with

setting up batteries, and on the ninth artillery came into

action. Hardly had the battery on the left fired a few

shells upon the English frigate which was in front of

it before the ship wisely decided to withdraw. The

batteries attacking on the right had a great effect on

the fortifications and on the ships, because the shots

that missed the fortifications fell on the ships.

At daybreak on the tenth we saw some shallops

loaded with troops trying to go up the river. They
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tried to land on the left bank above Gloucester, but

Monsieur de Choisy had hardly found out about this

before he was there with part of his corps and some

field pieces which kept the enemy from putting their

plan into effect.

The battery of the left wing fired a red-hot broadside

into the ships and set fire to two transport ships as well

as to the Charron, a vessel of fifty guns which burned

completely. The rest of the vessels anchored at York

set sail and anchored at Gloucester to get away from

our fire.

We still wanted also to burn the outer works on the

right flank of the enemy, but we could not manage to

do this: we attempted it a second time, but with the

same lack of success.

We opened the second parallel during the night of

the eleventh at a distance of not more than two hundred

and fifty yards from the defending troops. In it were

set up excellent batteries and three redoubts served as

a fortified shelter to support the troops in case of an

attack. It should be pointed out that since our first

parallel was very close to the left side of the enemy's

fortifications, the enemy imagined that the attack in

setting up the second parallel would come at this point,

and we surprised them with our activities which broke

on their center.

During the night of the fourteenth we attacked the

two separated redoubts to the left of the enemy. They
were shortly taken by the French grenadiers and the
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American light infantry, sword in hand. We took or

killed everything there and at once set up quarters and

joined it by communicating trenches with our works in

order to surround the town more completely.

During the night of the sixteenth the enemy made a

little
sally and spiked certain pieces of our batteries.

They took advantage of certain empty sections in our

trenches and surprised one of the redoubts held by the

Agenais regiment. We called out the reserves who

reached there in time to make the English drop the

work which they had begun with so much success.

We worked to establish a new battery before the at-

tack on the left, and on the seventeenth our
artillery

had made such a great effect upon the English entrench-

ments that they sent someone to parley with us at nine

o'clock in the morning, proposing a suspension of arms

for twenty-four hours in order to decide the fate of

the garrison. We refused the suspension but said that

the capitulation of the garrison of Charleston could be
JT Q

taken as a model. During this time Le Vaillant, with

64 guns, and ^Experiment, with 50, both of which

had been ordered to go up the river and move toward

the town, had quite a good wind and came to anchor

on our right. Firing began again, but a short while

after they sent us a second bearer of a flag of truce and

after many negotiations the garrisons of York and of

Gloucester capitulated under the following conditions:
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THE SURRENDER OF THE YORK AND GLOUCESTER

GARRISONS

Copy of the articles of capitulation settled between

his Excellency General Washington, commander-in-

chief of the combined forces of America and France;

his Excellency the Count de Rochambeau, lieutenant

general of the armies of the King of France, great cross

of the royal and military order of St. Louis, command-

ing the auxiliary troops of his most Christian Majesty in

America; and his Excellency the Count de Grasse, lieu-

tenant general of the naval armies of his most Christian

Majesty, commander-in-chief of the naval army of

France in the Chesapeake on the one part; and the right

honorable Earl Cornwallis, lieutenant general of his

Britannic Majesty's naval forces in York River, in Vir-

ginia, on the other part.

Article i. The garrisons of York and Gloucester, in-

cluding the officers and seamen in his Britannic Maj-

esty's ships, as well as other mariners to surrender them-

selves prisoners of war to the combined forces of Amer-

ica and France. The land troops to remain prisoners

to the United States; the navy to the naval army of his

most Christian Majesty.

Granted.

Article 2. The artillery, guns, accouterments, mili-

tary chest, and public stores of every denomination,

shall be delivered unimpaired to the heads of depart-

ments appointed to receive them.
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Granted.

Article 3. At twelve o'clock this day the two re-

doubts on the left bank of York to be delivered; the

one to a detachment of American infantry; the other

to a detachment of French grenadiers.

Granted.

The garrison of York will march out to a place to

be appointed in front of the posts, at two o'clock pre-

cisely, with shouldered arms, colors cased, and drums

beating a British or German march. They are then to

ground their arms, and return to their encampments,
where they will remain until they are despatched to

the places of their destination. Two works on the

Gloucester side will be delivered at one o'clock to a de-

tachment of French and American troops appointed to

possess them. The garrison will march out at three

o'clock in the afternoon; the cavalry with their swords

drawn, trumpets sounding; and the infantry in the man-

ner prescribed for the garrison of York. They are like-

wise to return to their encampments until they can be

finally marched off.

Article 4. Officers are to retain their side-arms. Both

officers and soldiers to keep their private property of

every kind, and no part of their baggage or papers to be

at any time subject to search or inspection. The bag-

gage and papers of officers and soldiers taken during the

siege to be likewise preserved for them.

Granted.

It is understood that any property obviously belong-
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ing to the inhabitants of these States, in the possession

of the garrison, shall be subject to be reclaimed.

Article 5. The soldiers to be kept in Virginia, Mary-

land, or Pennsylvania, and as much by regiments as

possible, and supplied with the same rations or pro-

visions as are allowed to soldiers in the service of Amer-

ica. A field-officer from each nation to wit, British,

Anspach, and Hessian and two other officers on parole

in the proportion of one to fifty men, to be allowed to

reside near their respective regiments and be witnesses

of their treatment; and that their officers may receive

and deliver clothing and other necessaries for them; for

which passports are to be granted when applied for.

Granted.

Article 6. The general, staff and other officers, not

employed as mentioned in the articles, and who choose

it, to be permitted to go on parole to Europe, to New
York, or any other American post at present in posses-

sion of the British forces, at their own option, and

proper vessels to be granted by the Count de Grasse

to carry them under flags of truce to New York within

ten days from this date, if possible, and they to reside in

a district to be agreed upon hereafter until they embark.

The officers of the civil department of the army and

navy to be included in this article. Passports to go by
land to those to whom vessels cannot be furnished.

Granted.

Article 7. Officers to be allowed to keep soldiers as

servants according to the common practice of the
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service. Servants, not soldiers, are not to be considered

as prisoners and are to be allowed to attend to their

masters.

Granted.

Article 8. The Bonetta sloop-of-war to be equipped
and navigated by its present captain and crew and left

entirely at the disposal of Lord Cornwallis from the

hour that the capitulation is signed, to receive an aide-

de-camp to carry despatches to Sir Henry Clinton; and

such soldiers as he may think proper to send to New
York, to be permitted to sail without examination, when

his despatches are ready. His lordship engages on his

part that the ship shall be delivered to the order of the

Count de Grasse, if she escapes the dangers of the sea;

that she shall not carry off any public stores. Any part

of the crew that may be deficient on her return, and

the soldier passengers to be accounted for on her de-

livery.

Granted.

Article 9. The traders are to preserve their property,

and to be allowed three months to dispose of or remove

them; and those traders are not to be considered as pris-

oners of war.

The traders will be allowed to dispose of their effects,

the allied army having the right of preemption. The

traders to be considered as prisoners of war upon parole.

Article 10, Natives or inhabitants of different parts

of this country, at present in York or Gloucester, are
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not to be punished on account of having joined the

British Army.
This article cannot be assented to, being altogether

of civil resort.

Article n. Proper hospitals to be furnished for the

sick and wounded. They are to be attended by their

own surgeons on parole; and they are to be furnished

with medicines and stores from the American hospitals.

The hospital stores now in York and Gloucester shall

be delivered for the use of the British sick and wounded.

Passports will be granted for procuring further supplies

from New York as occasion may require; and proper

hospitals will be furnished for the reception of the sick

and wounded of the two garrisons.

Article 12. Wagons to be furnished to carry the

baggage of the officers attending on the soldiers, and to

surgeons when traveling on account of the sick, attend-

ing the hospitals at public expense.

They are to be furnished if possible.

Article 13. The shipping and boats in the two har-

bors, with all their stores, guns, tackling and apparel,

shall be delivered up in their present state to an officer

of the navy appointed to take possession of them, previ-

ously unloading the private property, part of which

had been on board for security during the siege.

Granted.

Article 14. No article of capitulation to be infringed

on pretense of reprisals; and if there be any doubtful
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expression in it, they are to be interpreted according to

the common meaning and acceptance of the words.

Granted.

Done at York Town in Virginia October 19, 1781.

Cornwallis,

Thomas Symonds.

Done in the trenches before York Town in Virginia

October 19, 1781*

G. Washington,

Le Comte de Rochambeau,

Le Comte de Barras, en son

nom et celui de Comte de

Grasse.
7

We found in York and in Gloucester 7,050 men of

the regular troops, as many English as Germans, 22

flags, 1 60 pieces of cannon of all calibers, 1,500 seamen,

40 ships.

The enemy lost from four to five hundred men. We
lost about the same number.

GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON THE SIEGE OF YORK AND OF

GLOUCESTER

Lord Cornwallis committed three important errors.

The first was in not having attacked the troops under

La Fayette and Saint-Simon before the arrival of the

French Army. The second was in not having defended

7 The above articles are the articles of surrender as they were written

in English. The French translation of them varied in so slight a degree
from the original as to make the variations unworthy of note.
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his outer works well enough. The third was in not

having attempted any important sallies.

Admiral de Grasse, too hasty, committed a grave

mistake in leaving the bay to fight the enemy, thus

leaving unprotected the forces that were to lay siege

to Yorktown.

REEMBARKATION OF THE TROOPS AND THE DEPARTURE

OF THE FRENCH FLEET

The English troops having evacuated the town, they

set out for their destination after having received five

or six thousand francs which the French officers loaned

to them. We sent the Due de Lauzun aboard the

frigate La Surveillante to carry the news of our success

to France.

We reembarked the three regiments which had come

to us from the French colonies and the Comte de Grasse

made all preparations for his departure to go to join

Monsieur de Bouill6, with whom he was to attack the

Barbadoes, about which they had procured certain in-

formation. But they changed their plan later and cap-

tured Saint-Christophe. During this time the English

fleet, powerful in having twenty-three ships of the

line, appeared again before the capes with General

Clinton aboard and five thousand soldiers whom he had

embarked to bring to the aid of Lord Cornwallis and

in order to assure himself whether or not the French

admiral was still there. We sent out a second frigate

named UAndromaque to inform the French govern-
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ment of the details of the taking of York and to ask for

a larger force. And, finally, the Comte de Grasse left

us on the fourth of November to keep his agreed meet-

ing with the Marquis de Bouille. He left in the bay a

little flotilla composed of the Romulus with 44 guns,

captained by Villebranche; UHermione, 32 guns, cap-

tained by La Touche; La Diligente, 32 guns, captained

by Clonard; La Resolue (at Boston), 32 guns, cap-

tained by De Langle.

The next day the American army broke camp to go

to the North River, with the exception of a detachment

of two thousand men under the command of General

St. Clair who was in the South to reenforce the army

camped on the heights of Jantu (Santee).

Congress wished to express its gratitude toward the

French generals. It resolved, first, to erect a column of

marble, in memory of this siege, in the town of York,

and it gave to the French generals, General Rocham-

beau and the Comte de Grasse, four pieces of cannon

taken from the English in that battle.

THE FRENCH TROOPS GO INTO WINTER QUARTERS

It was thought that we ought to raze the defenses

which Arnold had built at Portsmouth, since they had

become useless to us, as well as those of the town of

York of which the Americans did not wish to make a

fortified town. And the troops then went into winter

quarters. They were the Bourbonnais and Royal Deux
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Fonts at Williamsburg with the general headquarters;

Soissonnais and Saintonge at York, Gloucester and

Halfway House; the Lauzun legion at Hampton up to

the time that it was sent to Charlotteburg in North

Carolina in order to be near General Green who was

asking for reenforcements; and the siege guns and artil-

lery at West Point at the confluence of the Pamunkey
and Matopony rivers where they were protected from

the activities of the English should it be necessary to

leave them there on the departure of the army. It was

in this position that we awaited the return of good
weather and news from France; for it was useless to

march south, since General Green was strong enough
to hold his own with the English army, and since we
should not have been numerous enough to move against

New York after our meeting with General Washing-
ton if we were taken North while such operations were

under way in the South. Arnold was sent from New
York to lay waste and to burn New London, which he

did on the sixth of September.

Thus ended the campaign of 1781. It began by re-

verses in Carolina, revolts in Jersey, devastation in Vir-

ginia, and at the end of that same year the English were

shut up in Savannah and Charleston while their Army
of Virginia laid down its arms after being made pris-

oners of war.

1782

The frigate La Sybille arrived on January 10, 1782,

and did not bring us any information of importance.
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But we lost La Diligente at Cape Henry. She had gone
out to escort UHermione which was being sent back to

France.

Now is the moment to report the adventure of Cap-
tain Asgyl, which the public prints have so badly

handled. An American refugee named Lippencut

left New York with a small group of
loyalists and

took into custody a captain of the American militia

whom he surprised at his home. He hung him with

a degrading inscription on him. General Washing-
ton demanded that General Clinton turn the mur-

derer over to him and threatened reprisals in case of

refusal. The English did not meet his demands. He
had the English prisoners brought from the fort and he

chanced upon young Asgyl who had surrendered at

Yorktown. The oldest of the English officers impris-

oned called to the attention of General Rochambeau,

guarantor of the Yorktown surrender, which was made

before this affair, that the surrender forbade any re-

prisals upon individuals concerned. Rochambeau, feel-

ing the justice of the claim, sent a courier to the Che-

valier de la Luzerne with a request that his letter be

taken to the American general who as a signatory of the

surrender gave his promise to support its terms com-

pletely.
The King and the Queen of France soon in-

terested themselves in this officer and it is easily imag-

ined that such support did no injury to his interests.
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LEAVING VIRGINIA

Inclement weather was about to set in and it was im-

portant to leave this State to establish ourselves in the

North and in this way take care of the health of our

small number of soldiers by looking for healthful cli-

mates. General Rochambeau therefore left his siege

artillery at West Point with four hundred men under

the command of Monsieur de la Valette, Lieutenant

Colonel de Saintonge at Yorktown to protect that mili-

tary depot, and he sent the army in two columns toward

Baltimore in Maryland. The column of the left was

composed of the Lauzun legion, that of the right of the

remaining infantry which marched by regiments at in-

tervals of a day.

July ist to Drinking Spring 9 miles

July znd to Bird's Tavern 8
"

July 3rd to Ratilisse's House 7
"

July 4th to Hatfield House 7
"

July 5th to Newcastle 16
"

July 7th to Hanover 5
"

July 8th to Little Page Bridge 12
"

July pth to Buck's Bridge 14
"

July loth to Bowling Green 8
"

July 1 1th to Charles Thornton's House . . 9
"

July i2th to Falmouth 13
"

Total 108 miles
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July i4th to Garrotz Tavern 1 1 miles

July i jth to Darnfries 13
"

July i6th to Colchester 1 1
"

July iyth to Alexandria 17
"

July 1 8th to within a mile of George-

town 8
"

July igth to Bladdenburg 8
"

July 2 znd to Snowden's House 13
"

July 23rd to Derset's House 12
"

July 24th to Baltimore 12
"

Total 213 miles

A DESCRIPTION OF VIRGINIA

This State is large and well peopled with whites and

with negro slaves. It is rich and productive. But it

has suffered greatly since the war because it has con-

stantly supported the presence of the armies and the

devastations of this war. Five great rivers divide it

from west to east while Chesapeake Bay runs along it

north and south and borders it in its eastern boundary.

Its dwellings are more spacious and more elegant than

in the northern part of America because wealth here is

greater. These houses have a large number of slave

servants which give an air of pomp and grandeur to

these kinds of chateaux, in which the planters live peace-

fully and lazily without making great efforts toward

being industrious or active. The land itself seems sandy
and light; it is even said that it is beginning to be ex-
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hausted. On it are produced tobacco, cotton, wheat,

and corn. The horned cattle here are small and deli-

cate, but the horses on the contrary are the finest in any

part of America. They are lively, strong, spirited and

very swift. They add to all this a great gentleness.

I have seen the chief towns of this State and I am

going to give a separate and short description of them.

Williamsburg, the seat of government, had some quite

handsome buildings. They were the governor's palace,

the capitol in which the courts of justice met, and the

college. The town was quite pretty, well constructed,

made up of two main streets, of several public squares,

and had probably two or three hundred houses.

York, twelve miles from the preceding, is built on the

river of this name in a place which is only a mile wide.

The largest war vessels can come up that far. The

town has some quite well-built houses. But it has lost

greatly since the war.

Portsmouth and Norfolk will be greatly enlarged

with the coming of peace. The second, burned by
Lord Danmore, will probably be rebuilt easily in peace
times for it is in a very advantageous spot for com-

merce. One is on the west shore of the Elizabeth River,

the other on the opposite shore. The bed of the river

is three or four hundred French fathoms wide and

from eighteen to twenty feet deep.

Fredericksburg on the right shore of the Rappahan-
nock is quite large. It is made up of a pretty street

crossed at right angles by several others. There are
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about one hundred and fifty houses in which live fifteen

hundred whites and some slaves. This part of Virginia

seemed to me to be quite well off. The fertility of the

land in this valley is the real cause for this, it seems to

me. The frigates come up the river all the way to

Lead's Town and other vessels to Tapahanock. There

is a fall in front of Falmouth which is on the opposite

side where the river can be crossed through a ford;

but it is full of rocks, which make this difficult. This

city was founded by some Hessians who set up the

planters' factories in this part of Virginia.

Alexandria on the Potomac has from twelve to fifteen

hundred individuals, as many blacks as whites. It can

become very important and very flourishing, being ad-

vantageously located for commerce and for the exporta-

tion of its commodities. The river facilitates the

shipping of tobacco, wheat, and corn, which the coun-

try produces, from Alexandria to the West Indies and

to Europe. One of the leading citizens told me that this

town exported, before the war, twenty-one thousand

barrels of flour and a hundred and fifty thousand hogs-

heads of wheat. Ships of sixty-four guns that take ad-

vantage of the moment of high tide to cross the bar,

which is fifty miles below Alexandria, can come up the

river to the city. This river is the largest in Virginia,

as much by its width as by the length of its course. It

is a mile wide at Alexandria and it spreads out to fifteen

at its mouth on entering the bay.

Richmond on the James River is the Governor's place
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of residence and the meeting place of the State As-

sembly. It is quite important and must have from

twelve to fifteen hundred inhabitants, as many blacks

as whites. The country which surrounds it is of the

same character as that about Williamsburg, but it be-

comes more fertile as one goes over the country between

this town and the preceding one, for it presents to the

eye some very handsome plantations situated for the

most part on the James River. Westover, among others,

which belongs to Mrs. Bird, is a beautiful property, well

kept up, important for the revenue it brings in, and

especially pleasantly lived in.

Petersburg, on the right bank of the Appomattox
River is composed of from two to three hundred houses.

It is not laid out very pleasingly and is a bottom, but it

is the region which produces the best and the greatest

quantity of tobacco. There are many warehouses in

the town for storing the harvests of this plant.

Charlotte Courthouse is the dwelling place of quite

an unusual individual, Major John Stone, a good Whig
of an enormous bulk and a frightful filthiness. It was

with difficulty that he managed to move about and in

his own house he allowed the most disgusting contrasts.

His bedroom held his provisions and his toilet. Yet he

carried on a conversation that was lively, clever, and

full of original repartee. Tarleton had been on an ex-

pedition into upper Virginia. He stopped at the Major's
house and took possession of the dwelling as well as of

the provisions which were there. The Major, not being
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able to offer physical opposition to force, allowed his

house to be plundered without saying anything and re-

mained seated in the parlor from which the English

general was giving his orders. This officer, seeing the

enormous bulk seated in an armchair calmly smoking
a pipe, asked him if he was the master of the house.

The Major, without disturbing himself, answered, "Be-

fore your arrival, Colonel, I was the master of it; but

since you have reached here I am greatly tempted to

believe that you have become the master of it." It is

also in that general district that Jefferson former gov-

ernor of the State, man of letters, politician, and great

worker for the cause of the United States lives at

Monticello.

Hanover, Falmouth, Colchester, Newcastle, Dum-

fries are no more than started; but the odds are that

they will prosper in peace times.

It is at Ossly, in the outskirts of Hanover, that Gen-

eral Nelson, Governor of Virginia during the last cam-

paign, lives.

This brave man was harassed by his fellow citizens

for having overstepped the law during that crisis in

greatly contributing to the success of the campaign.

It is true that he had requisitioned the slaves and horses

of the country for use by the army* They reproached

him for his illegal acts and he resigned. It is very rarely

that republics are grateful for services given them in

any unusual manner. His successor was the former

secretary to General Washington, Mr. Harrison, who
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was limited, caviling, and a stickler for etiquette in the

extreme.

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MARYLAND

This State is bounded by the States of Delaware, of

Pennsylvania and Virginia, and is cut by Chesapeake

Bay and the Susquehanna. Potomac Falls, which in-

terrupt navigation of the river, are ten miles above

Georgetown, opposite Alexandria. The country is

wooded, quite well cultivated. Its products are to-

bacco, wheat, corn, iron. The cattle is very inferior

to that in Pennsylvania, but the horses here are fast and

powerful. The inhabitants are more active and more

enterprising than those of Virginia. The part of the

State which is on the eastern shore of the bay has some

very important plantations and some very rich indi-

viduals. They live there in luxury and magnificence.

There are two important towns therethat is, Balti-

more and Annapolis. The former has not suifered from

the war, because the English have never dared to go up
that far. Its commerce has therefore grown large with

all that the Virginia cities have lost. The city is well

built and thickly populated. It is difficult to move

through the streets on market days. The citizens, not

wishing to elevate one of their fellows above another,

have been unable to establish any civil authority; but

the State feels able to force them to obey the same rules

as those adopted for the rest of the union. Neverthe-

less, the greatest liberty obtains in this
city. It has never
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become license, because the naturally sweet and peace-

ful character of Americans lets public peace exist with-

out ever troubling it*

Annapolis, on the bay, is a charming town* The

legislature meets there and the governor lives there.

The public buildings are quite handsome, built with

taste and magnificence. I saw Governor Lee, a good

Whig, but gentle and moderate, learned, and loved by
the inhabitants of the country who come to know him

only to respect and praise him. He is thirty or thirty-

five years old.

The town of Elk or Elkton or Head of Elk is quite

a pretty town situated in a part of Maryland which is

quite productive of wheat and corn.

They are trying to make the Susquehanna navigable

and they will succeed. Further, Mr. Stock, to whom'

belongs the land around Lower Ferry on this river, has

conceived the idea of a new town which he is going to

call Havre de Grace. He has already sold land to a

dozen different people.

We stayed at Baltimore until the arrival of the siege

artillery which we had left at West Point as well as the

detachment which we had left at York and which came

escorted by the Romulus. Then the army began its

march to make a junction with the American army

camped near Verplank's, a point on the North River.

The purpose of this move was to threaten New York

and to keep Clinton from sending a detachment of his

troops against the French island possessions.
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PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH ARMY*S MARCH

August 24th to Whitemarsh 13 miles

August 25th to Bush Town 13
"

August 26th to Lower Ferry on the

Susquehanna 15
"

August z8th to Head of Elk 16
"

August 29th to Newport 16
"

August 30th to Chester 16
"

August 3ist to Philadelphia 16
"

September 2nd to Redlyon 15
"

September 3rd to Trenton 16
"

September yth to Princeton 1 2 Vz
"

September 8th to Somerset Courthouse 14
"

September roth to Whippany 16
"

September i2th to Pompton meeting

house 15
"

September i3th to Suffrong 15
"

September i4th to Haverstraw 15
1A "

September i yth to Peak's Kill 2
1/2 "

September 24th to Crompond 12
"

238^2 miles

March from Williamsburg to Baltimore.2 1 3
"

45 1
1A miles

ABOUT THE STATE OF DELAWARE

This State is bordered by the Delaware River, Penn-

sylvania, Maryland, and the sea. It is much longer than
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it is wide. The inhabitants are numerous and very in-

dustrious. The land is well cultivated and it produces
the same things that Pennsylvania does.

Wilmington is the capital. It is inhabited largely by
Quakers. It is given over to commerce and uses the

creek which flows by its southeast portions to send out

its ships. It has about two hundred houses. The

Lauzun legion was garrisoned there.

A DESCRIPTION OF PENNSYLVANIA

A second time we crossed Pennsylvania as an army
and still conducting ourselves with the same order and

discipline. We were even better received on our re-

turn than we had been before. Good behavior and a

certain success had won for us the esteem and the favor

of our hosts who had been amazed to see some of the

wealthy among us submit themselves to the dangers of

war, to the dangers of the sea, in order to win a little

profitless glory in this country they who considered

money as the sovereign good.

Pennsylvania is very large. It is bounded by the

Jerseys, by the County of Delaware, by Maryland,

by the State of New York, and by Ohio. The Sus-

quehanna, as well as the Delaware, crosses it. It is well

populated. It has many Quakers, since it was founded

by William Penn. The Quakers were among the first

to give their negroes freedom. The soil is fertile and

produces corn, wheat, and excellent pasturage. Iron

mines are also found here. The animals here are large
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and sound, the work horses strong but the saddle horses

inferior to those of Maryland and Virginia.

Philadelphia is the capital It is thickly populated,

well built, without any irregularity, and without any

gainsaying the best watered city in the world, for on

both sides of the streets at intervals of about sixty-five

feet are hydrants. All the streets run parallel and are

crossed at right angles. They are bordered by side-

walks (on both sides), the paving very clean, covered

and well constructed. The public buildings are nice

looking. The building that houses Congress and the

State Legislature is large and handsome and is enhanced

by a pretty garden. This town, located at the point

least distant from the Schuylkill and the Delaware, is

going to develop from river to river in order to take

advantage of their navigability, but the inhabitants are

particularly numerous along the Delaware because of

its easier navigability and because it reaches more in-

land. There are thirty thousand inhabitants and here

the government at present is located. Many Quakers,

the founders of Pennsylvania, live in this city and this

State. This sect is little loved by the other sects because

it furnishes nothing toward the expenses of the war, and

because the others feel that the Quakers' cleverness in

business matters is somewhat too fine. The defenses

of the river are set up on Rheedy Island and Redbank

on the left bank to keep open contact with the Jerseys

and to protect the pass. Ships of fifty guns can come all
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the way up to the town, but no higher because the falls

at Trenton obstruct the Channel.

Chester, York, and Lancaster, which are not unim-

portant, will grow larger after the war when agricul-

ture, industry, and trade begin to flourish and the polit-

ical standing of this people shall have clearly shown it

to be an independent power.

ABOUT THE JERSEYS

This little State, bordered by the States of New York

and Pennsylvania, has been the constant camping

ground of the armies since the beginning of the war.

Also it has violently felt the disorders which usually

accompany armies.

The principal towns are Trenton, Princeton, Bruns-

wick, Amboy, Bordentown, Burlington, Elizabeth-

town, Newark, and Morristown.

It was at Trenton that General Washington began

to have some advantage over the English -army on

December 24, 1776. After having wintered in Penn-

sylvania, he wished to avoid having the Jerseys won to

the -cause of the British who had established canton-

ments at Amboy, Brunswick and out to the left bank

of the Delaware at Trenton, Bordentown, and Burling-

ton. Toward this end he assembled a strong detach-

ment, crossed the river at several points, surprised, cap-

tured, and completely defeated the fifteen hundred Hes-

sians encamped at Trenton, soon bringing the rest of

his army to join him in this position. This action drew
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across his front the forces of Lord Cornwallis, who had

been in the Jerseys. The latter advanced on Trenton,

leaving his reserves at Princeton and Maidenhead; but

General Washington, pressing his advantage without,

however, risking a general engagement, attacked again

during the night of January 2, 1777. His attack was

turned upon the English reserves after he had disguised

his march, thrown off the advance guard, pushed it

back, and thrown it into confused defeat. He next

took their quarters at Morristown after having gained

possession of Newark, of Elizabethtown, of Wood-

bridge, and after having forced the enemy forces to

fall back upon Brunswick and Amboy which they still

held. These two cunning maneuvers won for him in

Europe the reputation of general, where he had

formerly but the name.

The Jerseys have no ports on the coast. They are

broken by several rivers such as the Rawtown [Rari-

tan], the Hackensack, the Passaic. The land produces

wheat, corn, abundant pasturage and fruit trees, large

cattle and horses. Iron and copper are found here.

The land on the edges of the sea is mediocre but grows
better as you go toward the interior. The country is

open in all directions, either parallel to the seashore or

at right angles to it. Many Dutch and Germans settled

here in the beginning. Here agriculture is followed and

brought to perfection. But no great market centers

will ever be established here because the two great cities

of New York and Philadelphia are too near* The in-
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habitants of this section will never be more than the

commission merchants for the dealers in these large

cities.

ABOUT NEW YORK STATE

This large and well-populated State, bordered on

the east by Connecticut, on the west by the Jerseys,

on the south by the sea, on the north by Canada and

the Lakes, and crossed by the beautiful North River or

Hudson, partly is held by the English and by the Amer-

icans. The first are in New York and on the coast; the

Americans are so located in the interior as to protect

West Point and the Jerseys.

This State was perfectly cultivated and well pop-
ulated before the war. The land produced in abun-

dance all the necessities of life, such as wheat, corn,

splendid cattle, excellent fruits and vegetables; but at

present the devastation inseparable from army occupa-

tion has reduced certain parts to a kind of desert condi-

tion.

I cannot speak of the city of New York since I have

seen only the outer fortifications of it, but people look

upon it as the second city of America. Albany on the

Hudson River is the most important after the capital,

but it should be mentioned that the population of this

State does not collect itself in compact masses as in the

other States and that it has scattered even more widely

during the campaigns* It was the Dutch who laid the

first foundations of this colony. They turned to com-

merce and agriculture.
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ON THE AMERICAN ARMY

After having crossed the North River at King's Ferry

we marched by the American army, which was on

parade at Verplank's Point awaiting us. They did

many maneuvers before us. We were astonished at

the handsome show they made, well clothed and drill-

ing superbly. We saw very clearly that they had

profited by the good examples that we had given them.

We then went a few miles farther on, to camp at

Crompond. We learned of the arrival of the frigates

UAigle and La Gloire in the Delaware, the first com-

manded by Monsieur de la Touche, the second by
Monsieur de Vallelongue. They brought back the

Messieurs de Viomesnil, Lauzun, Laval, de Segur, de

Broglie and a number of aides-de-camp, some ready

money, and finally the instructions of the Council which

told of the arrival in the United States of a French fleet

not to act offensively but to bring the troops back to

the West Indies, with no promise of any reenforce-

ments. Pursued by an English squadron cruising at the

entrance to the Capes they were obliged to enter with-

out a pilot. Unfortunately they took the wrong chan-

nel. La Gloire, which drew less water, entered; but

UAigle, riding lower, failed and was captured by the

Commodore Elphmstoneor^y^ however, after the land

officers and the money had landed. Prince William

Henry, son of the English King, was a naval guard
aboard the Commodore and he himself caused the pos-
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sessions of the French officers which had remained

aboard to be ransacked. Particular attention was given

to some things sent me from France. This apparently

was done to show gratitude for the kindness which we
had shown toward the York garrison.

We stayed for a while at Crompond and we had time

while there to dig a canal for the purpose of increasing

the water supply which we needed in the camp and

at the same time to keep our soldiers occupied* It was

here that quite an odd occurrence took place.

General Rochambeau was staying at the home of a

miller who begged him to do a great favor for him that

was, to assign several soldiers to work on a canal for his

mill, the one which I have just mentioned. The French

general, wishing to keep the army occupied while they
were detained in camp, in order to combat the bore-

dom of their inaction, and in order to let them make

some money, put the whole army at this work as a favor

to his host. This same man furnished two or three acres

of his land from which to cut firewood for the troops*

Later he asked an enormous sum from the commissariat

officer as payment for this wood; but the general re-

fused to let himself be forced to pay a ransom to a man

for whom he had so recently done so great a service.

He suggested a reasonable price to the miller. But this

man, not satisfied, took the moment of the army's de-

parture to have the French general arrested as his debtor.

The civil officer explained to General Rochambeau the

painful duty which he had to execute and, placing his
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hand gently on the general's shoulder, he pronounced

him prisoner, at the same time asking permission to take

him off peacefully.

The French general, respecting the country's laws,

appointed Villemanzy, war commissioner, to look into

the business. The demand which the scoundrel had

made for sixty thousand livres was reduced to between

seven and eight thousand. The judges considered even

this sum too great for the amount of wood used by the

French army.

His conduct did great honor to General Rochambeau

and proved the wisdom of the general and of his troops,

who refrained from the least violence against the Ameri-

can magistrate.

Captain La Perouse who had returned to America

with me during the preceding year was active during
the summer in the northern part of the continent. He
took possession of the stores in Hudson Bay, plundered

them, but took care to leave enough food there to allow

the inhabitants to survive until the next good weather*

PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH ARMY*S MARCH

October 22nd to Sozem 13% miles

October 23rd to Danbury 1 1
"

October 24th to Newtown 15
"

October 26th to Breakneck 17
"

October 2yth to Baron's Tavern 15
"

October 28th to Farmington 13
"

October 2pth to Hartford 13
"
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November 4th to Bolton 14 miles

November 5th to Windham 16
"

November yth to Canterbury 10
"

November 8th to Voluntown 10
"

November pth to Waterman's Tavern. 10
"

November roth to Providence 15
"

172% miles

Distance marched by the army in going

from Virginia to Crompond 45 1
1A miles

624 miles

ON THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

In 1756 this State was made up of 126,975 whites, of

3,019 negroes, and of 617 Indians. In 1774 there were

191,192 whites and 6,464 negroes and in 1782 there

were 202,597 whites and 6,275 blacks, which proves

that the population there is strongly building up. The

State has abundant pastures; also, the farmers there raise

horned cattle of the best quality and good saddle horses

and work horses* The lands are, in general, good; but

dry, hilly, and stony in certain sections* It does not go
far inland, for it is bordered on the north by the State

of Massachusetts Bay, on the east by Rhode Island, on

the west by New York, and on the south by the Sound*

The inhabitants are good farmers, very economical,

active and industrious. The State is divided by the

Nonsatoneck [Housatonic? ] , Connecticut, and Thames

rivers* The towns here are close together. The
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legislature meets at Hartford. This town is on the

Connecticut River and is occupied with trade. The

valley lands through which the river flows are excel-

lent. It produces wheat, some barley, and some corn.

Ships of a hundred tons go up as far as the point where

the ferry crosses. There is a fall twelve miles farther

up which halts all navigation of the river. From that

point navigation must be done in flat boats. But in

this same fall there is a channel two or three feet wide

where there are always seven or eight feet of water.

Wetherfield is six miles farther down.

New Haven on the Sound is in a nice basin. Its port is

excellent. It formerly did a good business and sent out

from 120 to 130 ships of all sizes according to what I

have been told here. It sent out flour, wheat, corn,

lumber, and cattle to the West Indies, and now it trades

in contraband goods with New York as well as all the

other towns along the Sound. But this is done, how-

ever, under the greatest difficulty.

Dr. Hyle is president of the college. He is famous

for his devotion to the cause of American independence.
Ten miles from this city on the road to Dombnrg

*

there is a cave which was the hiding place of Mr. Dix-

well, one of the judges of Charles I who fled to this

place when Charles II condemned and set a price

upon the heads of the judges of his father. He dis-

closed this secret to the commissioner at New Haven
a short while before his death.

8
Danbnry probably intended.
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The country between Bolton, Lebanon, and Nor-

wich is well populated, and the inhabitants are very-

close to one another. Norwich was formerly a city of

trade, but today it languishes in idleness. I went to see

Samuel Huntington, former President of Congress. I

found him very much the gentleman, one who seems

good, devoted to his country's liberty, but nothing more

than that. Six miles from this town at Mohegan is

found a tribe of Indians whose origin is not known.

New London on the Thames, four miles from where

it empties into the Sound, is an excellent port. The

largest warships can anchor right at the town. The

town is quite large and well built.

We learned of the arrival of the French fleet at Bos-

ton and at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, under the

command of Comte de Vandreuil. We made prepara-

tions to move toward it in order to embark the troops

going to the Islands.

ON THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

This State, according to men who know, had sixty

thousand inhabitants, but the misfortunes of war have

severely depopulated it, Newport particularly has been

reduced to nothing. The town of Providence located

inland has maintained itself better. Nevertheless, trade

there has been ruined this year because English raiders

have captured the few ships which the merchants have

sent out. However, agriculture holds up well enough
there.
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The towns of Bristol and of Warren were reduced to

cinders and abandoned, but they only waited for peace

to build them again.

The little town of North Providence or Potuket

situated a mile from this town is quite busy. It is built

on the Seakouk River at the point of the waterfall in

this river. Ships of 150 tons can come within a mile

of the falls.

We camped for a long while at Providence, up to the

time when bad weather would have forced us to house

our troops in huts, placed in holes three feet deep, cov-

ered with wood and turf, which they themselves built

for the purpose of lodging there protected from the

afflictions of air, snow, and cold. Only I remained

housed under the canvas of my tent.

DEPARTURE OF THE FRENCH ARMY AND THE NAVAL

FORCES

Finally the admiral found himself ready. He notified

the French general who sent the troops toward Boston

and Portsmouth, while Lauzun's legion took up its win-

ter quarters at Wilmington in Delaware. The troops
were embarked and set sail for their destination on the

second of December.

PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH ARMY*S MARCH

December ist to Wrentham 1 8 miles

December 2nd to Dedham 14
**

December 3rd to Boston 1 1
"
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The other group went to Portsmouth in

New Hampshire.
December 3rd to Lynn 13 miles

December 4th to Ipswich 13
"

December 5th to Southampton 14
"

December 6th to Portsmouth 13
"

96 miles

Adding to this the rest of the march 624
"

General Total 720 miles

ON THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY

This State is large, completely populated by men who

are active, vigorous, enterprising farmers, merchants,

all cool-headed, brave, eager to get wealth along with

their liberty. The winters are long and severe, as they

are in all the States from the Susquehanna through the

most northern States. Boston is the capital of the State

of Massachusetts Bay. It is built on an isthmus, and is

surrounded by water on all sides except for the tongue

of land on the south toward Roxburg. It was in this

city that the first sparks of the rebellion were struck.

The houses here are clean and well built, the streets

trimmed with sidewalks. The northeast part of the

city is bordered by the Charles River which, in joining

the waters of the sea, makes a superb port which reaches

inland from fifteen to twenty miles. The harbor is

protected by the defenses raised on Carstle Island, on

the adjacent islands; and the city on the land side is
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protected by some trenches dug across the isthmus and

supported by some poor redoubts. Formerly the city

sent out a thousand ships a year that is, she sent out on

a thousand voyages ships, some of which were used on

more than one journey. At present no more than two

or three hundred ships go out. This traffic embraces

all kinds of undertakings, whether for France, Holland,

the West Indies, the Spanish or Portuguese possessions,

without counting coastal journeys. The port is in an

advantageous spot at the head of Massachusetts Bay
which makes a kind of crescent. There are from eight-

een to twenty thousand inhabitants who are willing to

fight. It must not be forgotten that the New England

militia forced the English army out of that territory

and up into Halifax. In conversation there is a serious-

ness, a patriotic tone, which makes every man cherish

Liberty who knows its worth and makes those who only

guess its worth desire it.

I went to survey with close attention the first battle-

fields of this war that is, Lexington, Concord and

Bunker Hill where the brave general, Warren, was

killed. And I went over the encircling positions which

General Washington had taken to block off the English

army garrisoned at Boston.

My curiosity would not have been satisfied had I not

at leisure seen the three chief personages who had

first spoken of independence: Mr. Hancock, Mr* Sam-

uel Adams, and Dr. Cooper.
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The first is governor of the State, He is the soul of

the cause of Liberty in this State. Calm, thoughtful,

very friendly, his winning manners do not diminish his

firmness as an executive. It is said that he embraced

the cause of independence only in the hope of paying

his debts in that manner, but I am very far from giving

credence to that belief. He lives on the hillock which

dominates the interior of the city, and behind his house

is placed the community beacon which is often replen-

ished by fire from his own kitchen.

Samuel Adams is a man of spirit, filled with gentle-

ness and agreeableness in company, with fire and life in

conversation. He told me first of the causes for dis-

content which Great Britain had given to the colonies,

the double dealing which she had given them. He

began talking in an indifferent manner, but he had

hardly mentioned the slavery under which he had been

burdened than he grew inflamed at once and his words

took on great eloquence. He told me that the State

of Massachusetts Bay was composed of four or five

hundred thousand inhabitants, a fifth of whom were

capable of bearing arms in defense of their homes.

I next saw Dr, Cooper, Mr* Hancock's counselor and

the friend of Samuel Adams, He is learned, eloquent,

but at the same time flattering and quite willing to suit

his speech to the tone of those with whom he is speak-

ing, and particularly to the immediate conditions,

which gives him great popularity. I do not wish to say

that he is a hypocrite, but that he shows the shrewd-
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ness of a man who says only what he wishes to say.

The edges of the sea are well populated. The road

from Boston to Portsmouth resembles a kind of city

street. Chelsea, Ipswich, Lynn, Marblehead, Salem,

Newburg are well populated and full of business.

ON THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

The State of New Hampshire has no very good coast,

but reaches well inland. It is surrounded by the State

of Massachusetts, by Vermont, and by Canada and has

about ninety thousand inhabitants.

Portsmouth on the Piscataqua River is an excellent

port which has served as a port of safety for the largest

warships. Monsieur le Comte de Vaudreuil on reach-

ing there left three vessels of his fleet, which he did only

to leave them out of danger. The French general sent

an officer there to arrange with him a proper use of the

natural defenses offered by nature and the terrain. It

was then agreed to anchor the ships with their lengths

reaching between Battery and New Castle Island, where

two batteries had been built up, to leave eight or nine

hundred men there to oblige the enemy to land out-

side of the pass and to force them to make a detour of

eight or nine miles in order to get as far as the town.

This terrain was open for tricky usage, and since this

delay would allow time for reinforcements to be called

from the State militia which could be gathered for such

an event.

I saw Colonel Langdon at Portsmouth the same
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Colonel Langdon who, on learning that Burgoyne had

thoughtlessly advanced deeply into New York State, set

this State's militia marching on his own authority to

close in on Burgoyne's rear and cut oif his communica-

tions. This action contributed no little to the capture

of the adventurous general.

The State's products are the same as those of the State

of Massachusetts Bay.

I am going to make a rapid summary of the feeling

throughout the country. The four states in the North

are largely for Independence, New York State is

divided, the Delancey family and its followers are for

England, the Livingstone family for Freedom. The

inhabitants of the western borders of the states of the

South are opposed to the new system, the Irish for the

American cause, the Hessians royalists, the Germans

divided. The educated men among them are for Con-

gress, the ignorant indifferent toward a cause which

they do not understand. The Presbyterians are good

Whigs, the Anglicans decided Tories, the Quakers op-

posed to war on religious principle and self-interest.

The young are patriotic, the old less inflamed; a few

merchants are for trade, the farmers in the interior for

the new order of things.

THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARMY OF AMERICA

RETURNS TO FRANCE

I left on the first of December to go with the French

General to Newburg on the North River to the general
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headquarters of the American army. We reached

there on the seventh. The army was encamped around

West Point and Newburg and the cordon of the ad-

vance guard held Pine's bridge, Newbridge, Verplank's

Fort, Stonypoint and Drobb's [Dobb's?] Feriy. Here

we learned of the departure of the English fleet and took

leave of General Washington and the American officers

who seemed sorry to see us leave. We left on the ninth

for Philadelphia taking the road through Chester, War-

wick, Sussex Courthouse, Hacket, Stonemill, Robert-

son's Ferry and finally, on the twelfth, came to Phila-

delphia.

Here we took the Chevalier de Lauzun's mail for

France and then rested, but time closed in upon us.

The frigate Emeraude, under Captain Quemy, was

ready. We had to set out once more on the second

of January to go to Annapolis in Chesapeake Bay to take

the ship that was to carry us to France. We reached

Annapolis on the fifth, embarked and at once set sail

for France. We reached Nantes the twentieth of

February, 1783, and learned to our great satisfaction

that peace had been concluded*



APPENDICES

I. AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF PAPER MONEY IN THE

UNITED STATES

The United States owed six or seven million pounds

sterling to England and had hardly any silver in circu-

lation. Since the type of war waged in modern times

requires as much having money in the public treasury

as having courage in the army or wisdom in the council

rooms, the better filled purse almost as much as the

sharpest sword may decide a victory. It was necessary

to take care of war needs; and since the country was

poorly supplied with real cash an effort was made to

replace real cash by a fictitious money, and paper was

introduced Paper Currency.
It would have been unwise to pay the expenses of the

war by means of duties and taxes since these had been

the cause of the troubles and the break with the mother

country*

Congress after having voted, in June, 1775, to raise

an army, shortly afterwards voted an issue of $2,000,000

in paper and, on the following August twenty-fifth,

voted to increase this by an additional $1,000,000.

They turned to the several colonies to get them to annul

these notes in four annual equal payments, the first of

xvhich would be due November, 1779. Congress set

this date because they thought matters would possibly
371
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be settled then. The difficulties grew and settlement

seemed to grow more improbable, so Congress voted,

on the twenty-fifth of November, a new issue of

$3,000,000, the payments on which were to be made

in the same manner but not before October 30, 1783.

All hope of peace having vanished in 1776, Congress

having adopted the plan of general resistance, it put into

circulation, on the seventeenth of February, four million

dollars' worth of new bills. Then, from the ninth of

May to the twenty-second of July, after the declaration

of independence, it added to this ten million dollars,

offering the same means of repayment for these that had

been stipulated for the other issues.

Such was public confidence at that time that these

notes, amounting to the excessive sum of twenty mil-

lion dollars, circulated for a long while without suffer-

ing the least depreciation and kept the army going as

well as furnishing a ready medium of exchange al-

though the American financiers had not in any way set

aside a sum sufficient to amortize or retire these notes.

Nevertheless a time finally came when the alchemical

powers of Congress failed to act upon the public emo-

tions, and to offset this change Congress voted, on

October 3, 1776, to borrow five million dollars. And
sometime later it obtained some funds by means of a

lottery which it set up and this aid was applied to the

unavoidable current expenses. From then on it had

recourse to the expedient of new issues of bills, not

yet finding the moment right for the establishment of
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a regular tax system. The case of surmounting obstacles

in this fashion and the extreme faith of the people in this

money caused this paper to multiply beyond the point

where prudence should have stopped. From that

moment they lost value with increased haste. The

campaigns of 1776 and 1777 had been made before

this depreciation had really begun.

Congress, seeing that this pleasant state of finances

would not be of long duration, ordered, on October 22,

1777, the raising of five million dollars for the military

activities of 1778. This was to be raised in advance by

proportionate taxes in each State. Before this tax, Con-

gress had voted to borrow a sum, the interest on which

was to be paid by bills of exchange on France. But this

brought practically nothing; and, seeing the difficulty

of keeping the public treasury at a point equal to meet-

ing expenses, Congress again took the means of issuing

new paper money whose depreciation grew in propor-

tion to the quantity thrown into circulation. To stop

this torrent as well as to settle on maturity the notes

which would fall due at the end of the year, it ordered,

on the first of January, that the several States turn into

the public treasury fifteen million dollars for the mili-

tary activity of the year, as well as six million dollars

in addition for the amortization of the public debt. On
the twenty-first of May, a demand for forty-five million

dollars was added to this for military expenses during

the current year and to buy up the great mass of paper

with which the States were flooded. It would be diffi-
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cult to estimate the real value that these maneuvers on

the part of Congress produce, for the bills never had

the same value on succeeding weeks. But, generally

speaking, the following scale of depreciation seems to

me to be exact:

Towards the middle of 1777: 2 to 3 percent loss

The end of 1 777: 2 or 3 for one

In 1778: 5 or 6 for one

In *779 : 2 7 or 2 $ for one

In the first 4 or 5

months of 1 780: 50 to 60 for one

Soon afterward in ... 1780: 150 for one

Thenin 1781: The bills were re-

fused everywhere

having no longer

any real value

Congress finally decided, in October, 1779, to stop

all new issues of paper where the complete sum should

total $200,000,000. This was soon reached and if to

this enormous sum is added that of special issues by
each State an idea may be gained of the quantity of this

imaginary money. Paper money was thus reduced to a

value much below its original worth, and the Ameri-

can army, lacking everything, took by force what it

needed.

A new method of getting along was thought of: this

was to create a new kind of bill and to redeem twenty
of the old bills with one of the new, four-tenths of
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which would be used as Congress wished, the rest to

be used as the separate States wished. These new bills

were to be called in within six years, would bear five

percent interest, and would be redeemed in silver or in

notes of exchange on American commissaries in Europe
as the holder preferred. But little good resulted from

this new effort (I do not know why).

Congress was groping, uncertain of its course. It

hesitated and at first recommended to the States to fix

the price of labor and of goods; it confiscated and put

on sale the possessions of Tories; it promulgated laws

carrying punishment for all who refused the paper

certificates. But these laws brought no relief from

present ills and were of little promise for a more secure

future. They even created new evils; for, notes having

been issued at a time when the paper was of almost equal

value with silver and these having successively dropped
in value, the laws gave a great advantage to men who

happened to be of bad faith in the matter of paying
their debts. Matters continued in that fashion almost

until peace was declared.

One might say that Congress had promised to pay,

but that it did not have sufficient power to establish

and maintain regular revenues. Its constitutional

authority limited it to the act of requiring that each

State furnish such and such a sum; but these latter also

had the right to reject, to modify, or to accept the

resolutions especially those relating to finances which

Congress presented to them.
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Congress found, when peace was established, that

the debt had mounted to the value of forty million dol-

lars in silver. It then drew up a plan of repayment* It

submitted this plan to the various legislatures, which re-

jected it, modified it, or approved it. Following this

the Virginia Assembly realizing the insufficiencies of

Congress proposed the calling of a Convention for the

purpose of revising the form of government, for giving

to it a more active and more powerful form. This sug-

gestion was adopted and the Republic of the United

States set itself up legally and peacefully; and, soon

after, its legislative body saw to the gradual wiping away
of the public debt, with constant vigilance and strict

honesty.

H. CONCERNING CERTAIN IMPORTANT MEN x

General Heath, the oldest major general of the

American army, was born near Boston. He has been

constant in his devotion to the cause of Independence
and he has won general respect by his uprightness and

his bluntness. He is very popular in the State of Massa-

chusetts Bay, and General Washington turns to him

often and uses him to recruit regiments in the States of

the North. His military talents are almost of no value.

Brigadier General Knox is in charge of the artillery

service. He has had the good sense to seek the services

of French officers who have taught him his job. He
1 1 do not yet dare to write of General Washington for fear of falling

into error.
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has good judgment, friendliness, great courage, is loved

by his troops who have confidence in him, and particu-

larly respected by his commander-in-chief.

Brigadier General Wayne has the reputation of being

exceedingly daring, and to understand the type of war

in this country well. He has the reputation of being

somewhat dashing. Nevertheless, he has good enough

judgment, and possesses easy manners and is generally

respected. The American soldiers are pleased when

they are placed under him.

Major General Green, commander-in-chief of the

Army of the South, is, in my opinion, the greatest mili-

tary man in the American army. He combines bold-

ness of plan with correctness of execution. Daring

and sudden in action, prudent in defensive battle, bold

in offensive war, wise temporizer, making the best of

adversity and seeking always to put the enemy at a

disadvantage either through the vigor of his actions or

through the swiftness of his attacks.

Major General La Fayette is adored by the Ameri-

cans. There is great cleverness and tact in the way
he conducts himself. He makes much of everybody, is

brave in war and not warlike. He writes well, espe-

cially to the point. He thinks entirely too well of him-

self, for his pride is equal to his romanticism.

Governor Lee of Maryland enjoys the greatest re-

spect. He has a wise nature, and holds strong opinions

in behalf of freedom for his country. He is cordial,

polite, sincere and gentle in society.
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Robert Morris has a great reputation as a financier.

He is Treasurer of the United States. He spends a

great amount, stays long at the table, works with ease.

He has, I think, more friends who share his pleasures

than he has real allies who value his talents.

Colonel Hamilton, aide-de-camp to General Wash-

ington, enjoys a great reputation with Washington, be-

cause he believes in his intelligence and his ability

which are more inclined toward political than toward

military knowledge; nevertheless, his pretensions are

preferably military. He is well educated, clever, frank,

loyal. He is proud and jealous in army matters, for in

this country as elsewhere men are suspicious of each

other, men hate the man with ability.

Governor Livingston of the Jerseys is a great and

handsome man, with great legal learning. He is a

former Chancellor of the State of New York, a friend

of Washington's, strongly outspoken against England.
He is spirited and well known. In addition he is a

large owner and is very influential in this State as well

as in the State of New York, as much through his learn-

ing as through the immense properties which he and his

family have held for many years.

Major General Lincoln is brave, vigorous, a very

good Whig, without having very deep penetration*

However, he has quite a good judgment in battle. His

soldiers respect him and his colleagues like him and have

consideration for him because he is sincere and without

pretense.
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Brigadier General Duportail, a French engineer,

friend of Washington, has an excellent head, accurate

judgment, is good in council, smart in the conduct of

sieges, but not very good in a campaign which requires

more activity.

Colonel Pickering, Quartermaster General of the

army, seems to me to be more of a quartermaster than

a distinguished military figure.

The Chevalier de la Luzerne, minister from France,

has been wise enough through his good fellowship and

his frankness to win the respect and the confidence not

only of Congress but also of the governors of all the

States. They consult him without his seeking them;

they listen to him with pleasure and often follow to

good advantage his advice. He is diligent, wise, pru-

dent, and discreet- Liked by General Washington,

respected by the members of Congress, he will handle

French aifairs perfectly if, when peace comes, the

French government knows how to win the Americans

to them through trade and get ahead of the British in

this.

Brigadier General Baron de Stuben, a German

whom the American cause called from his own country

into its service, is the inspector of the army* He
knows the details of military life, seems to be sharp

enough to take care of himself and knows how to handle

everybody. He is little known as a soldier.

Governor Trumbull of Connecticut is serious, pedan-
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tic, religious, formal, a very good Whig, greatly re-

spected because he is the only governor appointed by

the King of England who has remained as governor for

the United States,

Major General Gates has been favored by luck, by

circumstances, and by the activeness of the militia in the

States of the North. The great petulance of General

Burgoyne as well as the excessive caution of General

Clinton have been no less useful to him. General Gates

therefore owes his success more to the faults of his

enemies than to the wisdom of his plans. However,

he knew how to take advantage of the stupidity of the

English by taking up good military positions. He is

vigorous, gay, attentive to duty, has served often and

well. His misfortunes at Camden have overclouded

his success at Saratoga.

Major General Clinton, Governor of the State of

New York, is an excellent Whig,
2

is severe and hard

on the Tories and that State swarms with them. He
is obliged to occupy himself more with government ad-

ministration than with military affairs which he has to

neglect.

EL THE NATURE OF THE WAR IN AMERICA

The causes of the war in America have developed
in all minds, being sound ideas of liberty; and the suc-

2 If this Major General Clinton is the same General Clinton previously
mentioned on this page, the term of Whig would be inaccurate.
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cess which the Americans have had will without doubt

create imitators.

This war in no sense resembles a European war. It

is a matter of attacking military posts during a long

campaign and even though it lasted seven or eight years,

the years of 1777 and of 1781 are the only ones which

were somewhat lively for a short while.

This slow progress of military operations came at

first from the difficulty which the English Army had

in drawing its recruits from Europe, then from the ex-

treme poverty of Congress, whose funds were insuf-

ficient for the thorough support of the troops.

The English Army, therefore, to manage affairs best

for itself, remained on the coast in fortified positions;

and the weak continental army, nearly always inferior

to the forces of the enemy, was obliged often to take

the defensive. One did not dare to move about a

country which was opposed to it, and the other gained

its end by dragging matters out.

The American army, delaying, avoided battles, held

the defensive, and always tried to commit itself as little

as possible when it did go into action* Being beaten,

they nevertheless gained much, having gained dine,

while the outcome of the war was always trailing

against the English, even in their successes. If they
advanced into the interior they found themselves forced

to ky down their arms; if they remained on the coast

the inhabitants of the country made a closer alliance
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against them and set up an even more rigid opposition

to them.

The American general, politic,
and less warlike than

one might think him,
8

expected nearly everything in

time and counted more upon the efforts of his allies,

when through his wisdom he had won some for his

country, than upon the labors of his exhausted com-

patriots.
And the unenterprising English generals

willingly accommodated themselves to this order of

things, which suited their natural laziness or their ex-

treme caution. General Sir Guy Carleton must be con-

sidered as an exception from this general view, for his

splendid campaigns of 1776 and of 1777 saved Canada

and on several occasions the plans of General Howe.

As for those who showed some activity, who undertook

too much, and who ended by being overcome, one

was defeated at Saratoga and the other at Yorktown.

The first made the army ineffective by too much in-

action, the others lost it by too much action. The first

used too much method in their conduct of the war at the

beginning of the hostilities, the latter too little at the

end of the war.

The country does not resemble Europe, which is

thickly populated, opened up and fecund in its pro-

ductiveness; in America the population is thinly scat-

tered, the land is covered with woods, swamps, and

hills which slow down the progress of an army*
8
George Washington. J-E. Weelecu
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Finally, the means of subsistence are few for a large

army.

Enthusiasm was never general and from the very

beginning it was only partially brought to its height

because none of the causes which produced the Euro-

pean revolutions existed in America.

It must also be mentioned that there were many indi-

viduals in the English army who were completely con-

vinced of the beauty and justice of the enemy cause,

which they were opposing, and for that reason they
did not press their advantages with the same ardor.

The English operated on land with their armies; they

blockaded the ports with their fleets and intercepted

all commerce coming from these States. The Ameri-

cans had means only for feeble land actions, and they

saw themselves forced to give free way to the daily

depredations of the enemy vessels to which they could

offer no opposition, since they had no naval war forces.

The result was that the profits of trade could not be

applied to making up the excessive costs of the war and

left a continual state of financial exhaustion.

The Americans had but one allythe King of France.

They were removed from their protector by fifteen

hundred leagues. The other European powers saw the

War of the Insurgents with a troubled eye because they

looked upon them as uprisers. They were content to

meet the events by inactivity because nearly all of them

had some cause to complain of the overbearing and

haughtiness of England. The Americans therefore
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for a long while almost singly opposed the English on

the mainland of the New World, while French fleets

disputed sometimes the palm of victory with British

squadrons in both hemispheres.

IV. MY SERVICE RECORD *

Born April 7, 1755

Soldier in the Auvergne regiment and sous-

lieutenant in the Besangon Artillery August 5, 1 769

Aide-major in the Auvergne Infantry March 24, 1772

Captain July 28, 1773

Captain aide-major in the Artois Dragoons,

March 24, 1774

4 The service record of the Vicomte de Rochambeau may be com-

pleted as follows:

On June 30, 1791, the eve of the French Revolution, he was made
marechal de camp. After "the business of Mons and of Tournay," he

resigned and left the Army of the North on May 20, 1792.

Appointed lieutenant general in command of the French Windward
Islands (July 9, 1792), he was unable to establish himself as such in

Martinique and had to take refuge at San Domingo (September zSth)

where he was elected governor general by the French adherents of

the island (October 23rd) in place of d*Esparbes.
Sent back to the Windward Islands on January 30, 1793, "by

order of
the Executive Council," he was blockaded at Martinique by the English
fleet under Admiral Gardiner who, surprised at the resistance of the

island, went to
try

his luck elsewhere after a siege of fifty-three days*
But at the beginning of 1794 the Vicomte de Rochambeau, in spite

of heroic efforts, went down under a new offensive from the British.

Besieged in Fort Royal in Martinique by an army of 15,000 men com-
manded by Sir Charles Grey, who was supported by a fleet of twenty-
nine battleships, he surrendered on March 23, 1794, "amid the ruins and
fallen walls of the fort," having obtained the honors of war,

Returning to France, he was ordered back to San Domingo in
January,

1796, to occupy the part of the island ceded to Fiance by the Spanish.
He disembarked at Cap on May 12, 1796, was dismissed by Sonthonax
on July 1 8, 1796. He returned to France where the Directoire sustained
his dismissal (February, 1797).
The First Consul reinstated him with the rank of general of division

(January, 1800) and used him in the Army of Italy. May 2*, 1800, the
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Colonel second in command in the Bourbon-

nais Infantry January 22, 1779

Went in this capacity to the United States

during the last war in 1780

Colonel in command of Saintonge Infantry,

November n, 1782

Colonel in command of the Royal-Auvergne

Infantry July 7, 1783

Donatien-Marie-Joseph de Vimeur,

Vicomte de Rochambeau

Vicomte de Rochambeau took part in the defense of Vars Bridge, then
went to Portugal with General Leclerc (1801).

When Leclerc was put at the head of the army which Admiral Vil-

laret-Joyeuse was to take to San Domingo to pacify the island, Rocham-
beau was given command of a division (October 28, 1801). He took
Fort Dauphin on February 2, 1802. On the death of Leclerc he became
commander-in-chief of the Army of San Domingo (November 2, 1802)
and was made captain general of the colony (January 3, 1803). He sur-

rendered on November 28, 1803, in the town of Cap and was captured
at sea by the English who interned him for many years in England
in Norman Cross prison.

Returning to France by exchange on December 6, 1811, he was re-

stored to service January 7, 1813. Ten days later he was in command
of the 4th division of the observation corps on the Elbe, under General
Lauriston, On March 3ist he was given the xpth Infantry Division of
the 5th Corps of the Grande Arme.

It was at the head of this division that he was wounded at the battle

of Eichberg (May 19, 1813); and he participated in the battle of the

Bautzen (May zist and 22nd), following which he received the title of

Baron of the Empire (June 18, 1813) and the Officer's Cross of the

Legion of Honor (September 25, 1813)*

Mortally wounded near the village of Probstheyda during the battle

of Leipzig (October x8th), he died October 20, 1813, at the hospital of

Leipzig in the arms of his brother Philippe.
The name of General de Rochambeau is cut on the east side of the

Arc de Triomphe de L'Etoile in Paris, under which repose, since the

Great War, the ashes of the Unknown Soldier. J-E. Weebn.
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citizen and that you have no knowledge that any com-

plaint or denunciation has ever been brought against

me before the constituted authorities of Vendome. In

doing this you will be doing justice to the truth.

Vimeur-Rochambeau."

The Vendomois, who did not have courage enough
to do justice to the truth, remembered very con-

veniently that the petitioner did not live in their com-

mune and, for that reason, that they could do nothing

for him. However, they were quite willing to mention

in their reply the patriotic role played by Rochambeau

during the Vendee outbreak and to certify that he was

living peacefully in the neighborhood of their city.

Supplied with these official attestations, Rochambeau

awaited the return of the commissioners. They ap-

peared, followed by such a train as those shown in pic-

tures of the times. Guards in wooden shoes, armed

with scythes and pikes, mounted on plow horses, sur-

rounded faded vans into which were piled the most in-

congruous group of people: Delahaye, a former member

of the Constituent Assembly from Sarthe; Mesnager,

former fiscal agent of Montmirail, self-styled owner of a

priory, and its steward; Barbe, both justice of the peace

and doorkeeper of the Chateau de Montmirail; a hatter;

a former episcopal vicar; the one time commissioner of

Martinique, Foulon d'Ecotais, whom they had sought

out on his estate of Onzain. Rochambeau went in his

own carriage with his servant, J6rome, and with Blon-
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